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INTRODUCT ION 

This volume includes abstracts of papers presented at the 

International Scientific Symposium held under the aegis of the 

UNEP/USSR Project "Combating Desortification through Integrated 

Development". 

While being an integral part of the Project, the Symposium 

is a logical extension of the training courses on the subject 

conducted in the Soviet Union during 1980  for specialists from 

the developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

The Symposium has the following objectives; 

- to assess factors, the spread and methods used to study 

and combat the process of dpeertificatjon in the Soviet Union 

and elsewhere in the world so that the materials presented oouL. 

be included in the world-wide review of the problem, which, in. 

accordance with the Project Document, is to be prepared in 1982; 

- to present information on projects of integrated agro-

industrial development, including the urbanization of the desert 

and semi-desert zone of the Soylt Union1  these can be used as 

illustrattve examples, showing the participants of the training 

workshop the ways of translating into life regional schemes of 

integrated development; 

- to consider and discuss the draft guidelines for drawing 

up regional schemes of arid lands integrated development. 

The above-named objectives were discussed in April, 1981 

with the LEP Executive Director Mr. M.Tolba and were approved. 



To achieve the objectivee, the Inetitute of G 0ography of the 

USSR *cademy of Sciencee, an executive body of the Project, joined 

efforte with the Management of the Centre of Internation1 Projecte 

of GXNT and enlieted aupport of the leading Soviet and foreign 

ci.ntiste and epecialiate known for their work in the field of 

arid iands development and deeertjfication control. Also, to pre-

aerve the continuity of Project activitiee, former participante 

of the training coureee were invited, eince they bad had an oppor-

tunity to make a critical aeeeenment and generalization of the 

Soviet experience of combating deeertification in the context of 

the problene peculiar to their reepective countriee. 

Theee are the concepte on which the preeent collection of 

abetrecte in baeed. 

Germaimov I.P., Academician, 

Director of the scientific 
Prograiime of the Project 
"Combating Deeertificatlon 
through Integrated Development" 
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PLIIARY PAPIRS OP ?HR 8YMP05IU 

DERTPICATIORi1ACTQfl3. S1AT 1DI8RThUTIOI. IRTHODO wax 
QP STUI_4ND CONUT  

D!TIRIATIORAL UBSR/UNIP PROJBOT 

MCOBh.1IJG DgSERTLPIOATIOI THROUGH 

Z1ITJGEtID DIVILOPENT" AND ITS 

XPINMRNTATIOJ 

ZONI 1.8., Centre of Inter-

national Projeoteof GKI1T 

USBR 

At the UI Conference on Deeertifioation, held in 1977 in 

lairobi (Kenya), among the many propoea].e incorporated into the 

extremely important final document, the Plan of Action, there 

was a proposal introduced by the Soviet delegation. It addressed 

the ways of marrying industrialimation and urbaniat ion with the 

progress of agriculture to boout the development of arid spaces, 

and their associated possible ecological aftermatha. 

The importance attached to the proposal was und.rscox-ed by 

the fact that it was set aside Into a separate group of propoesla 

to be recommended for national and regional actIpfla. 

The proposal's substantiation in by no neana accidental - 

It derives from the well-comprehended extensive experience with 

Integrated development of similar regions in the USSR. 

In most developing countries agriculture made a leading con-

tribution to their gross national product whereas the share of 

Industry, ntruct1on, tranapt and the whule infrastructure 
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remained low. Agrarian spec ialisation was rested largely on semi-

eubeistent psasant economies based on the fire-clearing system, 

lagging land-tilling practices and small primitive irrigation 

5 syetems". This dismissed all hope of fast economic growth, as 

even with this substantial capital InveStments needed to be cana-

Used into building an infrastructure. 

After their independence the developing countries proclaimed 

as their national goal varying degrees of industrial development, 

proceeding from the level of economic development, political power 

and balance of class forces. 

Accelerated economic development entails certain social shifts 

olosely related to a change of the ecological situation. For the 

developing countries the environmental problem In its entire diver-

sity Is not so relevant or serious as for the developed countries, 

even though many of them inherited an environment spotted here 

and there with the ulcers" of irresponsible, Indeed sometimes 

predatory plunder. Some of the ulcers, influenced by continuing 

anthropogenic activity, are increasingly showing a hazardous ten-

dency towards expansion in depth and in width. The intensive deve-

lopmer.t of arid and semiarid regions allied with the exploration 

and production development of large oil and gas bearing provinces 

or construction unsupported by proper planning and ecological prog-

nostication, gives rise to desertification, degradation of the 

affected area, increasing pollution, and other adversities. 

In the countries prone to desertification the ecological ha-

lance is conditional, first and foremost, upon judicious and care-

ful transfer of industrialization and urbanization experiences 

from developed countries. 

The experiences of many courtr5er nake it clearly evident 
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that the rise of new socio-.economic conditions and social prociuc-

tion has fundamentally reshaped the views at the use of nature. 

This left its mark also on Siam's inter-relations with the deserti 

there came a change of attitude from unlimited removal of natural 

resources with no regard for the future to the rational mainte-

nance of the optimal correlation among the components of this frail 

ecosystem, with proper assessment and reparation of the damages 

done to Nature. 

On the recommendation of the 1977 UNITAR (United Nations 

Institute for Training and Research) Conference to deal with alter-

native economic development strategies for arid and semiarid lands, 

integrated regional development could present a strategy of deser-' 

tification control. This Is In full agreement with the UNXP gene-

ral strategy whereby development is invariably aseociated with 

environmental protection and improvement. Following this line of 

reasoning, one comes to the idea about the all-round study of the re-

gional development experiemes world-wide, with special reference 

to the positive and negative role that industrialization and urba-

nization have to play, under different socio-economio conditions 

in the ecological state of the environment and the enhancement, 

prevention or attenuation of desertification processes in the 

arid and semiarid regions. 

The USSR/UNEP Project "Combating Desertification through 

Integrated Development" wasendorsed in 1979.  The Project Sponso-

ring Organization is the GKNT Centre of International Projects 

and the Institute of Geography, USSR Academy of Sciences, in oô-

operation with other Soviet organizations as appropriate or other 

UN agencies concerned, as well as the national organizations nowi-

rvted 1)y the Prcer-t m hr-"tate. The Project fulfilment is 



scheduled for 40 months, from Septembe? 1979 through December 

1982 and its total cost is 3.1 million roubles (from the Soviet 

Union's contribution in roubles to the U1P Fund). 

The Project is concerned with identifying and filling gape 

in the existing knowledge about the formulation of integrated 

agro-industriel regional development schemes for territories, 

concurrent with designing similar schemes for some developing 

countriee. In so doing, it pursues on the one hand, the long-term 

goals of aiding the developing countries located in the arid, 

semlard and eubhumid regions in control of desertification and 

protection and improvement of the state of the environment through 

aocio-economic development of the regions on the basis of the  

integrated agro-industrial approach; on the other hand, its more 

immediate goals consiüt of giving assistance to the governments 

of some developing countries on the formulation of specific deve-

lopment schemes for alla part of such regions, with a special 

accent on the types, sweep and aocio-economic feasibility of the 

proposed measures. 

The results of the Project Phase I includes 

Porinulation of regioril schemes of combating desertifica-

tion through Integrated development; 

Training national personnel from the member-countries; 

An international workshop on combating desertification 

through integrated regional development and preparation of a 

monograph summarizing desertification control experiences, world-

wide 

A full-length film about combating desertification through 

integrated regional development. 
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SIMILARITIES AND DT"BRENCHS IN 

WORLD' S DESERT ENVIRONMENTS 

GERASIMOV I.P., Institute 

of Geography, Academy 01 

Sciences, tJSSR 

The report presents a general overview of climatic conditions, 

the pattern of denrtic lithogenesis, and the flora and fauna of 

deserta situated in different parts of the world. 

Among the deserts reviewed in the report are those of Cent-

ral Asia, Sahara, Gobi, Atakejna and Australia's deserts. Dejcri-

bed first is the role of blowout processes, or deflation, in the 

present geodynamica of the deserts, and their related seolian re-

lif. Concurrently, note is taken of the traces of old rivers' 

activity in the contemporary deserts which persist in their topo-

graphy due to the protective role of desertlo crusts (detrital, 

saline or clayey-takyr). 

The desert flora and fauna are characterized with p'imary 

attention to the forms of adaptation by new organisms to the 

severe environment of those territories; the latter are said to 

be broadly varying in character, depending on the species compo-

sition and origin. 

Special emphasis is placed in the report on the experience 

of productive development in the deserts and the processes of in-

creasing anthropogenic desertii'ioation in the arid regions. 

On all these issues broad and frequent recourses are mMe to 

the materials and research data available in the proceedings of 

the 1977 UN Conference on Desertification, taking place in Jai- 
roh (Kenya). 
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MAGNITUDE AND CHARACTJRISTICS 

OP DERTIFICATION OP WORLD'S 

ARID LANDS 

DREGNE H.E., International 

Center for Arid and Semi-

Arid Land Studies, U.S.A. 

Desertification is an old as well as a new phenomenon in 

the arid regions of the world. Three periods in history when de- 

sertification has had a particularly acute impact on land resour-

cee can be identified 1) 1,000 to 3,000 years ago when soil ero-

sion and ealinization first affected large areas in Europe, Asia 

and Africa; 2) 50 to 150 years ago when overgrazing and soil 

erosion in lands colonized by Europeans left its mark on the land-

soaps, and 3) the last 30 years, when increasing land pressure 

in developing countries has accelerated all types of desertifica-

tion. 

As the result of past and current land 'gradation. about 

3.3 billion hectares or 80 perccii of the world's agricultural 

land in arid and semi-arid regions is affected by desertification. 

Approximatly 21 percent of the trrigated land, 77 percent of the 

rainfed cropland, and 82 percent of the rangeland is at least 

moderacely desertified. Africa is the continent having the largest 

percentage of its grazing and cultivated land desertified, with 

86 percent affected. South America, North Amcr1ca, and Asia follow 

closely behind Africa. Deterioration in the vrtatve cover and 

water and wind erosion are the major desertifioatioi prccecoe$, 

urld-w1de 
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Practices for combating 1eeertification are known but the 

economic benefit of improving deteriorated land is a function of 

the type of land use and the aridity of the climate. Only about 

25 percent of the deaertified rangeland is capable of producing 

economic benefits from reclamation efforts, whereas virtually all 

of the irrigated land would produce a net positive return from 

reclamation. 

CLIMATIC PNRIODIOITY ALBD LANDSCAPB 

VARIABILITY AS ENVIRONMENTAL 

FACTORS IN DESERTIFIOATION 

M&BBUTT J.A. Uniyersity 

of New 3outh Wales, 

AUSTRALIA 

Review of environmental factors in desertification indicates 

that too little attention has been paid to short-and medium-term 

fluctuations of dryland climates and to topo-edaphic contrasts 

which determine local thresholds of stability in the natural land-

scepe. Particularly in rain-dependent livelihood systems, drought 

crises, localized ecological stress through accumulated land-use 

pressure, or accelerated degradation of critical land unite may be 

decisive. This is apparent in the record and patterns of deserti-

ficatlon. Recognition of the significance for desertificatlon of 

critical climatic periodiolty and localized landscape vulnerai-

ilty can help in formulating combative measures and in desrning 

aopropriate management systems. 

The claim that the Tahelian and contemporary droughts marked 

tL onset ci 	re rigorous climatic regime, with expanded dry 
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climatic zones remains unproven. lecognition that rainfall varia-

bility comprises fluctuations of varying amplitudes and periodici-

ties is more meaningful for an understanding of the climatic fac-

tor in desertification. Drought is the engine of desertification, 

particularly the longer-term rainfall fluctuations that may exceed 

the resilience of,or cause imbalance in livelihood systems. The 

impact of drought depends not only on its climatic severity but 

also on associated land-use pressures, which may have accumulated 

in preceding phases of high rainfall. In the foreseeable future 

rain-dependent livelihood systems in the drylands must aáapt to 

scarce and uncertain rainfall, and agroclimatic indices as a basis 

for planning should present the probability of the recurrence of 

drought in terms appropriate to the productive nystems at risk. 

This conc5pt of the temporal climatic and ecological crisis 

in desertificat ion Is supported in the geographical dimension 

by evidence from remote sensing, which suggests an initial selec- 

tive, In-depth pattern of degradation, rather thana broad outward 

movement of the desert border. 

Desertification advances by the aggregation of degraded 

areas, rather than by expansion of the deserb proper. The areas 

under greatest threat tend to be the semiarid zones. 

This pattern of selective desertification advance reveals 

the importance of localized land-use pressure and the selective 

rewonse of naturally vulnerable topo-edaphic situations. Since 

these areas can form centres of widening degradation, their iden-

tificatlon is important, and this paper stresses the relevance of 

the physlographie approach in this context. 

it the broadest scale the contrast between mountain-and-basin 
deserts and shield-and-platform deserts is sinifcnt, from the 
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viewpoint of relief, hydrology 1  soils and landscape stability. 

Within this broad framework, recognition of distinctive physiogra-. 

phic settinget upland desert, stony desert etc., provides a usefu] 

regional framework of reference against which desertification pro-

bless and combative proraismes can be appreciated, and experience 

transferred between regions. At a more local scale, the dryland 

environment fosters and tolerates sharply desaroated environmental 

units or topo-edaphic settings. Examples are given of the useful-

ness of mapping such units at scales of 1250,000 and larger, as 

a basis for management planning. 

DsERTrFICATIoN IN THE 

ARID COtJMRIES 

ABOUBACAR L., Ministry of 

Water and Forest Resouroes 1  

NIGER 

Since world community realized the danger brought forth by 

the permanent degradation of the environment in the arid count-

ries, the governmente of these countries have made efforts to 

provide its conservation. 

However, not all the countries can tackle this problem sue-

cesefully. In our opinion, this is attributed to several factors, 

the first one, being 	environmental. In the arid countries envi- 

ronment is undoubtedly degraded at present. This situation is wor-

sened by unwise man's activity from one side and animals from the 

other. Man destroys the environment through forest fires, cutting 

of shrubs, unsound cultivation practices aimed at maximum food-

stuffs production disregarding the rules and laws of environment- 



al development. Animals are no less dangerous as they affect 
rangelands. 

Secondly, there is a social and economic aspect. The above-

mentiornd environmental aspects are in close connection with the 

socio-cconomic conditions of the arid countries both in the area 

of agriculture and pastoralieni. Soils of these countries are deg-

raded which results in low crop productivity and, consequently, 

production of food-stuffs and unsatisfactory sanitary conditions. 

The report contains the methodology of elaboration of regio-

nal integrated development scheme. 

Governments of the countries subject to desertificatlon 

should "protect themselves" and restore their losses depending on 

he peculiarities of these countries. To solve this problem it is 

necessary to adopt a policy of development bad on quick reaction 

and wise assessment of natural resources and the environment. 

PRINCIPL8 OF DESERTIPICATION 

DIAGNOSTICS AND ASSESSMEW 

ROZANOV B.G., Moscow State 

University, USSR 

The UR Conference on Desertification (Nairobi, 29 August - 

9 September, 1977), after having considered this problem on a 

global scale concluded that directly or indirectly it affects most 

countries of the world. Desertification then was defined as "dimu-

nition or deatruction of the biological potential of the land 

that can lead ultimately to desert-like conditionn", which applies 

to tropical, subtropical and moderate arid, semi-arid and ub-hu-

mid territories. 

Desertifleatthn ôrlteria were not defined cleerly enouch. 
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The definition adopted by the COerence  appears too broad, tail-

ing to be operational or diagnostic. It encompasses all the pro-

ceases of human activity that result in upsetting the biological 

potential of the land, along with the degradation of the 80±1 and 

vegetation cover, which may occur in any natural zone. In the ab-

aence of clearly defined criteria of desertification it is impos-

aible to diagnose its manifestations with adequate accuracy. Quan-

titative indices of desertification intensity are not available 

either. Attempts made to-date towards mapping desertification on 

a world scale, based on the above definition, have been essential-

ly approximating. 

It appears necessary to give a more narrow and specific defi-

nition of the desertification process, in clearer scientific terms 

desertificatj&j.s a orocass of IrreXersibIg chanMe of the soil 

and vegetati on 	in an arid area towards t]jher aXidization  
and dimuxiltion of biooroductivitr. which. in_extreme cpes. may 
result in the area being transfored Into a jeset. Accordingly, 

the terms used In This definition should be given a more accurate 

iflterpretation 

- 	vejjb] 	hapge - a change of the soil or vegetation 

cover whose rehabilitation to the original pondition either re-

quires interference of man or calls for a very long (dozens and 

hundreds of years) natural prooees, providing the area ceases to 
be used altogether; 

- arid area - an area, where conditiona of tropical, sub-

tropical or warn-to--moderate arid, semi-arid or seasonal sub-humid 

climate prevail; 

- desert - an arid area practically devoid of vegetation co-

ver or senile 8011; 

4-I 
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- bioproductivity - production of biomass, expressed in 

t/ha/year; 

- soil aridization - change occurring in the soil whereby its 

capacity to provide available moisture to plantu is reduced 

- vegetation cover aridization - xcrotization - increaee In 

the number of xerophylloue species at the expense of mesophyllous 

ones, the overall coverage of the area and bloproductivity being 

reduced. 

On the basis of the above definition diagnostics of the de-

sertification process (establishing its presence) and its assess-

ment consist in the quantifying of the interrelated parameters of 

the extent of soil and vegetation aridizatlon and of bioproducti-

vity. Like any other process, desertification can be dIagnosed 

and aseessed only by comparing the condition of a given area at 

different moments of time, or by comparing two different areas 

simultaneously. The rate of the desertlf:ication process can only 

be determined in the former case, whereas the latter case estab-

lihes the fact that the process is going on and its intensity. 

The definition includes both the natuial and man-Induced 

processes of desertification. The parameters of soil cover degra-

dation, such as eroe1on, ealinization, alkulinization are not 

specific for desertification, and therefore cannot be used in 

its diagnostics or assessment. 

RISING ENERGY OOSTS A NEW AND 

POTENTIALLY SERIOUS DESERTIFICATION 

FORCE IN THE UNITED STATES 

S1{PAN D.A., Inntitute 

for Iocni SpIIf-Reliqnce, USA 



Due to rising fossil fuel and electricity coats, energy has  

become a significant variabie in the economics of irrigated agri-

culture, particularly irrigated agriculture that depends on pumped 

groundwater. In the Pecos River Basin (southwest Pexas), farmers 

have had to abandon some 190,00 acres of cultivated (primarily 

cotton) land as a direct result of higher energy costa. To the 

north, on the Llario Estacado, groundwater pumping now coats about 

EQ per acre-foot, compared with 11.50 per acre-foot ten years ago. 

In the Santa Cruz and Gila River Basins (central Arizona), farmers 

have begun to abandon once irrigated fields to the ravages of the 

wind and weeds because higher energy costs have made their culti-

vation uneconomic. 

A second major direct effect of rising fossil fuel COatS has 

been increased demand for wood, an alternative fuel. There has 

been a surge of wood gathering and cutting on the arid commons, 

managed by the U.S. Forest Service or the Bureau of Land hanage-

merit. Increasing sales of wood stoves and high private market 

prices for wood (165 to 0120 a cord) suggest further expoitation 

of trees on the arid commons 'in the near future. Heretofore, wood 

gathering has not been a major desertification force in the United 

States, except in specific places such as the Ravajo Indian Reser-

vat ion. 

The indirect effects of rising energy costs are harder to 

quantify but are no less real. Perhaps the most powerful indirect 

effect is that rising energy costs ma]C urban areas in warm cli-

niates (arid or nonarid) more economical than those in cold clima-

tes (end or nonarid) in terms of their living and light industry 

costs. fl5ncf', they contribute to their growth, And as the urban 

4-2 
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areas in arid warn areas grow, they must reach out further and 

further for water to suatain that growth. The Los Angeles I!etropo 

ittan Area is probably the olesio case of this phenomenon. The 

result - increasing desertitication beyond the environs of the 

arid land city. 

The developments suggest that energy considerations should 

be an essential Ingredient in any integrated effort to combat deser-

tifloation. Bepecially crucial is the utilizatiou of indigencue 

Solar and wind reaouxoei. A variety of technological options appear 

to be available today or in the threshold of svailability - photo-

yoltaic cells for powering puaps, wind-driven turbines, solar salt 

ponds, etc. Of equal importance is the utilization of water-con-

serving technologies, e.g., lowpreesure irrigation systems, water 

recycling processes, solar-powered desalinization, etc. 

Water self-sufficiency will become increasingly vital for 

arId areas beauee as energy cOstS o]iinb so will the coat of tram-

sporting water, i.e., interbasin transfers. So, too, will the cost 

of draining saline irrigation water out of basins such as the San 

oaquin in California. 

ENYRONMNDAL PRQBLNMS AND 

flEVBt/PMBNT IN ARID LAND8; 

KEPLRCT IONS ON A MAN AND THE 

BIOSPHERE PROJECT 

WILKINSON tl.J., SPEECE U., 

University of Arizona, U.S.A. 

Por the past two years the Arid Lands Inforniitiori Cpnter 

withlfl the Office of Arid Lands Studies, at the Univorsity of An- 



zone has been compiling handbooks on natural resource deve1opmen; 

and environmental problems in a number of developing pountries, 

mainly in arid regions of the world. This project is sponsored 

jointly by the U.S. Committee of the U.E. Men, and the Biosphere 

Programme (MAB) and the U.S. Agency for International Development 

(U.S. AID). The project represents the first stages of an attempt 

by U.S. -AID to integrate an environmental awareness into develop-

ment planning. 

A. substantial proportion of development projects have ba,1, 

and continue having adverse effects upon the environment and U.B. 

AID projects are certainly no exception. It represents a major 

advance in the field of development activity that within the last 

decade such difficulties finally have been recognized, and steps 

are being taken to rctify them. 

The handboolm. or more accurately 	profiles", 

are envisioned as the first part of a more thorough analysis Of 

resources and resource management, environmental prblema, and the 

interrelation of these factors with development planning. To-date' 

environmental profiles on more than a dozen . coumtries in the and 

regions of Africa, the Middle Eaet and South Asia have been oom-

piled. Iatural resources of each country, particularly mineral, 

water, soils, vegetation, and wildlife have been exemined.. Bach 

of these resources is surveyed, but more Importantly, the manage-

ment and use of the resources is reviewed. Specific current and 

potential problems are identified to show which areas are or may 

become most critical in terms of environmental degradation. Die-

cussion of the major environmental problems includes not onLy the 

physical aspects,but also socio-economic or institutional factors 

behind environments] degradation. 
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Most physical aspects of enviroiimerttal problems have been 

covered in great detail in recent research on and discussion of 

deser-tifloation. The common factors present in every country pro-

filed in the MLB project include degradation of natural vegetation 

cover, severe soil erosion, and a number of environment-related 

health prob1ema In most arid areas, expansion of agriculture de-

pends upon irrigation projects, and such projects are leading to 

increasing soil and water salinity. Countries dependent upon irri-

gation from great rivers, such as the bile and Indus, also have 

to contend with waterlogin.g of productive soils. Overpumping of 

the groundwater aquifers is resulting in declinin6 water tables, 

and seawater intrusion in coastal areas. 

By contrast, the socio-economic and institutional factors 

behind these problems have received much less attention than the 

phyeical apeects. While it may be noted that overgrazing Or clea-

ring for agriculture are two of the major factors in depletion of 

vegetative cover and thus factors in soil erosion, the tendency 

has been simply to blame the ingorance of the farmer or herdsman 

for the problem. However, farmers and herdemen are quite often 

perfectly well aware of the detrimental effects of many of their 

actions. Traditional land use systems are usually well adapted 

for causing a minimum of damage to fragile ecosystems. Very often 

the intrusion of modern factors disrupts traditional systems, lea-

ving the inhabitants with the choice between starvation and actions 

which will cause degradation of the environment, 

2dakingthese choices often invo.vcs institutions at national 

level in most countries, to the extent that environmental degra-

dation i, in a sense, actually planned in many cases, It Is well 

nown for ixstance, that massive irrigation projects may well 
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lead to soil salinizatj.on and water-logging, depletion of ground-

water resources, or Increased incidence of certain diseases. Mo-

waver, the alternative of not initiating such projects and thereby 

courting massive food shortages is not viable. •  

Such perspectives may not be readily apparent from the analysis 

of the SItuation in individual countries. The trend becomes stri-

kingly clear, however, then it is seen In nearly every country 

profiled. The physical problems of environmental degradation are 

well known and well researched. From a purely technical point of 

view nearly all can be solved. The major focus however, must 

shift away from action exclusively on this level. Causes of every 

environmental problem have soc ic-economic and institutional aspects 

which must be addreased If there Is to be any hope of lasting so-

lut ions. 

RXPERIENCE OF SMDENTARLATION 

IR THE ARID LMfl)S OF THE USSR 

BABAIEV A. G. • ORAZOV A • 0., 

Institute of Deserts, Turkmen 

SSR Academy,  of Sciences, USSR 

Nomad ism as an economic and cultural way of living adhered 

to by nomadic and semi-nomadic peoples of the world's arid z0nes 

emerged In pre-bistoric times. In some countries of Asia and Afri-

ca It still continUes to eXISt. 

A study of the historic experience in eliminating nomadism 

in the USSR represents not only scientific and practical interest, 

but is a factor of International significance, since elimination 

of nomadism constitutes a very important problem for many develo-

ping cuuntries of Asia and Africa. Theories are being propounded 
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abroad calling for at come-back to the nomadic way of life, which 

el1.gedly will be conducive to preserving a better natural balance 

in arid territories. Thin theory does not rent on any scientific 
fe.ot, while it demonstrates the old colonial principle of barr:tng 

the inhsbitants of deserts, semi-deserts and dry steppe areas from 

teobnologioal and social progress. 

The victory of the October Revolution in the Soviet Union 

created a decisive oondition for massive elimination of the mona-

dic way of life among the Soviet Union's nomadic peoples (particu-

larly in Soviet Central Asia and 1(a*akhstan). The problem of eli-

minating the age-long socio-economio and cultural backwardness, 

illiteracy and ignorance among the population of what used to be 

Zus.ia'n colonial backyards, including nomads, was one of the pri-

ority challenges of the Soviet Adminietrat ion in its very early 

yearn. In the Republics of Soviet Central Ajia and Kaaakhetan 

special attention was given to particularly backward life patterns 

among nomadic livestock breeders. The Soviet Government took a 

number of important economic and political steps to nettle the 

nomads. A lot of iistitutional, economic, educational and prepera-

tory work among the nomadic peeples accompanied the transition. 

One of the math factors that contributed to the settlement 

of nomadic livestock breeders was colleotivisation of individually 

owned liveetock breeding wiit. Massive settlements of nomads and 

sami-nomade of Central A51a and Kaaakhntan coincided in time with 

the period of creating livestock breeding collective and state 

ferns and was predominantly completed in 1936. 

The settlement of nomads proceeded on the basis of replacement 

of traditional nomadic economy with range breeding. The settlement 

of former nomads in Soviet entrai *5 1a and Kazakhetan against the 
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background of developing socialized economy proved to be an impor-

tant factor conducive of progressive charges in the work patterns 

of animal breeders, in their traditional liviug patterns and cul-

ture. 

POPULATION OF THE WORLDS ARID 

AND SEMI-ARID LAIJDS 

BROOK C.U., POKZRISHEVSKY V.V., 

Institute of Ethnography, 

USSR 

Studies of the population problems of arid lands prove 

the importance of subdividing these into arid and sebti-arid. Po-

pulation density for the former normally does not exceed 0.1 nan/ 

krn 2 , in the latter case it frequently goes up to 5-10 man.'kan2 . 

Even today arid lands feature nomadic and semi-nomadic cattle 

husbandry, a settled way of life being a characteristic of oases 

only, no matter natural or man-made (e.g.  near mining centres). 

Semi-arid lands displey prevalence of settled life, with possibi-

lities for dry farming development, where semi-nomadic cattle hue-

bandry in usually of secondary importance. Towns are more common 

here, their functions not necessarily limited to the servicing 

of nomads or seJrL2-nomeds. 

Apart from the differences arising from the extent of 

aridity, very important are the differences between the habitats 

ith irluigenous population practicing traditional foriiis of econo-

ic oct.ivitios (in which rometimes modern mining centres are vi-

ta] coiriponentn without destoylng the "background" as a whole) 

the huhitntn :hoie oonulntin has formed only recently, and 

5-1 
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now equipped with sophisticated technology operates modern large-

scale projects. The former type of habitat is represented, for 

example 1  on the Arabian Peninsula, the latter - in the deserts of 

the United States or Australia (where even now one can find the 

traditional backward economy of the few aboriginals). Highjy me-

chanized economy of the habitats of the second type explains why 

they are so sparsely populated. It is the habitats of the first 

type that will be dealt with mainly in this paper. 

In the socialist countries, transformation of traditional 

economy has resulted in the replacement of nomadic way of life 

by pasture animal husbandry. Irrigated areas are expanding, and 

modern technology is being introduced everywhere. All this has 

sharply increased development capacity and economic potential 

of ari4 and semi-arid lands, at the sane time cutting down these 

areas by building large irrigation schemes. 

To assess the importance of population i'elated problems 

of arid and semi-arid lands globally demographic parestere of 

population are essential. These areas make up 20 and 15% of inha-

bited dryland, accommodating roughly 650 mln people, i.e. nearly 

15% of the world population, 100 mln people living in the arid 

lands. In Asia (without USSR) live as many as 400 inln people, 

and in Africa - over 200 inln (roughly 45% of the continent's to-

tal population). 

The population of the lands under study cnn be subdivided 

into "town", "settled rural", "semi-settled", "oerni.-.nomadic" and 

enomadiow. Correlation between these groups is subject to con-

stant change, and has been particularly in the postwar period. 

Thus, percentage of town population rose fiom 15 to 35. durirf 

1950-180. At the same time )  the number of nomads nod :ii-noni.ods 
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reduced by half with the result that now they constitute less 

than 1/10th of the total population of the arid and semi-arid 

zones (over 90% of nomadic people are concentrated in the arid 

zone). It is only in Sahara and the Arabian Deserts that the num-

ber of nomads and semi-nomads exceeds 1/4th of the total popula-

tion. 

Of the total number of nomads and semi-nomads of 65 mlii, 

around half live in Africa, and just under 30 mm - in Asia out-

side the Soviet Union. host nomads and eemi-nomada currently live 

in Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and 0hina (5 mlii  each), the Sudan (4 

mm), Ethiopia (3.5 run), Iran, Afghanistan and 3omalia (3 mln 

each), Migeria and Algeria (2 ruin each), Morocco and Turkey (over 

I mln eah) etc. 

Population of the lands under study has a comparatively 

high birthrate (2-2.5% p.a.), the annual variations being much 

higher than anywhere Clee in the world. These variations are due 

to the rapidly changing ecological situation. For example 1  the 

Sahelian drought which lasted for years provokeo a dramatic mc-
reuse of deathrate and a reduotion of birthrate, the natural popu-

lation growth declining more than by half compared with annual 

averages of the postwar period. lo significant differences can 

be observed in migration patterns of rural population and of the 

people who settled in towns or are engaged in miming induatry.  

A stereotype demographic behaviour proves to be rather persistent 

here. However, it should be stressed that natural population growth 

figures for nomads and semi-nomads are at least by 1/3rd lower 

compared with nettled population. 

Negative balance of migrations has a noticeable effect on 

the dynasiicn of population strength in some habitats of arid and 

52 
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semi-arid lands, whereby population moves from arid to semi-arid 

zones, and on to adjoining areas with adequate water supply, coas-

tal towns etc. 

Ethnogeneeie of the peoples inhabiting arid lands took 

place at the time of prevalence of a specific economic/cultural 

type of population known in the Soviet science as "nomadic cattle 

breeders of steppes and deaerts". The intrinsic features of this 

type ares concentration of material means of existence in cattle 

(of different species); extremely low productivity of raligelands 

used for cattle stocking; high mobility of the people foiiewing 

the herds; availability of animals for transportation purpon. 

(horses or camels), making it possible to keep together with the 

herds; portable dwellings; dominance of livestock products (milk, 

meat) in the food ration, and a number of other ethnographic 

traits. 

It appears as if the number of a particular people at 

earlier stages of their ethnic development is determined by the 

productivity of natural rangelands (by the number of liveatock). 

Considering the high mobility of the population, a loss of this 

productivity contributed to mass migrations, including niilitary 

invasions. But even without such resettlement raids, now a thing 

o the distant past, the high "current" mobility of the population 

encourages the formation of large, "expanded" over considerable 

areas, ethnic communities, or meta-ethiiic com.unitien, made LP of 

closely-related peoples (e.g. Arab community), characterized by 

similarities in historical development, frequently by understand-

ing the other's language, by uniformity of the iife-style, reli-

gion etc. 

On the other hand, the low level of pro ,hictive forces develo,- 
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nint tjpical of the economic/cultural type or nomadic cattle bDee-

ders of arid tands restrained the social development of the peoples 

belongin6 to this type in that it conserved such obsolete forms 

of soc.aI ptructiire no tribalism (at present, survivals of a kin-

tribe division of the people practically occur only among nomads 

and semi-nomade) or some traits of feudal relations; this imprint 

of social backwardness is particularly striking where people prnc-

ticing traditional nomadic or semi-nomadic economy find tbemselve 

in close neighbourhood with modern industrial centrea. 

10. The key question that straddges all studies of arid land 

population lies in the tranoformation of a nomadic lifestyle into 

a settled one (preceded by linking nomade with settled population) 

and in the territorial ornnization of resettlement in its future 

forms, essentially those of rational settlement. 

It should he uointed out that even when the nomadic lifestyle 

was dominent, centres of human settlement were a soolal necessity, 

at least since the beginning of commodity-market relations in 

the life of nomadic people. Stationary points for the exchange of 

livestock products to goods, manufactured by artisans or brought 

in by tradesmen from outside the arid-nomadic habitats became a 

neceosity a very long time ago. This was combined with the role 

of "towns in the desert" as administrsti'e, religious and military 

cerLtres. 

Today, the focal points of human settlement - "towns of the 

desert" as well as towns surrounding the deserts 1  some of them 

hundreds and even t!lousands of years old, occasionally get a sta-

tus of worldwide political, religious and even economic centres. 

They also hecore Important transport route junctions (mostly motor 

roads that have come to replace caravan paths). 



The social need of nomadic communities for Such bases is 

growing. Azid habitats are surrounded by towns, whose various 

links with nomadio world continue to be an important function 

ssoig other things. A1ao the towns are deve1.•ping inside the 

arid habitats proper. Nomadic communities increasingly adapt their 

life-style by way of linking it with contagious towns as centre 

of human settlement. 

From the medico-geographical standpoint, arid lands 

do not favour settlement. Even the indigenous population 1  although 

genetloally adapted" suffer a good deal of inconveniences (lack 

of water resourcee, sandatonne, monotony of landscape etc.). For 

the new settlers, adaptation to conditions of high aridity is all 

the more burdensome. It is for this reason that they (and eventu-

ally the indigenous population as well) welcome enthusiastically 

all kinds of technological gadgets, neutralizing (or minimiwing) 

the advers, effects (air-conditioning of rooms, forced water 

supply, planting trees etc.). As deserts give way to semi-arid 

conditions, the situation considerably improves medico-geographi-

cally, but this notwithstanding, the "technology of overcoming the 

aridity" still remains important. 

Arid lands constitute one of the essential reserves at 

the disposal of mankind for settlement and development of econo-

mic activity. Methodologically it would be wrong to try and net 

any limits to the development capacity of these lands for the fu-

tursi this capacity at any historic moment (and for each mdlvi-

dual habitat) will be determined by the level of productive for-

ces development and their nature, this level being inseparable 

from the resource potential, both orlgiria]ly present in the envi-

ronment and man-made. 
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DEVELOPMENT OP SMALL AND MIDDLE-

SIZED SETTIEE1ITS AS A MEASURE 

TO CO.lBAT DESERTIPIATIOW 

IENSCEIEG E.G., University 

of Hamburg, P.R.G. 

In combating desertification the development of small and 

middle-sized towns is of paramount importance. As nuclei of integ-

rated development distributed throughout drylaxids they would 

take over important functions of catering for a surrounding area. 

In the vast expanses of drylanda where distances are uaually great 

and infrastructure poor only a decentralized approach to the deser-

tification and development problem will have the necessary effect. 

Better living conditions can only be achieved by a broader diss.-

mination of extension services. 

Punctions of these settlements should be1 

- Improvement of roads and means of transport. 

- Improvement of animal marketing. 

- Processing of animal products. 

- Provision of veterinary and medical services. 

- Improvement of water supplies. 

- Establishment of labour-inteneive industries. 

- Land use control and testing of new land use systems. 

- Research and training. 

- Organization of exüighteninent campaigns. 

A standing council of local experts would be advisable for 

combating desertification in ir specific area with its specific 

stud of environmeiitl problems. 
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IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURAL LECtIANI-

ZATION IN PREVENTION OF DESERTIPI-

CATION AND RECIJ.MAPION OP DESERT I-

FICATED SQILS 

ERYILMAZ HAYRI, Ministry 

of Agriculture, TURKEY 

Soil is the principal element of agricultural and industrial 

development of a nation. Soils where nations Jive and rule should 

be rationally used. 

Danger of erosion and desertificatlon confronted throughout 

the world can be lessened by implementing advanced farming techniques. 

Deeertjfjcated areas can be reclaimed into arabic lands by use of 

rational and improved farming techniques. 

Factors leading to mobilization of soil particles and thereby 

desertification can be grouped as natural and human. 

1 - IATUEAL FACTORS 

1.1 Climate 

1.2 Soil 

1.3 Vegetation 

2 - HUMA.II FACTORS 

2.1 Improper farming pattern and crop rotation 

2.2 Improper uses of land 

.3 Improper use of machinery and equipirieiit 

2.4 Over-grazing 

2.5 Use of manure and grasses an fuel etc. 

1.1 Climate: 

Biological, chemical and physicnl factors affectrit soil for- 
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rnatian are closely related to climatic conditions, e.g. precipi-

tation 1  heat, moisture, wind. 

1.2 Soil; 

Crust formation on the surface, which is related to soil tex-

ture.playssgreat role in severity of erosion and desertification. 

1.3 Vegetation: 

The degree of erosion is dependent on factors such as the 

kfnd height and density of vegetation, the system of rotation 

and the ditributian of vegetation. The denser is the vegetation the 

lesser in erosion. 

2 - HIJMAN FACTORi 

Ero1on is also attributable to human factors as well as na-

tural factors such as soil and vegetation. 

2.1 improper farming systems and rotation: 

improper farminL systems applied without taking into coisi-

deration the relationship between soil, climate and vegetation 

results in degenerated soil structure and reduced soil fertility 

and water holding capacity. 

2.2 .iuuse of lands: 

Lands are grouped taking Into consideration the type of use, 

and they should be used in line with their characteristics. Lend 

misuse causes desertification. 

2.3 Improper use of machinery and equipment: 

In order to ensure increased agricultural production, the 

nuitabi]ity of the machinery and equipment to the soil structure 

and their effect on swelling the soil and on expanding the projec-

tion surface of the land should be tested. Improper use of machi-

nery increases erosion and desertification. Therefore, dut impor-

tance should be given to an appropriate and planned agricultural 
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mechanitatiofl for preventing desertification or rendering the 

dooertificated larld8 suitable to agriculture. 

2.4 Over-grazingi 

Each pasture has a capacity tofeed a given number of livestock. 

Overusing and overgrazing damage the flora covering the soil 

surface of the pasture subsequently stimulating the deeertifica-

tion. 

EaOROMICS OF GUAYULE RUBBER 

A1DEBSON R.J., Jr.., Interna-

tional Institute for Applied 

Systems Analysis, U.S.A. 

Guayule (parthenium argentatum gray) occurs naturally In 

certain desert regions in the Americas and in Central A 9 1a. For 

almost 50 years during the first half of this century s small but 

important guayule rubber industry operated in Northern Mexico. 

Today 1  several nations with semi-arid regions are considering the 

possibility of once again producing natural rubber from guayule. 

This paper examines the economios of guayule rubber produc-

tion. The paper focuses primarily on the economics of production 

in Northern Mexico, where plans to reactivate a guayule rubber 

industry are, at the present time, furthest advanced. 

WOuLD PRACTiCE OF ARID LA]D DEV110FMUiT AND COMBAT QF UESERTIF'iC\TION 
(THE DOVIE1 UNION) 

DVOPFNT OF PRODUCTIVE FORCES 
N THE ARID ZONE OF THE USSR 

BABAYEV A.C.,FRE1K1N L.G., Institute 

of D ertTiircmen 'SR '.demy of 3d- 
nr'es, USSR 
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Wrld'a ari.i lands account for nearly 30% of the dryland, and, 

combined with areas where droughts occur 10-15 times and more per 

100 years - for 50-60%. Arid lands are huge expanses of land on 

li continents, e pecially in Australia, Africa, Asia, The arid 

zofle includes the cotton and rice belts as well as the areas where 

other south crops are cultivated. Besides, the zone serves as a 

habitat for 1-1.5 bin cattle and other domestic animals. 

Despite beJng situated within northern latitudes, the USSR 

n sizable area of arid lands. Apart from the areas where severe 

droughts are rare (the south of the Ukrainian Union Republic, 

iddle and Lower Volga, the N0rthern Caucasus), there are areas 

where permanent aridity and scorching droughts constitute a cli-

matic fentur, being a typical phenomenon. These are deserts and 

semi-deserts, occupying 14% of the USSR territory. In some Repub-

Lies, desert-covered areas are considsrab1e from 10% and more - 

Azerbaijan, Kazakhetan, nlajikietan;  up to 50-80% - the Uzbsk and Tsrk-

men Union Republics. 

Deserts and semi-deserts of the USSR are endowed with various 

nettiral resources: fuel-energy (oil, gas, bituminous coal, solar 

ond AJ.nd energy, ferrous, non-ferrous and rare-earth metal ores, 

chemical raw materials (phosphate rocks, sulphur, potassium and 

table salt, iodine-bromine waters etc.) for construction industry; 

agro-cliinatic potentials (long vegetation and frost-free periods, 

solar inaolation) medico-climatic resourcesi fresh groundwater; 

'ast area'of potentially fertile grey soils (if irrigated); range-

lands nuitcble for sheep stocking all year round. 

The population of the USSR arid lands is well adapted to the 

local natural eonditona and have been practicillg irrigated and dry 
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farming 1  aheep and camel breeding for centuries. 

Themko to the October llevolution, the once backward out)ying 

areas of the Russian Empire have become soveroign socialist repub-

lies with advanced agriculture and induetry. 

Industrial growth gave rise to urbanization. In the oases, 

side by side with ancient towns, some large kishlaks were trans-

formed into cities. In the desert proper, the few exiating towns 

function as local economic and ad:iiiniatrative centres, with many 

townships emerging around mines. 

During the years of Soviet power, major problems of economic 

development of the USSR arid zone repubLics have been resolved: 

(a) fuel-energy problem by building high-capacity hydroelectric 

power plants in the mountains and on the rivers in the plains as 

well as gas-turbine stations, all making up a unified power grid 

linked with the USSR power system; (b) irritated farming .- by 

reconstructing the old irrigation network and building a new one, 

comprising long main canals of large carrying capacity, water 

reservoirs; by regulating the flow of the Amu-and Syrt)arya Rivers; 

by effecting inter-basin water transfer schemes to improve water 

supply conditions in water-deficient areas; by expanding on this 

basin the old oases and setting up new ones where there used to 

be desert barren land; (c) animal husbandry - by introducing sea-

sonal pasturing to replace nomadic cattle-breeding, bringing water 

to the rengelends by modern technological meane (water pumpind, 

construction of waterworks etc.) • stockpiLing Insurent fodder 

reserves. 

The solution of these problems is closely related to the desert 

land development based on the achievements of ncenoe and techno-

logy, using experience of the pent 'mith proper boc topinf. DTert 
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deveioplont in usually understood as utilization of its resources. 

In the USSR, the use of natural reso'.rcen also include8 rehabili-

tation of the desert resource potential. Natural resources manage-

ment is acientffically-based, because science has become a society's 

productive force. Not only are the natural resources being studied 

but subject to investigation are also regularities of their forma-

tioii and distribution, peculiaritiea of a particular nrea, with 

measures to reotore the natural environment being planned well in 

advance. Efforts to delay the processes of desertification are 

considered loila before the risk becomes a reality. Enviusged are 

[!.easuren to reduce the neat1ve effects of desert development - 

di:turbaric€s of &conysteins, quantitative and qualitative correla-

tion of their components. Denertification takea place both due to 

naturnl processes and human activity. The damage being inflicted 

to nature and economy in neutralized or repaired through the van-

ous environment protection measures as well as by special provisions 

i:financial or technological)nude in the desert resource develop-

ment industrial and town planning projects aimed at timely preven-

tion or elimination of the adverse effects of natural resources 

utiUation. 

Scientiflc research into the laws governing the desert evolu-

tion, the processee and aftermath of desertiuicatlon is carried 

out by makinL route and s.ite surveys, aerial photography, lab expe-

riments, setting up temporary and st.tionary research centres, by 

visual methodo and by evolving natural models. 
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AGRICULTURAL LAND USE IN 

THE ARID AREAS OF AZERBAIJAN 

ALIYEV G.A., NAZIROVA B.T., 
Institute of Geography, 

Azerbaijan Academy of Sciences, USSR 

Arid areas in the Republic occupy 5.2 million hecturee or 

60% of the territory. This area is populated by more than 4.5 

million people 1  or more than 75% of the Republic's population. 

The population density in the arid regions stands at 86 pero./km 2 . 

Arid areas are represented basically by semi-desert and dry 

steppe landscapes with a relatively small (as compared to Soviet 

Central Asia) disproportion between heat and moisture. The natu-

ral conditions in the arid regions of the RCpubllc as cell as de-

aerts of Soviet Central A 9 ia can be conducive to irrigated ari-

culture and livestock breeding. Apart from that the subsoil of 

arid areas holds deposits of oil, gas, Oonstruction materials 

etc., that can be used industrially. In the years of Soviet Admmii-

nietration the Republic has launched a number of programs to pre-

vent desertification and to promote irrigated agriculture. The 

olo irrigation system has been luily restored, a now orc has been 

built with the total canals length of more than 500 thoucon(i kmn, 

32 water reservoirs have been created of which the two larpest are 

Mingechaur and Agetafa. Out of the entire agriculture) produce 

harvested in the arid zone more than 80% are accounted for by liTi-

gated tracts. In the years of Soviet Administration the area of 

irrigated land has doubled. The predominant option of the arid 

zone occurs in the large ICura-Araks lowland, whose area is 2.7 

million hectares or 31 .7 of the epublic' a territory, mid popula-

ted by 1.5 million people. It gets 2,000-2,200 houro f cunrdirie 

per year, one of the country's highest. This anount of heat ic 
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sufficient to grow southern heat-lovin6 cultures. However, nioistu-

rization patterns, especially the hot summer with little precipi-. 

tution (250-300 mm) make it necessary to regard the Kura-Araks 

lowland as an area in need of large-scale reclamation programs 

that might intensify agricultural production. 

sizable portion of the Kura-Arake lowland is a classical 

wuter-logged, high salinity area, especially on irrigated tracts. 

Solonehaka end secondary salinization tracts make It necessary for 

the government to allocate considerable funds to control salinity 

on irrigated lands. 

The traditional pattern characterizing arid regions and 

combining two basically different types of agricultural economy 

intensive land-tilling based upon irrigation and extensive live-

stock breeding relying upon natural forage is being gradually 

improved. As irrigation progresses, arid areas lose their oasis 

nature, large rengeland areas become cultivated, which creates 

oonditionn for intensive livestock breeding. In the 11th five-year 

period plans are made to reclaim about 70,000 he of Azerbaijan's 

irrigated lands. 

INTJG1JTED DEVELOPMENT OF 

DESERT 1NT) SEMi-DESERT LANDS 

IN CitbihAL ASIA 

KHAMRAEV N.R., Glavaredasir.-

.ovkhozstrol, USSR 

Tho country-wide programme of agricultural development now 

underway in the USSR is directed towards the achievement through 

-cr0 t= ct aprccrh r.n1 oPtrI0rr?41uno goalo cciïied 

j 	

\'. 
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with full supply of the people's needs for agricultural product". 

in this respect, land irrigation and reclamation constitutes an 

easential factor in the effective management of major economic 

and social problems. 

The latter's role is nowhere so great as in Central Asia 

with over 90% of its area occupied by vast desert crid seisideocit 

spaces like e.g. the Hunger, Rarshi, Dzhizak and Frish steppes 

which possess yet-untapped potential for the development of irri-

gated agriculture. 

The natural and economic conditions of Central Aa, the ever 

growing demand for agricultural products, notton umong them, and 

the increased economtc capabilities of the state underlie the 

plans for irrigation and development of lorge desert lend areas 

with a view to the creation of new economic regions there. The 

plane envisag, sizable investments in the construction of not 

only technologically perfect irrigation systems, but also the fri-

lities to aowmnodate the needs of agriculture, including housJsi 

and appropriate cultural and welfare facilities, repair depots, 

warehouses for agricultural produdtion units, road construction 

and installation of various engineering supply lines to bring watpr, 

electric power, gas, beat, and other resources. 

With the solution of such a complex problem in mind, the 

Ministry of Reclamation and later ?anagemeot, USSR, established 

a special organization, the Chief Central. Asian Authority for Irri-

gátion and Construction of State Farms (Glavsredazirsovkhozetroj) 

provided with a high-powered supporting construction and building 

materials industry and reaponsihler the des:Lgn, construction and 

temporary operation of irrigation systems and newly_built state 

farms. 
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This method of construction and land development, appropria-

t.ly termed interatsd", was pion..red in this country in the 

Hunger ateppe and has since been euccenafully follow.d in semi-

deeert land development projects in the ICarshi and Dhizak step-

pee and other land. areas. 

With the ba.ioally new forms of con.truction and land d•ye-

lopm.nt management, it has been possible to nolvs the problem of 

raising rapidly the material well-being of labourers in former 

desert areas. On the whole, irrigation promotes accilerated d.ve-

lopment of productive forces in the region b.ing developed. Based 

on the produced agricultural output, tin, of production Unito 

are brou,ht into op.rstion in the ootton-prooeseing, light and 

food induatrias. 

Ixecution of measures towards improved environment 1s vast-

ly important for provision of healthy climate and bitter land-

soap@ and ultimately for keeping in permanent r.eid.noe on new 

landa of the pioneer developer, arriving here from will-settled 

region.. 

Irrigation of desert lands in the arid gone by the Integra-

ted n , ethod triggers off profound changes in the •ooio-.00nomio 

ba,ioe of human lif, and makes po.aible sustained good yield, of 

agricultural crops in unfavoursble natural and economic conditions. 

ArrHgoPoogNIc PROCUSES OP 
DZJJTIPICAT 101 IN OEtfTNAL AaU. 

oaiovz i.i.. Institut, of 

Diert*, Academy of Bcianc.a, 

?urkman Bait, USU 

7- i. 
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Violation of the ecological balance in arid environment, trig-

gers development of desertificatton. 

Desertification can result from environmental (natural) and 

anthropogenic causes as well as from their combinations. Natural 

desertification is attributed to aridization of the area and ad.-

vancing salinization of soils and ground waters. £nthropog.nic de-

sertification is a result of unwise man's activity. 

Causes of d.sertjficatjon both natural and anthropogenic are 

complicated, variable in different regions and oloesly associated. 

Their intensity determines the duration, dimensions and degree of 

desertification. Vulnerability of the area to desertificatton and 

the effect of its impact are defined by the olimatic factors (ari-

dity, rainfall supply and its seasonal distribution pattern etc.), 

soil structure and texture, terrain topography, speciev compost-

tion of vegetation as well as the density of human and livestock 

population, the type, intensity and degree of meohanization of eGo-

nony. 
)San'e economic activity has s'ong and multi-aspect impact on 

vegetation of desert rangelands. The latter includes overgrazing 

resulting from the excessive pressure on rangelandsi partial or 

complete deforestation due to cuttings of trees and shrubs, during 

engineering and oontruotion, road-building, irrigation and recla-

mation worte. 

Cattle grazing can lead to change intop_soil properties, plant 

spedies diversity and quantity pattern, age groups of population 

dorninants, structure and number of association, and microaseocia-

tins, phytonass production value., while within sandy areas also 

topography, groundwater table, sicroclimate etc. 
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Cutting of shruba, .speoially a complete one reauis in their 

total destruction whioh can be regarded as a first step towards de-

s•rtifioation. Deforestation triggers severe wind erosion proces-

sea and ext.naion of sand dune areas adaoeflt to oaseS, watering 

walls and settlements. 

Intensive development of desert resources for the needs of 

expanding industry, new settlements and road-building causes a 

number of adverse effects on desert soosystems. 

Processes of desertification are typical not only of the ran-

geland zone but also of the zone of irrigated farming. flere. one 

faces the need to cope with the problems of waterlogging, secon-

dary salinization of soils and also the removal of the increasing 

amount of drainage waters outside the oases. 

Irrigation development and river flow regulation have caused 

significant environmental changes within the catchinente of Syr-flarya, 

Amu-l.7a and Ill riVers. The ecological oonsequeno.s of irrigation 

developaient and river flow regulation inolude the drying of the 

Aral Sea, dertification in the deltas and floodplatna of Amu-Darys 

and Sjr-J)arya, severe soil ealin.tsation, deoreas& in the ranelans 

produivity. 

NOMADIC PASTORALlSL AND PE3ENT 

RANGELA.ND USE OF KASJKUM DESERT 

NECHAYEVA N.?., NIMOUYEY V.1., 

Institute of Deserts, AS 

TSSR, U8E 

For a long time the territory of what now in ?urkmenistaxi 
has been the site of extensive nomadic sheep and camel breeding. 

Before the October Revolution of 1917  they used to breed Karakul 

7-2 
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and fat-tail sheep, rough fleece goats and dromaderi... 

The way in which rangeland was used was a factor of avail-

able wat•r. Groundwater was used to supply water to the rang.-

lande as Was the surface run-off from natural precipitation on 

takyro. later w*lle were used as watering points, or primitive 

open kuym and karek water reservoirs. The high salinity of ground-

water of. the predominant part of the rangaland represented the 

principal obstacle to their development and resulted in overgre-

aing of irrigated rangeland and its deterioration while non-irri-

gated rsng.land was practically not used. 

At preasni the principles and patterns of rengeland cattle 

breeding in the Karakum deSert have radically changed. Small no-

madic individual economic units have amalgamated to make large 

collective and state economic facilities. A typological studs 

of ranelands has been conducted, their seasonal and annual pro-

ductivity has been established, possible rangeland livetook bree-

ding patterns have been identified, taking full advante of the 

natural fodder resources. The creation of lrge-eoele sheep and 

livestock breeding facilities has made it possible to embark upon 

planned utiliaation of the territory. 

Per a number of years in desert areas a lot of work has been 

underway to rs-build the existing irrigation ntworku and to deli-

ver water to new rangeland tracts. New technique, have been found 

to maintain and fassi eheep under the conditions of round-th.-y.ar  

rangel&nd breeding. The •xperiim.ntal study of the relationship 

between grasing pattems and rang.land utilisation and cons.roial 

cnditiona have gone into the formulation of differentiated graming 

loads for different desert areas, which unoures preservation of 

the rangeland. Rangolend rotation has been introduced In the beat 
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livestock breeding lame in the desert zone 1  which makes It poe-

ulbie to adjust the timing and degree of rangeland use represen-

ting one of the simple and effective ways to control desertifica-

tics in thee. condition,. In recent years dome of the beet sheep-

breeding farm, have developed and implemented a system for the 

use of cultivated rangelands. 

In recent years reeearcb and scientific institution, in 8o-

viet Central Asia and Kazakhstan have created a technique to tie-

prove rangelands, increase their productivity and ameliorate the 

composition of the grass-stand. To improve desert rangelande a 

number of scientific groups have undertaken an important and 

comprehensive ecological study of different types of deserth and 

their natural environments. The study has identified reserves cf 

moisture 1  heat, nutrients and other factors, still unused by vege-

tation. This has made it possible to create man-made phytocenoeee 

from different plant life-forms. Such phytocenoses are more resis-

tant to the desert's adverse conditions and can be used as rangelandi 

throughout the year, while natural rangelends can be used only du-

ring particular seasons. 

The present day utilisation of the Karakum ran€eland is based 

upon a judicious combination of round-the-year ehep gras tng and 

differentiated feeding of animals with ooncentrat•d and volume 

feed, during the difficult winter period. This ensures the necessary 

nutrition for the sheep and adjustment of grazing loads in different 

seotione of the rangeland, a factor guaranteeing productivity for 

many year.. 

DEVELOPNT OP KALMX' S BLACK LANDS 

- £ CASE STUDY OF COMBATING DE2ERTI-

P ICAT ION 
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ZONI 3.V., Inatitute of Geography 1  

USSU Academy of Scienoee, UB2R 

Regiona with "fragile" biogeocenotic ties among the natural 

oowponenta are most v-ulnersble to different typea of destrtifica-

t ion. 

Desertification particularly affecte eubarid and arid regions 

with grassy biogeocenosee on mechanically light salle. Desertifi-

cation is caused by abualve anthropogenio impacts. Among those 

the worst and the most intensive one is represented by human in-

pact (through ].iveatock breeding) on hay-fields and rargelan. 

That is accompanied by human development of land for irrigated land 

tilling and meadowa. These are supplemented by technology-induced 

complete deeertification, long transport communications, cil and 

gas lines, local desertiflcation around industrial and mining faci-

utica alienating, diarupting and polluting large tracts of land. 

In principle on the global scale arid territory development exelu-

dee deaertificatiou. 

And yet, desertification does occur as a result of negligence 

and disruption in the process of development of natural components 

that go into the biogeocenoses. 

the above reasons behind desertification to varying degrees 

can be observed on the vast territory of outh-Zaatern european 

IMSR, whose area exceeds 15 million ha. Its sizable portion 1  more 

than 8 million ha, is known as Black oi1". This succient popular 

definition describes the territory's main characteristic: total 

absenc, of, or 'very  rare snow cover, which leads In the winter pe-

riod to dry grass stands and the emergence of ephemeral vegetation, 
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which f8cilitates attraoti've winter rangelend sheep-breeding con-

nected in the stunner time with the Alpine meadows of the Caucasus 

in the Stavropol area, the Georgian Republic and the autonomous 

republics of Northern Caucasus. 

Black soil in the Ia1myk Autonomoue Soviet Socialist Republic 

is developed throughout the year by state and collective farms as 

hay fields and rangelande. More intensive livestock breeding very• 

frequently by way of overgrazing, alienation of rangelanda and hay 

fields for other uses in agriculture and mining and other indust-

ries, the tracking of a railway line between Aatrakhan and Xizlyar, 

the construction of a highway and other factors have resulted in a 

higher man-induced impact on "vulnerable rangelands, which began 

to cause median deflation and the formation of sand dunes au!  rid-. 

ges. The construction of the Chagrai water reservoir through diver-

ting the water of the Terek river, the construction of the black 

soil irrigation canal and Intensified output of artesian wells cre-

ated conditions for irrigated land tilling. In the last 25-30  years 

forest strips have been planted over large areas. Despite the short 

time - only 15-20 years - they have asoumed considerable importance 

in desertification eontrol and in creating a better human environ-

meat. 

The vast changes in the territories, however, have not been 

objectively or fully refleoted on the existing geographic or ape-

del maps due to difficulties inherent in the effort- and time-

consuming surface cartographic operations. 

The need for a cartographic description of basic positive and 

negative changes resulting from objective regularities in the deve-

lopment of agricultural facilities, their deployment, the effort 

necessary for continued development of the territory and control of 
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man-induced desertification, has been s.enly felt. 

One of the important means to overcome the inventor)' barrier 

in the study of natural resources and agriculture is an effective 

application of remote t.chniques for deciphering space photography 

maps. The expertise in using those techniques to make such special 

maps as the maps of soil resources 1  erosion and dsflation processes 

and utjjsation of the resources for Kalmykia's black soil covering 

8 million ha 1  is presented below. The scale of all maps is 1500,000. 

Use was made of apace photographs of the same scale, acts of apace 

photomaps of 1s200,000 scale as well as fragments of aerial photo-

graphs at 1i50,000 and 110,000 scale, space scanning photographs 

from the "Fragment" program at 150O,O0O acale This addition of 

large-scale fragments was made necessary by nature's distinctions 

of the territory occurring in the dry semi-desert and des.rt areas 

with the preponderance of light, ohC.tnut, brown nud aolonohak-.o-

lo*ts aolle over the large depression of the Manych and 5arpa. 

The entire territory is oharacterised by the aolon.ts-.olonchak 

complex creating a vast diysralty of soil cover with yast sandy 

tracts and natural low grass rangeland, psamnophytic and halophytia 

vegetation as well as expanding tracts for Irrigated and unin-igated 

lend tilling. In the coastal cone the receding Caspian sea creates 

young marine soils carrying hay-field.. 

The cli; ite is continental with 300-150 mm precipitation an-

nually. Pert of the territory is typical waterless sandy loam di-

e.rt. The baio stages involved in mapping were as follows 

Cameral decyphering of space photographs (maps) at 15O0,000 
00491 vegue" patches were interpreted from 1200,000 scale pictu-. 

rca. 

Field verification from helicoptors of contours with deba- 
table properties. 
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. Computer-supported interpretation of poly-sonal photographs 

through the use of photometry to arrive at additional properties 

used to update csrtai.n genetic and geographical regularities in 

the soil diitr1bution 1 pnsibl* erosion or deflation processes and 

the way in which the soils are being used. 

The most information found useful in interpreting the tern-

tQyH soil resources came from photographs taken in spring and 

late autumn periods, following the autuninploughin. The least 

suitable were photogrepha of the poet-harvesting period, since the 

stubbla nd residual greea-stan1 distort the tone and texture of 

the photographs. Th, condition and utilization patterns of soil 

resources were bist interpreted from photographs taken in spring 

and summer. The three maps helped objectively identity 17 basic 

nomenolatune unit, and 19 additional units charactenising integral 

and combination contours, an obviously unbiassed olaisificetione. 

Each part ioulnr nap carries new Thfbrmntion about soil dist-

ribution, water 'md wind erosion and other factors important for 

economic perl'oruance. Deflation imeats have been identified in rela-

tion to more intenimive anthropogenic impacts. The geogi-aphic dist-

ributn of the process.s has also been identified, which helps to 

pinpoint the areas requiring erosion control programs. 

A map describing the present-day condition and utilization 

patterns of land tracts offers a olsen-cut idea as to the •xtent 

and tips of their development and demonstrates different kinds of 

devilopinnt approaches for different geographical and natural areas. 

the rate at which land is removed from agricultural utiliza-

tion suUests considerable gravity of the probJem. The rape were 

made by m team of 6 in a mm'ttter of E-8 months, including time los- 

B-i 
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see. The mekin€ of similar maps through surface techniques would 

have taken 3-4 years by a team 3-5  times the size of the actual one. 

At the same time our research and the renulting techniques ske it 

possible to monitqr soil resources comparing the results with rpuoe 

photographs taken at subsequent periods. The cost of the three maps 

did not exceed 200000 roubles. A similar operetion through the use 

of surface techniques would have taken -10 times the sum. F.peri-

ence suggests that already now it is possible to use space photo-

graphy maps to study and record medium-scale agricultural utiliza-

tion of natural resources. The effort can only be made successful 

by prompt delivery of space photohraphs to the scientists and trai-

fling of skilled personnel in soil science, botany, geography and 

forestry. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NVRI( HYDROELECTRIC 

PLANT XE THE FORiIAT ION OF A PRODUCTION 

AND TERRITORIAL UNIT 

JURA.YEV K.Sh., Pedagogical 

Institute, 	Pajik SSR, U5SR 

Construction of the Nurek HydroeJectric PlAnt was a key factor 

in the development of productive forces and in formation of the 

South-Tajik produotion and territorial unit (i.e. economico-geogra-

phic entity). 

With due regard for economic and geographical conditions, a 

series of hydraulic works' was initiated on the Vakhsh River by way 

of tackling major water management problems. Thin river basin (39 

t.ou km 2)  socounte for 50 per cant of the Republic's water resources. 

The VnkkWi meen annual runoff is over 70 krn ' , the maximum water die-

chs.rg. being 3.7 thou 
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The Nux-ek Hydroelectric Plant is now built on the river of 

3 mln kW capacity. The complex includesa300m high uniqe se.ueage 

dam and the Nurek Water Reervoir of 10.5 km 3  storage capacity, 

which provides seasonal regulation of the river flow for the needs 

of power engineering and agriculture. 

The Nurek Hydroelectric Plant is the core of the South Tajik 

production and territorial unit. With ample local labour and cheap 

electricity, various agriculture-oriented industries came into 

being here, agriculture represented by cotton-growing, vineyard 

and citrus culture development and ltvatock (the Unit is one of 

the basic areas of long-staple cotton cultivation in the USSR). 

The Unit acceounts for nearly 70 per cent of GDP and 90 per 

cent of the Republic's labour force engaged in industry and in the 

sph.re of production in general. 

The 11th Five-lear Development Pian envisages the high rate 

of productiv, forces development in the Republic. The Guidelines 

of Economic and Social Development of the USSR for 1981-1985 and 

up to 1990 note that in the South TajIx Production and Territorlai 

unit tne construction or Yavan Electrochemical Works will be con-

tinu.i, and productia at the Aluminium Plant expanded. The cons-

truction of the Ragoon and Baipaza Hydroelectric Plants will reach 

an advanced stage. The amount of electricity generated in the Re.-. 

public will he as high do 16 billion kWhr. 

XRTYSH-KARAGAhDA-JEKAZGAH CANAL 

AND ITS PART IN AGROINDUSTRIAL 

DEVLPHENT OF CENTRAL XAZAKHSTAR 
BOROYSKI T.M., Institute 

of Soil Science, Kazekh 

Academy of Sciences, USSR 

1. The Irtysh-Karaganda Cne1 was put into commercial opera- 

8-2 



tion in 1974, while some of Its portiona became available for tern-

porary operation in 1967. At preeent the Canal in being extended 

from Karagandab Dbekar.gan. The portion In operation In 458 km. 

long from the head water intake on the Belays river, a tributary 

of the Irtyah near the town of Yermak - to the firat up-lift at 

the Karaganda-Temirtau regional water aupply line. The overall 

water e1eationfrom the trtyah to the high point In the waterched 

of the rivera Shiderta and Taure amounta to 418 metera, the water 

Is hoicted by 22 water workn. 

2. The Canal lice in the arid ateppe of Central Kazakhatan 

with dark cheatnut, chestnut and light-chestnut colic. Ita new riuoi-

fication to Dzheekacgan in chareoterized by brown soil, Atmoapherlo 

precipitation Is coerce - ieee than 220 mm, it fluotuatec conaide-

rably over the years and doen not encure etable ylelda of grainc 

or forage on unlrrigat.d land. The local water nourcea are not nuf-

ficient - the local rivera of 	Nura, Sary-Su, Kara-Kengir and 

Upper Ichim have an annual dinoharga (averaged over man7 yearn) of 

401-6.48 million m3 ,a 95% reliability dinoharge is dozens of ti-

mac lower than the annual diecharge averaged over many yearn, with 

95% of the discharge occurring in epring, while in euniner the ri-

vera go dry and break down into poole. To utilize that water a lot 

of ponds and water rec.rvoirc have been built. 

At the same time Central Kaaakhat.n is becoming a site for 

proliferating mining, metallurgical and other industries, muchroo-

wing cities with vast populations. 

Continued progress in industry and agriculture was hampered 

by failure to provide a steady water eupply. 
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The Canal wee conceived and built as an integrated many-

faceted facility to deliver water to people in the cities, industry 

and agriculture, while taking full advantage of the available lo-

cal water sources. 

Water requirements placed by the population and all sectors 

of national economy now stand at 3 billion in3  annually, the require-

ment can be met by using groundwater accounting for 0.1 billion 

in3 , recirculated waste water acoounting for 0.35 billion m, adjust 

ment of local rivers' discharge - 0.32 billion m 3  and water from 

the Irtysh-Karaganda Canal - 2.23 billion m 3 , representing 75% of 

the entire water supply. Of that amount 1.9 billion in 3  will go to 

inset the needs of the Industries and the urban dwellers. 

The Canal plays a major role In promoting agriculture of 

arid areas in Central Kazakhstan. in the Canaj'e effective erea of 

3.4 mIllion hectaree 450 thousand hectares have been found to be 

most responnive to Irrigation, the rest of the territory in need 

of involved lend recl&mation programs or unsuitable for agriculture 

due to difficult relief features, shallow parent rock or salt-bea-

ring eadimentation. To ensure delivery to the people in industrial 

areas of vegetables, potato 1  dairy products end meat irrigated 

land is predoinlilantly developed to be used to grow potato, vege-

tables, forne crepe, for cultivated rangeland and hay-fielde. 

As Is suggested by the experience of the old and new agri--

cultural operations, sprinkling irrigation, which is abeolutely 

dominant in this area and accounts for 90%, requires irrigation 

water consumption rates of 2,750 1s3/ha in the Pavlodar region, 

,100 in3! ha In the Karaganda region. Grass yields on natural ran- 
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gas in dry years do not exceed 200-300 kg/ha, while irrigation by 

flooding (State Farm Ekibaatuzky, an area of 4,500 ha averaged over 

2 years) - 2,000-2,500 kg/ha. Bar].ey yields were 2,100 kg/ha on 

irrigated land and 370 kg/ha wi;thout irrigation, for onta the 

respective figures were 2,550 and 530 IqJha, potato - 12,400 and 

6,000 kg/ha, maize - 31,800 and 7,200 kg/ha. 

ConditIons for land reclamation are different at different 

eactiona of the Canal. The Nura river valley offers the beat con-

ditions for irrigation, where irrigation for many years does not 

result In seoondary aoll salinhzation. Here the soil is underlain 

by a thick layer of sand-and-gravel ensuring natural drainage into 

the river valley. On the Irtyah Pialn aade with heavier aedimenta-

tion, drainage Is essential to remove seepage water (in some areas 

coupled with removal of drainage water), as are small anourita of 

phospho-gypsum to prevent alkalinization of soil, especially with 

soda. 

To deliver water to rural areas and to large ranges water 

networks are constructed on a large scale. 

A total of 7 network lines to deliver water will be built, 

whose total length will be 1,593 km capable of delivering 892  m3  

of wuter per day, enough to meet water requirements of 52 state 

farms and 7 townships and to irrIgate 2,440 thouaand hectaren of 

rangeland. 

. Integrated approach to construction operations has rad±cal-

ly changed the life-styles for the people of the area, opened new 

vistas for industrial and agricultural development, made the eco-

noay more reliable and Increased the people'a cultural standards. 
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IJRGE IRRIGATION STRUCTURES AND 

flESERTIPICATION (CASE STUDY OP 

THE KARAKW( CA!1AL) 

GRAVE M.K. AND GRAVE L.M., 

Institute of Geography 1  

USSR Academy of Sciences, USSR 

Desert development represents an important part in the Soviet 

Union's national economic and social plans. Hydroengineering con-

struction that has unfolded in recent decades, more particularly, 

the construction of large-scale canals re-.distributing the run-off 

of the Amu-t.imya and Syr-.Darya rivers, the principle water thorough-

fares In SovIet Central Asia, reprcaented a step towards more 

ftcierit Irrigation and prevention of desertificatlon. These canals 

deliver water to what formerly was water-thirsty fertile land of 

the delta and piedmont plateaus of Central Asian deserts. 

This is exactly the function performed by the V.I.LenIn ICara-

kum Canal, which has been constructed and commissioned stage by 

etabe in the Turknmen SSR since 1954. The Canal draws weter from the 

Amu-irya river upstream of the town of Kirka and, flowing westwards, 

ensures stable Irrigation of the central pert of sub-aeral deltas 

of thehurgah end Tejen rivers, the northern Kopetdeg plateau and 

will soon deliver water to the wt Turkeenian lowland, wbiOh will 

become suitable for growing the best varieties of cotton and valu-

able sub-tropical crops. In terms of site the Canal is one of the 

lergest of Its kind in the world's deserts. It is 1,100 km long 

with the first 450 km navigable, the mazimum head water intake is 

in excess of 500 m 3/sec while the Irrigated area is 550 thousand 

hectares. Annually the Canal receives 10 km3  of water from the Aimi- 
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Jaz7a river. When it in finally completed in the mid-1980's it 

will be 1,400 km tong irrigating up to 1 million hectarea of ]and, 

while 7,000,000 hectares of rangeland will depend for water on the 

Canal. Its head water intake will inc,rea.e to P00 m 3/eec chile its 

annual di.charg* will be 18 km3 . It will be navigable na.tar ca 

Aehkhabail, or about 800 km. 

Prior to the conatruction of the Kar.kuia Canal, deaertitici-

tion proceeeee in Bouthern Turkmenia in certain areas aaaumed awe-

eome proportionc. k'or example, in the delta, of the t.urgab and Te-

jen river, the owe.s had repeatedly euffered from a wat•r ehortage 

caueed by an un.eteble diecharge of the two river.. During some 

year. the Largab'.a run-off would drop to only one third of its 

run-off aer.ged over many year., while the Tejen almoet inrariabi 

doe, not have any run-oft at all for at irait eiX montha. To that 

we muet add that the natural fluctuat lone of the run-oft are at 

variance with the irrigation r.quirement.. Therefore even during 

tie years with a relatively high water iupplylng capability caces 

were frequent when during vegetation watering the run-off fell tar 

behind the mark. 1. a reault the irrigated area in the 4urgab del-

ta fluctuated from 70,000 to 100,000 hecteree and in the Tejen del-

ta never eiceeded 30,000 heotaree. Drought., irregular water eup-

pij and drops in the productivity reaulted in coneldereble loues 

euetained by he agriculture of the cweee. A drop in the available 

water an well as the uee of deeert vegetation an fire-wood on the 

brink of the oaeee led to the advance of quick-eande towards cul-

tiveted land. 

In the Eopet.dag zone only 30 to 35% of the water require-
wents were met by the local rivera repleniahed by rainfall and 

characterjaed by an unatee4y diecharge, also by low debt epring. 
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ani drilled we]l. The overall water shortage was exacerbated by 

uncontrollable mud flows that caused soil eroaion and waterlogging 

of the soil in the piedmont plateau at its Junction with the sand 

of the Kurakum desert. Range livestock breeding (Karakul sheep) 

In the }arakuin desert was supported by only a network of saline 

MLter wells and fresh water welle, these latter few and fax inbet-

ween. The wells became surrounded with TMpinpoint" desertifioation 

seats resulting from the trampling of vegetation by livestock and 

the advent of quick-sand dunes around the well aitee and livestock 

camps. 

Follo:iog the construction of the Karakum Canal the above 

deertlficstion phenomena completely diaappeared. The impact of 

the Canal on the surrounding desert was diffsrent at the Canal's 

different sections rind depended upon many factors both natural and 

economic. 

In the interfiuvial area between the imu..rya And the Murgeb 

rivers (South-aetern Karakum) the Canal lies in permeable sandy 

sed.tmantatioij The rise in the groundwater table as well as sur-. 

fricri mnisturization resulted In a radical restructuring of natural 

comp] .eo in the desert. It became a site of new hydromorphous cu.-

lexes hitherto known only In valleys well supplied with water and 

deltas of large tronelt rivers of Soviet Central A 5 1a analogies of 

tugat (veCetrition covered bottom-land) and aaz landscapes. Along 

the Ounal a zone emerged extending laterally 10-30 plus km with a 

peculiar ecological condition characterized by high biological pro-

ductivity. Fteire livestock breeding is now supported by a reliable 

water source in the form of the Canal and seepage lakea. the wells 

in the vicinity of the Canal are no longer used end en opportunity 

has arisen to create emergency forage zeserves though the new mois-lo- 
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wing vegetation and planting of grass (sage-brush on the new wate-

red areas). Small seats of irrigated land-tilling have been created. 

In mid-stream bisecting the Murgab and Tejen oases the Canal exerts 

an indirect influence by having its water used to irrigate the new 

land tracts. The water supply has become stable and controllable 1  

not given to fluctuations in the k1urgab and Tejen's discharge. In 

the Burgab oasis five years ago the irrigated area amounted to 

212,000 hectares, in the Tejen oasis - 190 1 000 ha, the drainage 

operation that followed the construction of the Karakum Canal 

ensured in the delta of the Iurgab in the early 70's a negative 

salt balance in the irrigated tracts. (Previously, secondary ecU-

nisation of the soil in the Murgab oasis, which had been irriga-

ted without the benefit of drainage for many millennia, rendered 

large tracts unfit for use). Availability of water made it possible 

to start reclaiming the sand areas adjacent to thesee making 

them fit for agricultural use. Irrigation stimulated growth in 

the processing industry. At the same time hydro-power Ed.. tions 

rating 1.2 million kW were made operationol Using the Canal water and 

natural gas. The power facility supplied the industry, irrigation 

syetems and human settlements with cheap electricity. The fuel 

problem was solved through developing the Shaklyk gas deposit. 

Gas ellinders are now delivered to any point in the Republic Inc.-

luding remote farms in the Earakum desert. 

The advent of the Amurya water to the Lpetdag plateau cre-

ated the neoeesnry conditions for guaranteed irrigation of the 

most fertile lands of ehich more than 100,000 ha have been develo-

pee as against 20,000 hare)ying upon the local run-off. The natu-
ral complexes have not yet undergone such major changes as have 

occurred in the sand desert, with the exception of new irrigated tract. 
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On theee latter the previous rarified cover of zerophiten and  

epheerels was replaced by copioue cultivated vegetation eugges-

tins a well planned assault on the dezert.. The commissioning of 

the 300 km-long water duct connecting Anhkhabact with Erhent and 

drawing on the Canal, eliminated livestock breeding'e dependpnce 

on well water and added graec stands supported by the Amu-Darya 

water to the natural rangelande. The Canal prevented diffusion of 

mud-flows on the piedmont plateau. Mud-flow oontrol facilities 

concentrating the temporary surfaoe run-off will reohannel It via 

the Canal to the north where the stud will be deposited In the sand. 

In the future these areas will be developed for agricultural needs. 

Therefore the example of the Karakuni Canal zone demonstrates 

the importance of large-scale Irrigation facilities as a means to 

control desertifloation in the context of a well planned deeert 

development by a SocIalist state. Judicious utilization of land 

purposefully regulated in the interests of the entire society and 

integrated improvement of Irrigated areas In whiob agricultural fa-

oflitten are combined with industrial operations, planned economy 

- all theee factore lead not only to control and containment of 

dsrtification processes, but also to better utilization of de-
aert's natural oapabiliti.s. 

TIPS OP EC0l0hlC DVELOPNT OP 

ARIII AND 3EiX-A.RID AnBAS OF TH 

SOVIET KAZAKHSTAI 

NAZAREYSKY O.R., Institute 

of (eography, U38R Academy 

of Bcienoee, U3k 



ror many centuries, after the period of Soviet economic i-e--

structuring (1920's-1930's),vast territories of whet now is ICaza-

khetan occurring within the arid zone - predominantly denerts 'nd 

semi-deserts and dry steppe in the North and Southern piedmont 

area - were used almoat exclusively as rangeland. The Xazakhs 

inhabiting the territory were primarily engaged in nomadic ]ive-

stock breeding with special emphasis on less demanding fat tail, 

rough fleece and Karalcul sheep 1  goats and camels (occasionally 

horses and iseat producing cattle). Out of all natural wealth of the 

arid zone only the most intgnificant portion was actually used 

the scarce vegetation of sage brush, snitwort and cereals. Not 

taking full advantage of natural ranelend Kazakhs would move from 

rangelend to rangeland driving along their livestock and would 

temporarily 5ett]n down in the desertp of C0ntrol and Western Kit-

zakhstan in the winter time and in the dry steppe of Southern mo'.n-

tame in the sUm-er depending on the season. During very severe 

snowy winters and very dry rind hot summers when the ran,elanda 

were almost totally parched by the sun the liv€stock would suffer 

from malnutrition and die out. Overgrazing for many years would 

render rangeland unfit for further use and turn it into trampled-

down claysy expanses of naked wind-blown aund. 

Iazakhetan's arid Lone had hardly any industry. It was only 

represented by very, few small mining operationsl for coal (Kara-

ganda and !klbestuz mines) and oil (two oil-extracting facilities 

in the low reaches of the Emba river). There was also a plant in 

Chirnkent by the southern brink of the desert processing eantonica 

(rterniriia else) from the neighbouring piedmonto. Caravan and live- 

stock routes were the only transport communications, with the excep-

lion of a railway line from Orenburg to Tashkent with very little 
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passenger or cargo traffic. 

As a result of the industrialization of the entire country, 

which was especially vigorous in what formerly was czarist Russia's 

most backward ptriphery, including the deherta of Kazakhstsn, of 

a rad:Ical reconstruction of agriculture related to settlement of 

the former nomads and the organizations of hundreds of livestock 

breeding collective and state farms, the area underwent radical 

changen, and it was Kazakhstan'a arid zone that began developing 

more rapidly then other areas in terms of industry, transport and 

agriculture. 

What used to he nomadic population became fully settled. 

Part of the nornado settled to the north and south of the desert 

zone 	in the steppe and piedmont areas. Some of the nomads 	ttled 

down in the arid zone itself wherever there was4undant ,wter or 

rich mineral resources. 

The development of vast and diversified minerals resources 

in the arid zone (coal, oil, non-ferrous metals, mineral salts-

etc.) the construction of new industrial operations, ooinmunica-

Lions, coflective farms, state farms, canals etc.) involved not 

only the indigenous population, but people of other nationalities 

from other densely populated parts of the USSR, such as the Russian 

Federation, the Ukralnei and Koreans from the Tar  East who knew 

whatever there was to know about rice growi,ng. Kazakhetan's deserts 

and semi-deserts sprang hundreds of new settlements, partially es-

tates of state and collective farms but predominantly industrial 

townships or tranport junctions and towns attached to mineral depo-

sits or facilities processing them, as well as along the now rail 

traekn Karaganda and its satellite cities, .Tezkazgan. Ekibastus, 

later Shevchenko, Uzen, irkalyk and mans others. Formerly this 



territory, three timee the site of Prance, did not have even rura' 

eettlemente, with the exception of very email reliway junctions 

along the track, ooal nine, and oil fielde, with a few hundred in-

habjtant.i there was also a email fair town of Kirakaralinek. The 

de.erte were orlee-croseed by many hundreds of miles of rail track 

and bigbway Turkeib (from Turkeetan to Siberia), Quryev-Orek, 

Petropevlovek_Karaganda-Balkha.h-Chu-MagnitogOrek, Teel I  nograd-

Paviodar, ?akat-Kungrad and othera. 

A lot of irrigation engineering work in the arid zone was 

done reaulting in large tracts of irrigated land, with plantations 

of ootton, sugar beet, rioei orchards and vineyards (the Qolodnayn 

Steppe /The Hungry Steppe/) in twlower reaches of the Syr-Larya, Kern-

tale, Iii, Chu, Talasa. Along the northern, partially eouthern 

ridge of Kazakhetan's arid Lone there were millions of hectaree 

of virgin lands, which later beoame grain fields, giving birth to 

hundreds of new settlement., whose water supply was ensured by hun-

drede of kilometers of water pipe and canal (just like the Irtysh-

araganda Canal to deliver water to the Karaganda junction). 

The rest of the arid zone not covered by indutrial transport-

ation or land-tilling development began to be used for range live-

stock breeding,a more up-to-date technique compared to the noniadic 

livestock breeding of the past days. The new type of livestock bree-

ding took aantage of the new eocio-economic structure and waj 

supported by land cultiwation and fully settled population. The 

sheer size of Kazakhgtan'a arid zone and the diversity of its natu-

ral resources, especially minerals, differences in the landscape 

and geographical situation of its different parts made it possible 

for Xazakhetan to become in the Soviet period thesite of several 

types of now territory development and its economic speci'iuization, 
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each of which contributes its own share to desertifioatjon control 
in the arid zorie 

Development related to minerals utilization. This area 

is cbaract*rised by the processing industry, including ferrous 

and non-ferrous metallurgy, chemistry, new cities emerge with a 

complex infrastructure, surrounded by satellite towns and rural 

agricultural facilities, recreation centers and a well-developed 

transportation network, developing hradually into a large-scale 

urban agglomerate. Radical changes can be observed in the cultural 

patterns, and an improved natural landscape emerges, featuring a 

man-made oasis in the desert created through planting vegetation, 

delivering water, construction of canals and water reservoirs and 

desalination of saline water. A case in point is the Karaganda 

aglomerate, the cities of Balkbash, Jezkagan, Arkalyk, Shevohenko 

and their satellites, 

Development supported by transportation facilities. This 

type of development is similar to the preceding one, however it 

is characterised by a smaller scale and a simpler infrastructure 

of the small towns and rural settlements. This type is known for 

considerable aan..induced landscape changes and minor changes in 

the natural lnndsape, A cane in point is the new urban settlements 

aleng the rail tracks, such as the towns of Ayagus, Arys and others, 

Development supported by irrigation facilities. This type 

of development radically changes the natural landscape, which be-

comes infinitely better suited for human habitation, Along the 

main trunk of the Canal and its ramifications appear fields of 

grain and industrial crops, orchards and vineyards, dozens of large 

townships, predominantly of a rustic nature and populated by people 

originally coming from other parts of the country. The territory 

in supplied with water, pinrted with veetntio!i, the desert beeomes 



a cultivated oasis, judiciously managed, with soil salinity tigh-

fly controlled. A typical case intis the Golodnaya Steppe with 

the town of Zhetyaai, the Karntau with the town of Ualitobe, the 

Chu valley with the town of the anise name, and others. 

D. Development supported by virg:in land tilling. This type 

is similar to the previous one, however theale of semi-arid zone 

development is larger. Basic changes in the natural landscape are 

not so striking, and the dry steppe was replaced by fields of wheat 

and forage crops, with the large settlements and farms scattered 

here and there. A case in point is the city of Teelinograd and its 

environs, the cities of Aktyubinsk, Paviodar and others. 

B. Development supported by range livestock breeding. This 

type does not lead to desertification because even a Jilore inten-

sive land use is offet by corection meaSures, ouch as rarigeland 

rotation, the growing of forage crops, irrigation, livestock paths 

etc. 

PRIZIPLE8 OP ESTABLISHING AN 

AaRo-INDuSTRL&L UflIT UNDER 

IRRIGATION DEVLOPRnIVT OP 

DESERT lARDS 

DUKHOVNX V.A., Central Asian 

Research Institute of Irriga-

tion, USSR 

Land irrigation in arid and semiarid regions differs basical-

ly from the reclamation programs accomplished in other regions in 

this country - and not only by its methods but also by the type 

of influence it has on the regions' economy and the specific rein- 	• 
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tione that aries between natural conditiona, the natural reaourcee 

involved and the economic relatioria thue created. 

Surely, the reclamation projeote metalled in the drainage 

zone or the zone of ineufficient rnoieture change neither the key 

trend of agricultural production nor the entire economy of the 

region in queetion, and the cultivated crope remain the awns as 

before land reclamation intenaifien agricultural production and 

ueually bringa yield inoreasee of 50 to 200-250%. The principal 

effect of reclamation in neen in an acute reduction of the farma' 

dependence uppn the fluptuationa  of climatic factce and improve-

nent of noil conditione (aerion, drainage. etc.). I.e. man while 

making agriculture no longer completely nature-dependent, maintaina 

otherwine the pattern of agricultural production Increaning its 

Inteneity, iroductivity and, not infrequently, its quality as  

well. 

Given irrigation in the arid zone, the pattern of interaction 

with the natural and economic environment ohangee profoundly. 

The recruitment for irrigation of an additional natural is-

nource - 'eater - allows to initiate high-powered agricultural pro-

duti•ri there but requiren a dramatic change to be effected In 

the development pattern of all productive forcen. 

Indeed, when irrited farming in developed in densrt arena 

with diapereed pantoral and desertic, indeed mont often tranebu-

mant liveetock huebandry, it becomes neceenary, in addition to 

irrigation, to amase huge productive aneete, build housing and 

appropriate cultural and welfaie faoilitieo to provide normal li-

ving conditione for the farm pernonnel and their families, hoard 

equipment and stock of traterial renouicee, install repair depote, 

ware-housee and eltee, and build roade and nupply linen for Aater, 

ID-I 
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power, gaB heat, communication, etc. 

Moreover, becauea of the modified pattern and trend of agri-

cultural production, the aervioee and proceaeing facilitien also 

aeaume a different look. 

Advancee in agriculture and prooeeeing industriee and the 

initiation of new deneely populated areae is inconceivable with-

out the development of trade 1  communications and public aervices 

and oetting up administrative bodiea. 

To add here also the aubetantial amount of work in land irri-

gation, which is properly the basin of this development, and Ia-

proveinent of natural fertility througt drainage, cultivation and 

leaching, it becomes clear what a'st amount of contri.ction work 

will be needed for the lands to be nuoceesfully developed Etnd the 

neceseary economic and eoclal linka to be created. Thin mu8t be 

supplemented with the construction of the eupportng building and 

building materials industry called upon to nesure the neceeaary 

pace and scope of the construction effort. 

This the series of projects becomes diecernible which are 

brought Into existence by irrigation development In new regions. 

In this particular case, irrigation acts an the decisive de-

velopment factor imposing its own npeed, scope and compoition of 

work programs and the primary development trend of the region of 

new irrigation. 

The challenge of bringing new landa under development deman-

dd adaptation of the tome and principles of conetruction for 

water management in our country. On the other hand, the country'n 

elready installed material-technical base and the thcreaoed might 

of the Soviet state enabled a transition to a new etage il the or-

ganisatlon of construct ion for water miogernent. 
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The new zor.e called Tkrllungry Stcte seemed just the right kind 

of an area to streamline, test and incorporate into practice the 

principles underlying the new, so-called integrated method of 

construction. 

The prthciples of integrated construction and irrigation 

development of large new land areas in the Soviet Uflion's arid 

zone are based on the necessity fore 

- integrated management of natural and recruited (water) 

resources for multiple uses, in conjunction with optimal develop-

ment of the region in question, in order to secure maximum gains 

for the national economy at the minimum expenditure of waters an  

the foremost resource; 

- planned and proportional development in the various sectors 

of the region's economy 1  with a view to maintaining the needed 

rates of agricultural production on the basis of ever expanding 

irrgetion in the leading sector and avoiding non-productive uses 

(or freezing) of all recruited or created resources and funds; 

- setting up a favourable situation for sustained priority 

growth of the national income in the areas of new development in 

ordi, to be able, concurrent with the high efficiency of irriga-

tion, to attract necessary human contingents to the new lands; 

- prevention of deterioration of natural resources in the pro-

cess of development and maximum improvement of their potential pro-

ductivity. 

These principles can be adhered to and accomplished, should 

the irrigation development of a new lamid area be approached an the 

formation of a aingle natural-production.-irriatin complex to be 

seen as an optimul coiribination of controlled natural resourcee and 

ecilly installed production and economic base tofteti 
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ent of highly erodW.Live jrri&ated farming and all aseoclated 

eec tore. 

Discussed in the report in the natural production irrigation 

complex as a combination of natural conditions and economic for-

mations, with the active participation of natural resources in 

the complex. 

flISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS 

OP DESERTIPICATION IN CENTRAL ASIA 
YTJGAI R.L., Tashkent Peda- 

gogical Institute, USSR 

Historical record of man's impact on the envirorutient of Cen-

tral Aelan deserts (Turanlan lowland) comes to several millenniums. 

During the flolocene period (of major man's economic activity) en-

viroienIal factors of arid ecosystems of the Central Aaian plains 

have undergone significant changes. These changes undoubtedly af-

fected the procesees of deertificet1on in the area undcr study. 

Considerable inpect on the ancient irrigation systems wua caused 

by migration of the rivers Amu-ra. Syr-Lrya, 7eravahan,TsdJen, 

Murghab. Climatic fluctuations during relatively warm and cool 

periods have immensely affected desertification in Central Asia. 

They have given rise to recurring drying of the territory, change 

in vegetation and soil cover as well as in topography (formation 

of dunee and barkhane).Dsvelopnent of the deeertification process 

could be hardly comprehended without consideration of historical 

and geographical data. 

Social and econoato anthropog.nio factors have influenced de-

s :'tification in no less degree. 

Historical and geographical data obtained for a prolonged his-

torical period along with the latest knowledge of arid ecology 

serve an a scientific means to Combat de5eitjf1Ctjo of lands 



aimed at reverting desert areea into the ephere of economic acti- 

vity. Moreover, these data are also essential for the forecasting 

of aridisation processes. 

WORLD PRACTICE OF ARID_LAND DEVLOPM1T MID COMBAT OF DES ERTIFICA- 
TION (COUNTRIES_PF_AA LAFRIC4AM1RICkjA!SThALIA) 

ENVIRONMI2ITAL ASE'ECTS OF DBTIFICATION 
PROBLEMS AND THE IMPACT OF MAN - THE EX-
AMPLE: THE SAHELIAN ZONE IN AFRICA 

M?1SCHING HG. • University of 
Hamburg, F.R.G. 

The ecosystem of the arid and semiarid zones show a great 

adaptability to the high variability of the rainfall typical of 

these zones. The natural equilibrium can, hoaever, be strongly 

disturbed through the impact of man. The ability of the ecosystem 

to regenerate itself is drastically reduced. This is the cane in 

the Sahelian zone, where deSert-like conditions are being created 

everywhere an a result of land misuse in the vulnerable ecosystem 

between the Sahara and the savannah. The degradation of vegetation 

and the decrease of soil productivity there are due to overgrazing, 

overcultivat ion and the irrational clearing of woodlands. 

Rain-fed cutivat1oje a cause of the desertification 

and dradation of ecosystems 

The agronomic dry boundary for millet cultivation is being 

Ignored everywhere in the Sahelian zone. WFiile this climatic.ily 

conditioned egronomic dry boundary runs along about the 500 mm-iso- 

hyete. the actual northern borders of millet cultivation have been 

piached an far as the 250 nun-isohyete, i.e. 1  about 200 km northwards. 

This transgression over the agronomic dry boundary is one of the 

main causes of deertifjcation in the discuased cone. Air and sa-

trilite photon nhow these denertified arnan vary distinctly as 

white or 1iht Lroy patches in cultivation areas. To cultivate 
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land the inhabitants e].ways clear all the trees end jLrasops and 

they systematically weed their fields so that nothing remains 

except the widely cown millet plants on loose sands. In the dry 

season (8-10 arid months per annum) the top soil is exposed to 

strong aeolian erosion. There 13 hardly any cu]tivetion - fellow 

rotation to dive the soil chance for recovery. The result is the 

absolute exhaustion of soil and the diminution of its aroductivity. 

In the Sudan the crop yields per acre decreased by about half in 

the last 15 years. To meet the needs of the inicreasing population 

in spite of a gradual decrease of millet yields the area cultivated 

had to be enlarged by three-fold, had so more )and has been deser-

tified. In dry years even more land is hroubt under cu)tivation 

to meet the needs of the population so that in the years when the 

ecosystem is most vulnerable the impact of man is strongest. 

This severe impact on the ecosystem is especially effective 

after drought periods. This was the case after the drought disse- 

.ter of 1969-1973 when vast areas of the Sahelian zone experienced 

a strong degradation through irrational cultivation end clearing 

of tree stocks. The consequences here are long-term and partly 

irreversible damages. A Plan of Action lays strong stress on ra-

tional land use planning, i.e., a reorganization of land use in 

the affected regions making it more compatible with the natural 

preconditons (ecosystem). This includes the restriction of cul-

tivation beyond the agronomic dry boun'dary, the assignnent o 	uf- 

'icient area for grazing practices and the control of animal num-

bers in accordance with the carrying capacity of land. Planning 

should also provide for the organization of wood-cutting, securing 

the natural reeneretion of trees. This also means the carrying 

out of plans for the conservatior., protection nd rehh11 1 9tir!1 

of vegetation. 
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ON THE POSSIBILITIES AND PROSPCT3 OF 

SCfl2ITIFIC APPROACHES TO COMBAT OF DE- 

STIFICATION IN AFRICA BY INTEGRATED 

METHODS 

GOFthUNG M.B., institute of 

Oeography, USSR Academy of 

Scjencs 

Arid and semi-arid territories account for more than 1/3 of 

the world's land and a large portion of these territories in tro-

pical and sub-tropical latitudes occurs in Africa. It also ac-

counts for the largest areas of the present-day rsan-induced deser-

tification. In the 50's and 60's under the UNESCO auspicies a large 

international program was launched to do research into the 

arid zone summarizing the maximum of the available information 

covering the arid part of Africa. The protracted droughts in Afri-

ca in the late 60's and early 70's pinpointed worldwide attention 

to the current desertification processes and provided a ma3or im-

petus towards an invigorated international cooperation calling for 

desertification control under the auspicies of the new internatio-

nal UNEP. 

On the whole In aocio-economic terms Africa still remains the 

most backward region even within the group of what is known as the 

world's developing nations. One of the more Important Indicators of 

many African countries' econocaic backwardness Is the level of in-

duatrial production, very low not only in global terms but even 

among the developing nations. At the same time for more than a 

decade Africa has been suffering from a persistent and overwhelm-

ing food crisis 1  a widening gap between the production of food and 

its consumption and growing populations. The challenge of increes- 
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1mg agricultwnl production and especially delivering food to Afri-

can countries in the coming decades should be regarded as an irspor-

tent, perhaps the reost inportant economic and social problems for 

most of Africa's courtrieId 

At the earn* time the present-day man-induced desertification 

oOoura very rapidly in Africa, in Its most backward areas, i.e. 

in A situation of very coerce looel material, financial, ocienti-

fic, technological and other resources required to formulate and 

implement effective desartiftcetion control programs. 

An objective evaluation of the current African situation ex-

cludee the poeeibility of oomtrolllng desertification through In-

duetrial development of the desert areas. Thi,of course, does not 
alltoptber rul. out such projects per sa, however they cannot en-

sure the bode aolution of the problem -to reduce desertification 

acale, increase agricultural production, eapeololly food producti-

on for loøal needs. One could expect that in most of Africa's as-

mi-arid and arid ares, the most promising desertifi.oation control 

beo}miqu.e would be reprecented, at least In the foreseeable futu-

re, by an istegreted neture preservation program designed to re-

store, preserve andreplenish renewable resources for agricultural 

produotion, the solution of the loosi energy problem etc. It can 

be mentioned in parentheses that discontinued or drastically redu-

ced burning of vegetation as firewood will radically reduce man- 

Induced deeeification in Africa. 

The heightened interest to industrfal projecta as a meana to 

control deaertificatlon suggests that in Africa as well as in 

other of the 'world's arid regions eimilar projects would prove 

practicable for areas where desertificatioa makes agricultural 

projects iaiposeiblo or too costly. It is obvious, for example. 

that in Africa's arid regions formulation and implementation of 
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economically viable industries,especially the mining 1ndustrywould 

prove profitable. However this would predominantly cover dry areas 

that are not too badly affected by the present-day man-induced an-

dization. These areas can already be identified in and aràund Sahara 

where expertise is building up the industrial utilization of mine-

ral resources, predominantly oil and gas. 

The above considerations lead us to believe that science - sup-

ported plans to steadily control desertification in Africa would call 

for a comprehensive zoning of 	arid areas alongside other 

research efforts--both planned and implemented. This zoning, which 

would incorporate the territories' natural distinctions, possible 

irreversibility of ecosystems as a result of man-induced desertifi-

cation,the local soclo-economic situation and other factors,would be 

Conducive to determining the most promising directions and methods 

of aesertification control,ways to overcome its consequencea,the type 

of economic activity for each desertification seat in Africa and with-

in each of Africa's countrles.This zoning would help evaluate speci-

fic projects frequently put forward by specialists for different 

parts of Africa,At the same time the formulation of the zoning prin-

ciple might represent one of the more rewarding forms of internatio-

nal cooperation involving specialists from Africa's developing count-

ries.The methodological principles of such zoning would be of course 

applicable not only to Africa,but also to other desertification areas 

in the world's developing countries. 

S1JIJAN DESERTIFICATION CONTROL 

.SO REHJd3ILITATION PROGRJWNE 

FAROUX RASSAN AHMD, Ministry of 

Agriculture, Desertificetion C0ntrl 

and Monitoring Unit, StJE.H 

Sudan's arid and se*i-arld ecology is mainly determined by 
Il_I 
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the total amount and distribution of rainfall and to a more limi-
ted extent by sotl typ5, topography and elevation. Rainfall is 

unpredictable, highly variable, and extended periods of drought 

are more the rule than the exception. In other words, rainfall 

fluctuates and because of this the ecological balance between cli- 
matic conditions, vegetation, animal life and soil biota is precor-

ioue, and any land misuse pressures will upset it. The damage may 

be irreversible with severe and continued misuse, whiob has been 

the case in the Sudan's marginal lands. 

Desertification in the Sudan is a man-made phenomenon caused 

by such land misuse pressures as overgrazing, irrational cultiva-

tion, wood ctattin,g and deforestation, uprooting Bhruba for fuel, 

lowering water tables due to increased water use and burning grass-

lands, foreata and shrublande. 

Sudanese scientists, technicians and policy makers know from 

their own experience and investigations, and from the experience 

and investigations of othere that desert encroachment can be con-

trolled and rehabilitated. Accordingly, a Desert ricroe hmnrit 

Qontro]. and Rehabilitation Programme (D.E.CA.R.P.) has been for-

mulated. The proposed programme of action is based primarily on 

the premise that desert encroachment is a consequence of man's 

activities and that man can change his ways to his end society's 

benefit. In other worda, desert encroachment 15 a hurann problem 

and it will take humans to solve it. 

action programme includes cessation of culti-

vation on areas susceptible to wind erosion, crop legume rotat!cno 

in lieu of continuous cultivation, improved cultivation methods 

.d use of soil and water conservation structures, establishment 

of grazing cooperatives and po1icie, integration of the ronge 
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livestock and agricultuxe industriesp rationalized use of range-

lands through controlled and deferred rotation grazing, range eeed-
ing and improvement;, construction of fire hues, integration of 

water provision and range conservation and management activities, 

surface and ground water development for email-scale irrigation, 

water spreading, development of town perimeters 1  afforestation, 

sand dime stabilization, development of shelterbelte and establish-

ment of wildlife reserves. 

Implementation strategies have been identified and a coordina-

ting and execution infrastructure has been formu:Le.ted. 

DESERTIPICATION - THE TANZANIAN 

SITUATION 

DAHXOH L,B.K., Kenyata Universi-

ty College, TANZANIA 

Panzania, which lies between latitudes 10 and 120S, provides 

a good example of a tropical country with an equatorial eltmate 

that is affected by moderate to high degreesof deserti.fioation ha-

zardu. Not much is known about the actual extent or rate of deser-

tification but a number of important studies are being undertaken. 

These, coupled with work being done by the Poraetry Department and 

the on-going campaign of educating the people in the rural areas 

on the importance of afforestation, are gradually increasing our 

underotanding and awareness of desertification and its social and 

environnental implications. Estimates show that between 25 and 75 

per cent of the country, receiving a mean annual rainfall of 2000-

8000 mm, is susceptible to desertification, the primary afflicted 

areas being the semi-arid central part of the territory including 

11-2 
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the region surrounding the new capital of Dodoma, the lake Victoria 

basin (Sukumaland) and the Maaai country stretching northward to the 

Kenya border. In the central belt, desertification is revealed in 

"the stripping of the top - soil, accelerated run-off, gully erosion 

on slopes and/or sheet erosion or deposition In flat lends". In the 

northwestern semi-arid areas of Sukumaland, the symptoms include 

"the stony or rocky surfaces subject to areal stripping by deflation 

or sheetwash". In central Tanzania, the number of people and cattle 

has increased dramatically and quasistatic agricultural methods have 

been adopted without proper soil and water management systems for 

this low rainfall area. The vegetation has been highly degraded and 

the land rendered sterile and useless to man and beast. Soil erosion 

and sedimentation have affected river catchment areas, the worst 

afflicted district being Kondoa-Irengi, where badland topography has 

developed, with innumerable gullies and sand-choked rivers criss-

crossing and mantling newly cultivated fields. Pilot studies on se-

dimentation rates in four reservoirs in the Dodoma reglc.i and one 

In Arusha have revealed annual average sediment yields of 200-700 

high enough to cause some of the reservoirs like the Ikowa 

and Matumbulu to be silted completely in only 25-30 years Much of the 

desertjficatjon in Sukumaland Is due to overcultivation,poor land ma-

nagement and the wholesale repetitive clearing of vegetation, es-

pecially during thenti-te tse campaigns initiated by the flritish 

colonial administrators in the 1920s.  In the northern part of the 

country, the principal cause of desertification appears to be ever-

grazlng.The situation has also been compounded by periodic bush fires 

like the recent one(Octdber 1979)which destroyed some 10,000-20,000 ha 

on the slopas of Mt.Kilimarijaro.The threat posed by excessive collec-

tion of wood for charcoal and firewood for both domestic and in-

dustrial usea (such as curing tobacco) is be- 
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coming serious. between 1959 and 1 970 , for example, the total fuel-

wood consumption in the country increased by 35 per cent and it is 

estimated that charcoal consumption alone will increase at an alarm-

ing 1,000 per cent from the 1970 levels of 0.5 million cubic metres 

to some 5.6 million cubic metres per annum by the end of the centu-

ry. Tree felling is twice as much as it wao fifty years ago. At-

tempts have been made in some parts of Tanzania to arrest the 81-

tuation, but the country has yet to formulate and embark on a co-

herent, systematic and coordinated programme of development in the 

degraded semi-arid areas as a whole. in some diotricts, there have 

been a notable interest among local people to establish village 

woodlots or small tree shambee, but production end swift distribu-

tion of seedlings, periodic outbreaks of bush fires, illegal poach-

ing for fuelwood and unrestricted grazing and browsing by domestic 

animele have been limiting factors. The Ministry of Animal Produc-

tion and Natural Resources has established tree seedling nurseries 

in many parts of the country and has distributed hundreds of thou-

sands of 'varioun species for planting to the villages. In coopera-

tion with the Institute of Adult Education 1  it has recently mount-

ad a campaign to educate people on the dangers of desertificatLO 

and the importance of afforastattori. In the todoma region, the 

Lcistry has established an ambitious coneervation programme call-

ed flAflO (Ilifadhi ys Ardbi Dodoma) under which, to date, some 7,500 

bectares of denuded land have been reclaim8d in KondOR, Mpwapwa 

and Dodoma districts through a special tree planting and terrac-

ing programme. Action plan at the national level to arrest deser-

tiftoation includes the formulation of 8 national lend policy, 

carrying out land capability studies, preparation of regional end 

physical land uee plane, reduction of fuelwood consumption by us- 

e1 rn'tiv' sources of energy, control of soil erOsion and 



overgrazing, promotion of popular participation, training of sovi-
roomental managers and e000uragement of research. There in also  

the need to develop methods for monitoring environmental impact 

to di000ver, counteract and control ciesertifi.cat ion. Finally, the 

basically single set (tree planting) remedial measure and piece-

meal, sectorsl approach being applied towards the solution of the 

whole problem of dry).and environmental degradation-and-recovery 

in the country at present 1  should give :iay to a more concerted, 
comprehensive and integrated approach. Development and emnegeuent 

of traditional resource syateme in marginal lands need careful 

planning. 

EVALUATION OP DE8ERTIPICATION 

IN EGYPT 

KISEK M.A. , El-]dinia University, 

EGYPT 

The advancing deserts threaten the Egyptian agriculture to a 

great extent. According to the world map of desertifioation Egypt 

is located within the arid to hyper arid zones and the risk of de-

sertifiontion Is high to very high. The situation has been made 

worse by the following factors 
¶ - Egypt is largely agricultural and the Egyptian econony 

dbpends very much on land. The agricultural aector oon-

tributes to about 30 of the GDP. 

2 - The pressure of increased population combined with the 

scarcity of the cultivated areas which forces people to 

ask more of the land than it can give. 

3 - The absence of Nile alluvium after the Righ Darn. The 
its ability 

great importance of the nile 8lluvtum was  
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to defend the fertile cultivated soils of Egypt against 

the desert attack. 

4 - The damage may be irreversible with the severe and con-

tinued misuse and poor managemamt, which is the ease in 

the marginal lands in Egypt. 

The 5Plan of Action to  Combat Desertifioatioa adopted by the 
DEC00 opens with a recommendation that desertifloation should be 

assessed and evaluated, both in terms of a continuous monitoring 

of the Process and the evaluation of specific situations. 

Apart from the land, use or wususe, the specific situation in 

Rgypt that needs to be considered is the fact that the desert se-

diments are continually added to the fertile cultivated soils á.f 

the Nile Valley and Delta, either by torrents, winds or gravity, 

forming an interference zone of denert and alluvial sediments. 

This study brings together all the studies that pointed out 

the danger of increasing attack of the desert against the soils of 

Egypt with special reference to the situation of desertification 

in the fringes of the Nile Valley and Delta. 

The indications of the danger of desert attack and the urgent 

and long-term measures to avoid the damage or stop the progress of 

desert are presented and discussed in this paper. 

THE DESERTIyICATION AND AGRICULTURAL 

RESOURCE PROBLEM IN JORflAN 

ABU ORASI G.A.  

Ministry of Agriculture, 

JORDAN 

Agricultural resources are very Important to Jordan mostly 

Uia to t.he, fact that th- nn.41or pert of the country is desert and 
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only 13% of the total area receivee an average annual rainfall ox-

ceeding 250 mm. The country'e importe of food are twine the local 

production. Since other reeourcee are also eoaroe, degradation of 

agricultural reeou.zoea pute a remarkable atreas on the possibiul-. 

tiee of Jordan'e economy. 

?bcauaee of soils degradation are as followel 

- plowing of billy and eloping landa; 

- overgraaingi 

- plant removal; 

- uwiee activities along streembeds; 

- floods; 

- droughta 

- nature of land me.. 

Sharp iaoreaee in the populetion of this country - due to 

mesa migration of Peleatinians from lereel to Jordan in 1948, 1956 

and 1967 has resulted in an enhanced food demands of this couitry 

and contributed to greater pressure on its farming and rengelanda 

The city and 'village expansion, being carried out mainly on good 

agricultural lands Is but one reason for desertification in Jordan. 

Even a mere aerione problem is soil erosion, chiefly on hilly 

and eloping lands which started in the early fittiee with the mt-

roduotion of meohanication. The major mistake committed in this re-

gard was using the tractor to plow against the 000tOur hues, 

which was easier, and by way of the disc plow and mould-board in-

steed of the duck plows and contour plowing practiced earlier with 

the help of animals. Such preoticee carried on for about 30  years 

leave in many canes bare rooks with little or no soil on top.Aueong 

ether unwise land flee practices were farming of marginal lands (in 

areas with lees than 200 an rainfall) and a shift from grape to 
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osroal production in mountainous areas which Oooured due to de- 

etrtaction of Jordan's vineyards by insecte. 

Increased presoure on land resources oobined with apsoif to 

climatic and soil conditions, i.e. short rainy season with strong 

thunderntorma and droughts (once in few year.) and loose soil struo-

tare with thin organic layer - have lad to numerouc flooding (dur-

ing the shower period) and acceleration of natural erosion prooes- 

850. 

Uncontrolled overgrazing, particularly of goats, in the desert 

and mountainous I areas woreened by the migration of liveetock so-

roes the borders from Saudi Arabia, Irog and Syria presents another 

serious problem leading to disapearanca of most suitable grass.s 

in some areas. 

While in the early years of this century most of Jordan'a so-

untains were covered with forests heavy cutting of trees initl*ted 

with the construction of Saudi ratiweys,  exposed sejor portion of 

eoil to erosion in theee areas. 

Estimates of total losses of ecU due to different osusee eug-

genit that 2.5 thousand heotaree of Jordan 1 s soil resources have 
been lost every year for the past 50 year.. 

Jordan's next Five-Year Plan Development (1981-1985) includes 

the following projeote aimed at resource management and desertifi-

cation control' 

Land Capability Mapping Project; 

- Range Development Projects 

- Highland Development Projeofl 

Ntijrl Afforestetiom P1an 

- Soil Conaeri'ation Project in the Zarqa Cetabment. 



TUE IMPACT 01 INTRODUCED TECH-

NOLOGY ON DESZRTIPICATION II 

THE ARAB COUNTRIES 

BARKOUDAR !., AOAD, 

SIRIA 

During the last century the arid and semi-arid lands of the 

Jeer East and North Africa were inhabited and exploited by nowad. 

Their main resource of living was a primitive dry farming suffici-

ent for subsistence, plus sheep and goat herding. Trensbumanoe and 

migration during the wet and the dry seasons was a neoenaity for 

existence. Nature was limiting the number of inhabitants and liva-

took severely. 

Recently, through the introduction of tractors, vast areas of 

arid lends have been ploughed each rainy year. The natural vegeta-

tion which afforded fodder for sheep and goats is now destroyed and 

the soil is left to the mercy of wind and water erosiofl. Owing to 

the fact that the rain is not sufficient for dry farming each year, 

these arable lands are lost to the desert. 

The introduction of motorized transportation of the animals to 

any part of the arid lands and the posaibility of using tankers to 

deliver water subjected the whole area to overgrazing and early 

grazing. The impact, of men on marginal areas tncreed through the 

use of trucks. The result is an advance of the desert. 

The introduction of drilling in search for undergrouiid water 

øpened new possibilities for living and liveatock husbandry in mar-

rr1al areas. Irrigated agriculture flourished in some parts by 

these means. But the ignorance of nature possibilities brought 

about some catastrophes. Through pumping water in the water-shed 
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arene may epringe ran dry and whole villagee with their fielde 

were leeerted. The deaert was waiting to take over. 

The eooeyetea in arid areee is a very delicate, balanced and 

fragile thing. Before we learn to underetand it we have to be very 

oareful in exploiting It. The preemura of human race increaee and 

the improvement of life etandarde In aeking more producta from arid 

lenda in the Arab countrien. It is our teak to think of an adapt-
ed technology auitable for theae arena to wave them from deaerti-

float ion. 

RECLAMATION OP ARID LANDS 

IN THE ARAB COURIES 

OUJI A., ACSAD, SYRIA 

The Arab Center for the Studies of Arid Zones and Dry Landa 

- ACSAD - has particular intereat in the etudiee of natural ra-

nourcea in the Arab oountr.tea. The arid area reprenenta an iiapor-

that part of the Arab World. Move than 8$ of the total area has 

lena than 150 mm. rainfall. The development of agricultural re-

aourcea takes into ooriaj4eration problem related to aridity a'd 

deeerttfication. Reclamation of arid mode deale with aalinitj', 

high 'vator table, drainage problema, crop rotation, land manage-

ment and many other probleme. ACSAD a experience above that an 

iniegreted development for combating deeertlfloation abould be 

baned on national, regional and International cooperation. 

Several examplea could illuatrate this cooperation. The etu-

dien in Deir El-Zor Station are carried out by ACSAD with the coo-. 

peration of the Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Refora and 

the General Adminietration for the Development of the EuphrnteC 

Bagin, deal with irrigation and drainage techniqttea, the water 
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requirement for field crops,cotton and sugar beets, the nutritional 

aspect of the main crops under salt affected soi].a and land manage-

sent and crop rotation under arid conditions. 

Other examples could be specified, e.g. the Human Project, the 

Seed Multiplication Project and the National Park at El-Kouf in Libya. 

Preliminary results show that technology is available and could 

be applied where and when cooperation is possible between the count-

rica themselves, the national, the regional and the international 

organizations. 

A SUMMARY OF YEIIIi24 HYDROLOGY 

NOMAN S.A., Corporation of Oil and 

Mineral Resources, Y.A.R. 

Physical Cpnditions: 

Yemen Is located at the southern tip of the Arabian Peninsula, 

between the latitudes of 12014' and 680 . 

The major pnrt of the country consists of two mountainous 

chains, one runs north-south from the south of Saudi Arabia to 

the PDRY and the second from the Red Sea to Oman. 

It is under a maritime influence in the west, coming from the 

Red Sea and in the south from the Gulf of Aden. It is under a con-

tinental influence in the east coming from the desert of Rub Al 

Khali and in the north from the Middle Eaot Peninsula. 

Although the country is small in size (135,200 km 2 ), it has a 

high variety in hydrological conditions, because of the combination 

of its topographic features, climatic regime and geological forma-

t na and structure. 
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Ile can define 5 major water reeouro unitas 

l.tern Lowla,dj It is a pert of the desert of Rub Al Kbali, 

the yearly rain-fall to lees than 100 mm , 

and the groundwater to usually at a great 

depth and often saline, uleea it be- 

nefits from the recharge of wadis cojjng 

from the highlands. 

2trn Midlad! This zone is lying between 1000 and 1500 a, 

and has yearly rainfall which is lower than 

200 	however perennial streams are found 

in the major wadis of the watershed. The 

ground water of good quality is usually 

found In the alluvtua valleys and plains 

built up by thesewadieg. The preoumbrian 

formations are dominant, although they have 

not yet been studied thoroughly. From present 

experience it seems that their aquifers are 

poor in quantity and quality. 

3.HjlandaZ 	Although the rainfall is higher (between 300 

and 900 mm) the occurrence of surface water in 

limited to some springs and small perennial 

etroams,tba steady source of supply is ground-

water. The extraction of groundwater has been 

mostly limited to the 'alluvimn basins from 

hand dug wells, until the introduction of 

the drilling techniques, which has been open-

ing up the access to the deep aquifers of the 

hard rock. The sedimentary formations are 

found unually in the northern part and range 
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from good to poor aquifers, the Cretaceous-

Tertiary sandstones are 	best, the vol- 

canic formations of the central and aouthern 

part are not very re].table, but the Quater-

nary formations have usually some good aqui-

fera. 

4 	thsrn Uplead a lThey are the region which receives the high- 

eet rainfall (up to 1000 isa). Therefore, wa-

ter is available in perennial streams and 

numerous springs. 

The groundwater has been largely dee-

loped in the alluvium plains but due to phy-

eioal constraint (high gradient or hard rock) 

and the abundanoy of rain, the groundwater 

has not yet been fully investigated. 

5. VestgXA LowiandSSIt Is the alluvium plain stretching from the 

audt border to the PDRY border called Teba-

ma. It i8 traversed by seven ixi&Jor wadis which 

enter into the Tehøma as perennial etreama 

but infiltrate into the alluvium before rea-

ching the Red Sea. The recharge from 

these wadis is feeding "Wadi type" aquifers 

which are usually of good yield and of good 

quality of water. The feasibility of the dig-

ging in the alluvium and the shallow aqui-

fers allowed an important development of 

these aquifers by means of hand, dug wells 

and this has been reLnforeed during the 

last 20 years by the use of pumps and mo-

tors. The introduction of tube wells in the 
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Tehamn appeared In the last year., 

but they are still ilaitad because 

of their prohibitive cost. Salt wa-

ter inwaeion of aquifers near the 

Red Sea is of Lncreaeing concern. 

SITUATION IN THE WATSR RESO1JRCS ACTIVITI5S 

The country has faced an Meconomical booma since 1974, from 

the remittance of the migrants. The new cash flow has been partly 

invested in irrigaUon wells, or ita domestic use water projects. 

As a consequence, the number of drilling companies, local as well 

as foreign has been tremendously increasing from 10 to over 75 

within 4 years. However, if the cost of drilling was very biL 

during the first year, it went up to $00 per ni In the ysarof 1978, 

it in now coming down to an average cost of *300 per m. 

Similarly the market for pumps and motor8 opened up but the 

diversity Is very limited. idotore are usually of Japanese malce 

dleeel v. electric type with a power of 20 to 23 11p and the pumps 

are limited to a few brands and a few types. The existing situa- 

tion in the market restricteconsiderab].y the poenibility of siat-

ohing the wells with the pumping unite. It is not ununual to find 

wells with pumps or motors which have a power at least double of 

what is required. 

From the foreign asistanca aide, more than 20 bilateral of 

multilateral egericies are funding over 50 vater projects through-

out the country. These water projects are either domestic water 

or rural water oupply or irrigation schemes. As a consequence of 

the diversity in the oriiri of the donors there Is a high diverei-

ty in the standards of design, type of equipment and strategy In- 
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vo]wed in i*pleaenting theee projecte. Furthermore , e.tnce the mar-
ket in not ready to eupply a large choice in the equipment and 

epaz* perta the nuorlty 01 thene prvjecte are facing probleme in 
the maintenance and In the continuity of their notivitlea. 

PROBLIS OF THE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL AND EXPLOITATIONi 

There are nine gow,rtental egenotee dealing with water acti-

vitlea as it can be eeen in the Table I. doet of them have been 

created within the laet 15 yeare to meet the ehort - term neecla of 

the faet development of the nation in the agri.culture and drink-

ing water fielcie. But it in coming to a poirt where the inatitutio-

nel reeponelbilitlee of theee egenolee are now and then overlapp- 

ing and therøfore deoraaeing their eftuctivaneee in carrying out 

their reepeotive duties. Although the need for a national water 

reaouro.e council or a Co-ordinating CuncU to eol'e the conflic-

ting eituation has been pointed out by some of these egenclea, it 

has not yet been oreated officially beoauae of the existing high-

ly co.ple 	inatj.tutional ettuatlon in this field (refer to Table 

1). 

BeL&es the Lnetitutional problem, an effeotte control of 

the water reenurcen has been hindered by the lack of etudiea of 

the bydrogeology of the regions and of the monitoring of the ex-

pleitetien of the ground *atei. Although some lintited regione have 

been covered ding the implementation of water projects, the 'eater 

resources of the ent jar part of the country remain unknown there-

thus, aabtng lees effective any implementatIOn of water laws, sin-

ce the regional water balances are not fully defined. 
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GROUNDUPR OP NORTH ARABIAN DESERTS 

AND ITS UTILIZATION 

GOJ.,UBEV S.X. 

Glavzarubezhvodetroy, USSR 

Northern Arabia is located in the subtropical desert belt that 

is remarkable for its hot and dry climate. Vast stony and rarely 

sandy deserts are found within this spacious territory, namely* 

Syrian, Ni-Hadjara, Ei-Hamxnad, En-Shaamiya, Di,bdiba etc. Se,er. 

natural Conditions, shortage or absence of reliable sources of in-

duatrial and domestic water supply make it difficult for man to 

live and earn his means of subsistence. Therefore, an integrated 

study and developnt of deserts, their niultiside use of rich natu-

ral resources is but a common goal for all countries (Jordan, Iraq, 

Quwait, Saudi Arabia, Syria) of this region. Thus, one of the first 

priority tasks is the study of groundwater resources and elebora- 

ion of the aoientificaliy-grounded programme of their uttlitatiom 

under conditions of water-deficient deserts. 

The territory under study is, in the context of structure, 

the northern edge of the Arabian plate coinciding with an immense 

neturni reservoir (basin) of groundwater. Several water-bearing 

complexes have been revealed in the recent years within the upper' 

hydrodynamic floor of this basin. They coincided with depositions 

related to periods from triassio to contemporary and distributed 

regionally. The most waLerebounding rooks in the Syrian and Ej-

Ractjsrs deserts are fissured and cavernous liaeetonee and dolomi-

tea of upper Cretaceous period, Palseogene and *tocene. Well pro-

ductivity in these sediments amounts to 4-17 1/990 reaching 89-113 

1/sec within the zones of disruption. Subsurface waterbearing lay-

era are usually of higher salinity. Presh groundwater is dewsiop- 

II 
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ed within the valleys of intermittent streans in sandy area..How-

ever, the major resourcee of fresh and low-salinity groundwater 
are formed at a depth of over 100 m within the areas composed of 

cavernous limeetones and in the zones of fractures which serve as 

natural regional drains. This zone of fractures is characterized 

by a flow of fresh groundwater while water of higher salinity 

(1,0 - 2.5 /1) is spread beyond its boundaries. Tbue, the zones 

of teotonical disruptione are promising in the surveying of poe-

etbie fresh groundwater in the deserts of Northern Arabia. 

Well0 of 100 to 1000 is depth are the main water-intaka devi-

ces. Production wells are equipped with ifiMnersion pumps. Ground-

water intake in different regions of Northern Arabia increases 
every year. The isotope oompoeiti.on of groundwater In that area 

reveal9 that the present replenishment at its supplies under arid con- 

ditioms is negligible. Pherefore, increase In water Intake can re- 

suit in considerable depletion of unrenewable groundwater suppli- 

es. Thig sets forth a neoeity to implement a number of measures 

to conserve and rationally use the groundwater resOtlrceJ. 

IMPACT OF IRRIGATION ON NATURAL 

VROETATICN IN RAJASTRAN 
NATJiAWAT G,S., University of 

Rajeathan, INDIA 

Irrigation by the Qang Canal (1928). the Bhakre Canal (1954), 

and the Rajesthan Canal (1961) In the north-Western parts of the 

Thar Deeert of Rajesthan has converted the once uninhabited waste 

lend into humming agriculture fields. Irrigation involves greater 

bmefl activity in a particular area and brings about fundamental 

ohangee In the landscape, soil co5poeitIOfl and Its water content, 
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as well as tranaformation of mioro-clijeatea and their heat ba-

lance. The natural vegetation, which is the outcome of long ad-

juetmeate and adaptations of plant species having evolved in 

harmony with the changing environment, is indiscriminately else-

red from command ereas.We€dB  are introduced through the Canal water 

or as contaminants of seade. There is a heavy pressure of lIve-

atonk on ancommanded areas, which are overgrezed. In addition, 

the woody shrubs are exhausted for fuel wood requirement. Use of 

icceoticides and peaticidea brings further imbalance in the ir-

rigated area. 

Irrigation in dry and arid regions results in an accumula-

tion of eoluhle salts and at placee even water-logging may also 

take place. Improvement of water relations is the only remedy 

for such eoils, otherwise it will ultimately jeopardies the plant 

survival. Haloxylon ealicornioum and Suede fruoticosa native 

plants can be utilized for reducing the salt content of saline 

soils. 

While introducing exotic species in an irrigated arid tract, 

its competitive value against the indigenous apeolee and ether 

uti).tartan aepeote should be examined. Owing to the over-expi L-

tation of natural vegetation for grazing and fuel wood purpo-

sea, there is a danger of their fast disappearance and so the 

genetic pool of natural vegetation of such apecielleed habitate 

ehould be maintained so that they may be expanded as 	need 

arises. 

In the Gang canal and the Shakers canal system, there is no 

provision for afforeatat ice and pasture development programmes. 

A proper balance should be maintained In the command area, 

afforestation area, and the pasture development prograe.. Some 

13-2 



areas should be left undisturbed for natural vegetation to pro-

pagate. 

For water-logged areas, lift irrigation and plantation of 

fast transpiring plant species would be useful. 

Where dame are constructed on the rivers, the river-beds 

downstream can be utilized for the plantation of plant apeoies 

good for fuel and fodder purposes. 

INTEGRATED DEVEL0IENT FOR 

SIESTA!I DESERT IN AFGHANISTAN 

SAID MURTAZ.A, Ministry of P1B4fr- 

ing, DMOCRATIO REPUBLIC OF 

AFGHANISTAN 

The great inland basin extending over 20,000 square kilome-

term, known as SIESTAN, lying along the Iranian-Afghan 

border, 19 the biggest desert of Afghanistan. Historical studi-

es show that the area was inhabited for centuries and numerous 

ruins of forts and villages oonfirni that thie area was onoe 

tbiokly populated andhighly cultivated. Desertifioation has been 

caused by vagaries of Remand River, moving from one end to eno- 

ther in the delta, and flooding of vast areas osusing immense 

damage to agriculture and eooriomy. Today, the area is an isola-

ted community, incapable of self-improvement. 

Integrated development plan to oobat deeertification In 

this area can change the desert to a granary of Afghanistan.Tam-

tag the flows of He].m*nd River whiøh has for 75% yearn, over 

2.76 billion cubic meters of unused water passing through the 

deeply out river channel, by irrigation and flood control ache- 
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mee, conservation measures, sand dune fixation, and range].and do-

velopaent, can bring this area to glory again. 

The Democratic Republic of Afghanistan (DRA) has launohed a 

comprehensive plan to combat desertification in this area. A nil-

tipurpose dam built on the Helmend River has put to use about 2 bil-

lion cubic meters of water which is lees than 50 per cent of the 

run-off at the dam site. The darn, built with crest at E1.1050 

meters above sea level has an open-cut epi].lway on the right abut-

ment, at E1.1033. Storage is thus not taking place in top 17 m of 

the reservoir. A new epiliway is under construction to install 8 

regulating gates and raise the storage level at 31.1048 and in-

creasing the atored water by 1 billion cubic metere.Tbta will 

not solve the problem. The solution lies in an integrated dove-

lopinent approach comprieingz 

flood control measures, 

irrigation of the arid land, 

appropriate drainage measures, 

communications, 

a.griculttwal and supporting services. 

DRA has started a flood control scheme- (Kamal Khan Plood 

Control Project) near the teLl of the Helmand River, which compri-

•es tkm construction of 2 low-diversion dame and about 20 km of 

dikes, with provision for irrigation canal off-takes and a small 

h,ydro-power station on the main diversion dea,but the problem La 

tremendous in magnitudes requiring coiieiderable institutional and 

financial support. 

The paper diecuesea the main features of the Sieetan Desert 

and the proposed measures to convert the desert to a granary. 
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PROBLEMS OP IRTEGRATED ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN DRYLANDS 

SDA3IIJK G.V. Iiiatjtute of Ceo-

g.raphy, Academy of Sojencae 1  
USSR  

Investigation of economic development in the arid ragiona of 

India may well provide aignificant beala inputs for generalization 

of the experience available to date In the overall development of 

arid regions and control of deeertifioatlon in the apocific condi-

tione of the developing counirlee. In India, arid territories ac-

count for 60 of the total area and feature a variety of types, 

from extreme aridity in the Thar Deeert and those of the highlands 

to the numerous regions with unsteady moisture aupply. 

As in moat other developing countries, India'a arid and espe-

cially desert regions are the moat baokward ones in the socto-ceone-

rote sense. Rajasthan, Eutob and Kathiawer that form the north-wee-

tern, moat arid zone in India, represented formerly a conglomerate 

of multiple meall feudal princedome in the colonial period. Nowa-

days this is a zone of low-productive agriculture, largely non-1r-

rigatad farming and trenehuroant psetoral livestock husbandry. 

Rapid population growth againet poor diverelfication of the 

seotoral etruoture of the economy in the arid regions and the li-

mited potential of a few cities for the absorption of rural popula-

tion leads to a direct thcreeee of the demographic pressure on the 

areas' unstable ecosyetz8. That is more,the process is going on with 

a meted acceleration. Commencing the 1920a,. the population growth 

rates in Rajeethan, the state holding the major area of the Thar 

lesert, has been steadily running ahead of the national average, 
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The lead took on a significant new scope in the 1950s, reaching 

maximum In 1971.-81 (32.36 against 25.7%). The Rajasthan popula-

tion grew from 14 million 111 1941 to 34 miii ion in 1981, with 

over 0 million of the total increment falling within the last 

decade; the average density of poPulated arid regions. 

Pheae eocio-demographic pr000saea are accompanied by the vi-

gorous plowing of marginal lands and reduction of grazing lands 

against a continually growing livestock population. The multiple 

price Increases of petroproducts in the 19708 cauaed faster cutt-

ing of tree-shrub vegetation for fuel in the peasant farmeteads. 

In sum, these constitute the principle anthropogenic factors of 

soolo-economic backwardness subverting the normal restoration 

cycles of renewable natural resources and reaponnible for the 

ever increasing ecope of dasertification. Some estinctes put at 

70% India'a arid territorian now being afflicted by some or other 

laxidncape degradation factors. 

By the efforts of the Central Research Institute for India's 

Arid Zone in Jodhpur, International Institute of Semiarid Tropi-

cal Cultures in Hyderabad and other research centers, extensive 

knowledge has been accumulated to date concerning desertification 

control procedures and nethode for optimization of the use of land 

and water resources and Improved productivity of crop husbandry. 

The knowledge deserves special investigation and diseemina-

tlon. Yet experience has shown the poverty of the major mass of 

the land-poor and land-lees peasantry to set a principal barrier 

in the way of "diffusion of novelties" (the latter feature co-

monly relatively higher capital requirements). 

Improvement of the desertification control procedures and 

progreee of irrigation cannot be seen therefore as the only way 
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to break the vicioue circle out of aooio-ecorkomic baok'wardneee, 

poverty and degradation of nature. 

By the scale of irrigation deve].opment India ranke among the 

world's leading oountrieg, having a total of irrigated landa equal 

to 21 million and 35 in.I.11Lon hectarep, or 17.6 and 24.6% of the 

cropping area, in 1950-51 and 1976-77 respectively. According to 

official estimates, when its irrigation potential has been fully 

utilized, the proportion of Idia'e irrigated lands can be brought 

up to 0%. For all that some of the most developed regiona like 

Tamil Nadu, Oujarat, Punjab and lieryana are approaching total de.-

pletion of water resourcec including groindwater runoff. A vital 

challenge there is to optimize the use of water resources by all 

possible means, whether technical (uo far around 40%  of the water 

in the irrigation network is lost through evaporation) or more 

complex and integrated, relying primarily on the comprehensive 

development of the river besina. Yet these problems are tar from 

being reaolved. in common with other countries, India needu to de-

velop a science-based juetification for the grandiose projeots 

aimed at inter-baein diversions of river discharge, and installa-

tion of a single country-wide water system and the latter's corre-

letion (coordination, prioritizatlon) with the means now available 

to maximize the recruitment of local and regional resources for 

these purposes. 

Even ¶th complete realisation of the irrigation potential, 

the greater part of India, ino].uding its arid zone, cannot be 

provided with irrigation. The country eat itself the task to in-. 

corporate the 5green revolution" into the non-irrigated farming 

soae# yet the problem is hard to eolve because of the ecological 

ooiitlons there. The primary tool to ward off the continuing 

premaure on the eooeyetems and prevent deaertifieatl.Ori is seen 
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in the diversification of production on the baste of induetriali-
estion, the move able to divert part of the population from agri-

culture and set up conditions for agricultural upsurge on the in-

duetrial baste and for general acceleration of sooio-eàonomic 

pro gre B B. 

Whatever industry is now existing in the arid regi.one is die-
integrated and low in production scope. The dominant sector is 

& handicraft rural industry which supports the existence of role-

tively cloeed and underdeveloped village communities there are 

individual mining centres in Zawar, Kbetri-Singhana and Kho-Dari- 

bo and some procesaing industries operated on local contente(tex-

tile, sugar, creameries etc.). In total, ftajaathan, for example, 

accounts for a bare two percent of the country's industrial Out-

pnt. The larger cities in Rajeethan - Jaipur, Udaipur, Jodhpur, 

Eiaer etc, all of them former capitals of the like-naked 

;rincedome, are looaely connected with one another and the envi. 

rons. A classic example of "dualism taken to mean here a produc-

tion and territorial gap between a metropolitan centre and its 

backward agrarian environment is Hyderabad, the capital of the 

Andhra Pradeab atste, a millionaire city boated in the centre 

of Telenghana, n legging aricL region ..In the years of independen-

ce a new large sea-port, Kendle, was built in the south-east of 

the Kutch Peninsula. Yet the efficient operation of the well-

equipped port runs up agaihst the economic backwardness of the 

territory gravitating to it. 

later-aectorel integration on a territorial beats (of the 

industries and of industry with agriculture and other sectors) 

seems to be one of the neoeeeery ways to diversification and eco-

nomic upeu.rge in the arid regions. The latter could be more ef-

fective if combined with the consolidation of the production base 

I 	- 
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of the 01t1e5 1  expanalon of their capacity to absorb rural migra- 
ote and envigomtion of their links with the agrarian environ.- 

sient. The latter would stand a lot to gain from revival of the 

medium and small towna. 

Poor provision of energy resources and etifling energy defi- 

cit binder induatrjaljsatjon and general economic progreae in the 
arid regions. In India efforts are being taken to expand their 

energy base, as a nuclear power plant was commissioned in Rajas- 

than, design work Is in progress for a nuolear-puwered agro-jndus_ 

trial complex in Gujarat, and biogaa installations find Increne- 

jog application in rural areas. Nevertheless the problem of ener-

gy supply remains largely unresolved and celia for more vigoroua 

efforts to increeae power oupply for industry, provide edequate 

fuel for villages 1  and harness new sources - ealar and wind ener-

gy. 

Upeuj.ge of poorly developed areas is proclaimed as a key ob-

jective of regional planning in India. A Programme for Drought-

Prone Regions has been underway since the mid-1970a, In addition 

to special development programs designed by the governments of 

the eight states holding arid territories. Almost every year the 

central Oovernment allocates funds to give aide to the drought- 

end flood-stricken regions. Apart from some duplication of ef-

fort between these programs, one cannot help noticing that their 

approach to the problems concerned with the upsurge of the arid 

regions and control of desertification is not comprehensive enough, 

with particularly little attention given to the social basis of 

the anthropogenic faotor8 of desertificati.oQ. Neither is the In-

etitatlonal mechanism designed to put these programs into effect 

or their scientific justification anywhere near adequate. Appa-

rently the complexity of the problems to do with the upaurge of 
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the arid end other underdeveloped regions is such that they oso-

riot be handled 5 1n isolation". Rather they demand special atte 

tion as pert of the nyetem of the ocuntry's eocLo-eoologioo-eoo 

nomic onetion for planning purposes. 

The twenty-year experience of cooperation between Indian 

and Soviet geographera in the development of zonation for plafla-

ing reveelo broad potential for the epplication of Soviet scien-

tific and practical achievements in the field of regional plann-

ing to the apecific conditions of the developing countriee. 

THE ROLg Op TECHNOJXGY INPORMATION 

THANSFER IN INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT 

PATRICIA PAYLORE, University 

of Arlaona, TJ3A 

Desert if that Ion data banked in the several existing world 

eyeteme dedicated to this type of information teetify that there 

has never been a lack of scientific research attention paid to 

this phenomenOn. Infonnation resources go back several generations, 

and the baath research further back than that. The failure, there-

fore, to implement the various plane of sotiong international, re-

gional, national, local, has not been due to lack of knowledge 

but rathar to cultural, educational, and political obetaclee. It 

is increseingly important, therefore, to institute some weobanL 

by which technology information transfer is employed in integra-

ted development schemes dealing with desertificatiofl. On this 

front at least we may hope to create the impetus necessary to 

begin the forward motion the situation requires. 

On an internetional bamia, the transfer of technical infor-

nation is now not only quite possible but is actually operational 
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In several instances. There  Is no technical reason, therefore, 
why a global arid lands information system cannot be achieved 

for the benefit of those many oountriee totally or partially 

characterized as arid. Among these are the several plagued by 

desertification, even though they are not deserts in the conven-

tional sense. The wealth of information already available about 

how to cope with this degradation of land so desperately needed 

for food production would, through such a system, enable the in-

habitants of those areas to begin to take on the responsibility 

for management of their land resources themselves, even though 

the political boundaries of such areas may overlap. Integrated 

attacks on the problem regionally would tend to stabilize many 

aspects of the situation because the information on which the 

regeneration was based would be directly related to local pro-

blem, focussed specifically on immediate projects tailored to 

current needs. 

The &tffueion of within-country technology must be viewed 

not just in terms of an aot of transfer but in terms of the act 

of integrating many elements of action traditionally administe-

red separately. While the blessing of separate governments would 

be required initially to get such integrated action underway, the 

education and training of field (extension) workers would be ba-

sed largely on a combination of their local experience and the 

Information network output that our international eystem would 

provide. Within such a framework, international special training 

centers envisioned by Dr.geeeas might be necessary to begin with, 

but eventuelly - sooner than later - such special training would 

be carried forward by. the application of technology information 

transfer to the local level where conditions are such that the 

transfer is productive and appropriate. 
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Such a system, whether operational eleotronically or via 

satellite networks, would out through the bureaucratic red tape 

that has paralyzed many of the Countries represented at the Nai- 

robi conference 1  would substitute sot1on for talk. It would 
enable countries in need to make maximum use of existing facili-

ties and available materials (thun reducing waste), and would 

utilize abundant unekilled labor by replacing inappropriate me-

chanical or machine-powered jobs by manual operations (with at-

tendant economic benefits) - these advantages achieved through 

the application of Information already ayallable and needing only 

diaeemiiiatioxt. 

Dregne'e Law ('If a technology looks as though it is immedia-

tely transferable, look again') notwithstanding 1  we propoes that 

the transfer of technological information can be assimilated "y 

loca]iregional Inhabitants of an environment that is shared in 

common. The special training required to analyze such information 

and determine if it is appropriate must be the prerogative of 

those persona whose experience and empathy for those served is 

etablLshed. The transfer of information through high technology 

to the level where its practical application is not only possible 

but acceptable to those served baoause it is understood in fe.mi-

liar terms is the challenge that we can meet successfully if the- 

re is the will to do so. 

I am ready to begin. Are you? 

PRACTICE OF ARID AND SEMIARID 

LAND DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN.,AMERICA 
ASRBITZ YA.G., Inatituti of 

Geography, Academy of ScienoeU, 

USSR 
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Arid and semiarid areas claim extensive spaces in Let in Aj-

rice, mostly 04 the Pacific coast and in north-east Brazil. Cli-

matic aridity, as a factor in the aridizatiori of a territory, be-

comes e?ident also in other regions and countries of Latin Amen-

Os. Sustained agriculture there requires irrigation, primarily 

because of the acutely pronounced seasonal pattern of preoipi.ta-

tion. 

xpenience of Latin American countries in the productive uti-

lizetion and new development of such regions has undisputed tm-

portance, above all for the countries of Africa and partially of 

as well as for the development and Implementation of a rea-

listic and solenbe-based international programme concerned with 

combating desertification through regional development. 

This experience commands interest for several reasons. 

firstly, most of the known types of the world's deserts are pre-

ented 	in Latin Americe. Secondly, the region has a man.y-cen- 

tury history of productive utilization of arid and semiarid are- 

as whose source can be traced back to the remote paet as the 

ancient indiana had already devied many original types of irri-

gation. Thirdly, almost all of the socto-geographic patterns of 

natural resource management and types of arid and semiarid re-

gions, from the simplest single-purpose to the complex and in-

tegrated ones, are known to occur in Latin America. 

There exists an interrelation between the need to get rid 

of the effeot;o of anthropogenic (man-aused) desertificetion and 

the expansion of a state sector in the economy. The challenge of 

ocabeting the coneequencies of devastating droughts induces the 

state to create a special meobaniem in order to bring under de-

telopment arid and semiarid regions. Brazil's example is quite 

illustrative as its drought control inspectorate, founded back 
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in 1 909, had been one of the first organisatlons in the eta• 
aector. The hazard of Lncreaeing anthropogenic deeertification 

influenøee 8160 regional state policies. E.g. a development au-

thority for Morth_hat Brazil, one of Latin America's most baok-. 

ward regions, wee instituted following the etrong drought of 1958. 

After drouhtn descended in the late 1960s and early 1970s agri-

cultural development programs came underway in North_Eaet Brezil. 

'(at thua far they have veiled to yield the effect expected in 

Brazil, not least for the reason of ever increaeing regional die-

proportions in the choracter and speed of capitalist development. 

The arid and semiarid regions of Latin America are characterized 

by rather diverse and potentially promising combinations of natu-

ral, among them mineral, resources. They are particularly signi-

ficant in the arid coantal zone in the West where the vast com-

plex-Ore deposits of the Pacific ore belt occur aide-by-aide with 

mineral raw materiala for the chemical industry and the land and 

agrocilmatic reaources of the coastal plains and foothills. 

Directly adjacent to them are river baeinswith maeive quanti-

tine of water resources, the fact making possible interbasin di-

versions of a part of the river discharge into the arid and semi-

arid regions. It has also far-reaching implications for the dave-

lopnnrit of the arid and semiarid territories without a single 

large river flowing into the ocean there. in South America (Equa-

dor and Peru) these areas occur in comparatively close proximity 

to extensive eouroes of oil and gas- 

The territorial combination of natural resources provides a 

great potential for integrated regional development of the arid 

and semiarid ranges in Latin America where the single-purpose 

utilization of the surface runoff for irrigation is predominant. 
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The principal regions or irrigated farming are found in the 

Pacific zon e . These  are North-West Mexico and North P'u - the 

aresa where capitalist commodity farming has been progressively 

advancing and the capitalist relations dominate the economic sce-

ne. The extent of integration in the development of the economy, 

on the whole, is not large. Lg. on the Pacific coast of North-

West Mexico, one of the country's most dynawio regions after the 

deoond World War, large-scala hydro-engineering construct ion pro-

jeote are not accompanied by the construction of power plants. 

Latin America is already well underway on some separate In-

tegrated regional development projects in the arid and semiarid 

territories. Phese can be exemplified by the Olmoe Project in Pe-

ru, currently being carried out in cooperation with the USSR. 

There, diversion of water from the Amezon basin over the Andes 

will set the eoeAe for closely interacting large-scale hydro-en-

gineering and agro-induetrial complexes to aezve the latter's 

induatrtal operations. Actually a etetem of erttlement, and the 

basic and social infrastructure, are being created anew. An in-

tegrel economic region of national signifLcance is gradually tak-

ing shape there, whereas in the areas of single-purpose uti-lisa-

tion of water resources It is sectoral regions as a rule receiv-

ing priority In development. 

oono-nio development of the arid and semiarid regions and 

control of anthropogenic desert if icat ion have enormous signifi-

cance for Latin Ameni-c. This applies ebove all to Mexico, Peru, 

Chile, Colombia and flrazi1. The development of their arid and 

semi-arid land spaces is growing into as eeential economic and 

cootal challenge confronting a large group of Latin American 

countries - their politics and regional development. 
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LSERTIPIOATIOI IN PERU 

ZAUORA O.J.,Natjonai Office of Jatu-

ral Reeoui'ee Evaluation, PERU 

O. fourth of the totni land area in Peru, or about 30 mil-

lion ha, to generally recognized to be arid or semierd. The area's 

population accounts for 80% of the country'a total and it concen-

tretes almost all agriculture, industry and mineral production. 

Thus the country's development is squeezed into a narrow zone 

and occure within the framework of the de!elopment sodeji speci.-

tic to arid lands. 

The principal feature of the arid and semiarid zones in Peru 

is their geographical variety. On the one band, there to the cea-

atal area, a narrow arid strip partitioned into more than 50 oases 

or traneerwo ,all.ya which concentrate a little over 6 million 

inhabitants and 800 thousand ha of cropping areas, of which 300 

thousand is affected by salinity and aster-logging in consequenoe 

of the seasonal and irregular pattern of river discharge and cx-

ceselve irrigation of farm crops. On the other hand, the pressrt-

Ce of the hinterlands of the 	or bierra, both of tb.m mow. 

tain ranges diet.ctirig the area into thousands of 5 islets 0  has 

been and still is an obstacle to progressive development of Peru. 

In this  traditionally underdeveloped regi.oft with a population of 

seven million d,aertification assumes a dtamatic character due 

to the high population daneity on the cultivabi. land$,th. 1st-

tsr's irrational use and prl*itive soil treatment methods, coup-

led with the overuse of high-sountatd ranges and the disturban-

cs brought about by the mining industry. 

The Government of Peru ebowa legitimate conc*tt for the 
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problems of desertification in the arid, semiarid and eubhumjd 

regiona. In an attempt to pravant it, work has been done to re-

claim the saline and inadequately draiaed lends on the coastal 

plainel legialative measures have been taken to discourage for-

est cutting on the north coast and the medium and small Irriga-

tion systems have been modernized and updataa JJtroduoed into 

the system of land use in the Peruvian Andeg. 

At prenant, with the goal of policy formulation in the con-

servatlon of natural reaourcee, a fundamental law to that effect 

in being drafted as first priorityi research in being done in ba-

sic sciences such as physical biology, technology and eoonomicI 

and education and training is undertaken including personnel train-

ing in appropriate numbers in the field of natural resource mana-

gement. Finally, the publid consciousness in being educated to 

the need for aparirig attitude towards Nature. 

REGIONAL APECT3 OP DEERTIPIGATION 

IN PERU 

QUINTANILLA E.G., National 

Planning Institute, PERU 

The problem of deaertification in of destruction of the 

land's biological potential resulting from irrational use of na-

tural resources by has. This process damages the productivity of 

agricultural econysteisa and foreste thus leading to their irre-

trievable loao, i.e. to destruction of vegetation cover. 

Almost 2/3 of the earth surface lies within the arid and as-

n .arld zones, where humanity faces complicated problems of deser-

tification and where the ifare of about 80 mln people has ii- 
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silted prospects for further development. The annual deaert more-

rasot rates are 7 mln hectares which threatene the totel area of 

3,760 silo heotares. 

This problj grew up to a global one during severe drought 

In the Sahel zone in 1968-1973. SimAlar disasters but of lesser 

scale took place in the other regions of the world, as,for izaraple, 

in arid and semi-arid zones of Peru. 

The action to prevent this disaster have been undertaken an 

the national level in different countries both before and after 

the tYN Conference on Desertificetlon. 

These include lend reclamation, construction of irrigation 

and water projects aimed at expanding agricultural production are-

as, afforeetation and integrated development of new areas. 

As regards the latter, we've got a good example of desert 

zone development in Central AIa of the USSR, where the construc-

tion of the Kerakum Canal gave a possibility of expanding agricul-

tural areas and at the same time to •etablleh a correeponding 

(agroindustrial) induetry and accelerate the urban and industrial 

oonatruction on the basis of potential reeDurcee of the area (like 

glaworks, fertilizer production plants, textile induatry basi 

mainly on sheep breeding). 

Antecedent eyet 

Pre- and Ink cJ.villzetiona in Peru have risen in the desert, 

high-altitude arid zones. Later on, Spanish colonizers have set-

tled in the coast plains with arid climate and also in different 

regions of the semi-arid zone. Social organization of Ancient Pe-

ruyJ.ane and tachnology of water management with the help of irri-

gation structures enabled to develop lands for cultivation of dif- 

II..-.- 
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ferent crops and to utilize water to the utmost. 

On entering 2eru, the Spaniards ooneiderably interfered with 

the existing land use pattern due to predatory exploitation of 

mineral resourosa. 1floreaee in timber use had resulted in large.. 

scale deforestation and triggered intensive erosion and deserti-. 

fication, Development of pastoraliem resulted in destruction of 

vegetation on natural asadowa and in 500  yeare have brought 

forth bevere water erosion and inteneifioation of desertifiostion 

in the highland regione. 

At preeent arid and aemiarid ).andn ocoupy an area of 30 mm 
hootaros (23.3 of the country's area) in Peru and cover three 

existing natural regions with concentration of national induatry, 

agricultural production, mining industry and major oulturel oen-

tree. 

The Opoct of Peru with the population of 7,800 t neend pso-

pie and area of 144,004 km 2  (11,2% of the country's area) is a 

region economically suitable for utilizations agricultural deve-

lopasrit Is feeaible on 10% of the total area (1,400 thousand heC-

tare.) which represents a ahortage of agricultural lands due to 

arid conditions. Current cultivated area inoluding irrigated 

lands is located in 52 narrow valleys and makes up 770 thouaand 

beotaree inoluding about 306 thousand hectares (40%) that are 

pubect to ealiniaation and inufticient drainage problem. It 
ahntfld be added that major agricultural eaterprisee are also lo-

cat.d In thee. valleys. 

Sierrp or mountainoua region occupies an area of 335,170 km 2  

(26% of the total area) with the population amounting to 6,550 
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thousand people. Altitudes vary from 1,200 to 6,000 a over the 

cea level. Agricultural ectivitiea and populatioa are moatl.y con-

centrated at the altitudes of 2,0003,5O0 m where cultivated area 

isakea up 1,750 thouaand hectaren including 500 thousand hoots-

ree of lands left living fallow, thus, cultivated are only 1,250 

thousand hectaras. Tbeoretioalj,y, this area should satisfy the 

demand of population In agricultural products. 

Selva region covers an area of 806,041 km2 462.7% of the 

total area) and is populated by 1,650 thousand people. It can be 

divided into two subregions - Highland Selva with forests on the 

east era slopes of the Andes and Lowland Selva or Amazonian low-

land with flat and undulating topography. The total cultivated 

area makes up 590,000 hectaree. 

Both Highland and Lowland Selve are subject to severe deser-

tification. ThUS, in 1975 forests were cut at an area of 4 ala 

kieotares in thene two subregions. Besides, deforestation La the 

provinces of Satipo and Chanobamayo covered an area of 400 thou-

aend heotares while in Oxapampa - 300 thousand hectares. 

To partially compensate the land losweø due to deeertifio&-

tion there have been designed large irrigation projects aimed at 

the increase of agrtcultu.ra3. production. These ares Ohira-Plura 

(153,500  hectares), Cbao-ViIU (116,000 hectares), Olmos (80,700 

hectares), njes-Slguaa 	(60,000 hectares). 

There is also a project under consideration named "oologi-

cal Management of Desertification in Peru" that stipulates for 

production systems management and determination of desertificati-

on indicators and Its causes. 

Similar situation Is studied by the regional project "Combat-

ing Desertification through Integrated Development". 
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PROBLEM OF DESERTIFICATION OP 

THE ARID COAST OF PERU 

OLANO 5,1., NatIonal Offlc 

of Natural Reacurce Evalue-

tion, PERU 

Peru Is altuated in the western portion of South imerioa 

its area 1285,215 ag km and population 17.800 thousand. The phy-

siographic conditions are determined by the Andes, the mountain 

system dividing the country Into three natural regions -. the coe-

et, mountains and aelva. 

The coastal region whloh is the pri.ncipal concentration area 

for the greater part of industrial and agricultural production 

and the population, represents essentially an arid zone. 

The most important factors of climate and topography, such 

as the West Andes, anticyclone of the south Pacific, and the 2eru-

•yian and Equatorial streams, are responsible for the arid oharao-

tar of the coastal climate. 

The soils of the coastal area are controlled by three geo-

morphologic unite, namely, alluvial irrigated valleys, plains 

and hills, and uplands and moderately high mountains. The region's 

water renouroes are limited because of the modest aize and irre-

gular pettra of runoff. 

In the coaatal area, desertification is cauBed by the follow-

ing factors I eaflnitv sad I adequate ?&rainana on an area of about 

306 thousand out of the 770 thousand ha of total cropping areah 

a1labilty of waters non-uniform distribution of water resour-

018 end the latter's wasteful use and pollution water erosion 

essentially seasonal in character and closely interrelated with 
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floods; jnd erosion; on Irrigated lands there exist also the 

problems of sand dritts burying irrigation channels, blowout of 

seeds by wind, and dune formation; destruction on tht dry tropj-

cal foret on the northern coast occurs as a result of irrational 

livestock grazing, and wood cutting for fuel and for parquetry 

production; insults to the hil]., their surface area 100 thousand 

ha, have the flora and fauna severely damaged by overgrazing, 

shrub bvercutting and uncontrolled hunting; mnnagment of agri-

cultural lands for other uses, mostly for populated areas. 
The arid zone in second in importance after the mountain pro-

vince of Sierra (semiarid) both in terms of sown areas and live-

stock numbers, and the share in the gross national product. At 

present, the Coast in going through a period of vigorous economic 

development, financial, political and administrative revival, and 

an upourge of culture and services. 

Peru belongs to the countries with a very low per-capita ra-

te of land areas (0.20  he per person). With this in mind, special 

importance is attached to the progress of the agricultural sector 

where large investments are made in irrigation development. With 

the goal of reclaiming saline and inadequately drained lands, the 

HEGATIC plan (Reclamation of Cos'tal Lands) involves a wide-rang-

ing program of their reclamation. 

Presently, there are numerous examples of skilful applicati-

on of desertifioatiofl control procedures including sprinkling ir-

rigation, salinity and drainage monitoring, land ooneervation at-

forestation, etc. Yet the procedure does not provide in itself 

an effective key to combating desertificationi to do 80, it 

must have the support of economic and social structures and vigo-

rous involvement of the population at large. 

Mining, another economic sector, Is acknowledged to be the 
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etrategical industry for national development, being the major 

single aou.roe of currency for the country. It is heavily concen-

trated in the sierra sountels country and somewhat less on the 

Coast. 

Industry, one of the most dynamic sectors of the economy, Is 

found, for the most part, in the coastal tone. In 1974, for exam-

pie, the coastal zone held 86% of all industrial operations accoun-

ting between them for 9O of the total ecozioateelly active popu-

lation employed in industry. The  eseentlal areas of petroprocesa-

ing are situated on the northern coast snd,before oil exploration 

began in the selva, 95% of the oil supply came from that area and 

the continental ehelt. Growth of folk handicrafts to also lisper-

tant for the coastal region and other areas in the country. 

In 1972 47% of the country's population was concentrated on 

the coast, chiefly because of Its migration from other areas 

which caused a reduction in the rural population overall. 

In the absence now of an integrated eppronch to catiofial de-
velopaerit like one exercised until recently, the peripheral ars-

aa sustained damages, leading to severe overpressure on the rural 
and urban ecosystems. Regional development progre.naee seek to 

accomplish a number of objectives and thereby provide solutions 

to the problems of employment and higher living standards, but 

beyond these, to offer ever greater possibilities for attaining 

integrated regional development includIng here control of deser-

tificatlon as an essential goal of national and regional develop- 

moot. 

MOJITORIIG OP DSRRXP1CA!I0 

II flSTU ARID ZONE OF INDIA 
SEANII.BNLRAYLJ LA., Ceti tral 

Arid Zone Research Institute, 

INDIA 
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A case study on desertification in Luni Blook of Weetern Ra-

jasthan covering an area of 1,900 sq.km undertaken in 1979 at the 

behest of .TNEP provided corroborative evidences of manifestations 

of the process of desertification On h temporal basle(1958 and 1976) 

in terms of geomorphological, gaohydrological, soil and soil far-
tility cheracteriatice and vegetational metamorphosis. 

Having eStabijahed the manifestation of the process of deser-

tification the need for monitoring the prooeee arises involving 

appropriate modern technology for quick appraisal for taking tinie-

ly combat measures before real onset of dosertification. To this 

end feasibility of using Landeat imagery for mapping earth reeou.r-

oss and monitoring of desertification was studied by 1) interpret-

ing natural resources of Rajesthan and surrounding regions On a 

false color composite mosaic 1  2) semi-detailed mapping of earth 
resources and monitoring of desertification from one scene cover- 

jog Middle Luni B85j5 by both visual interpretation and digital 

analysis. 

Visual interpretation of Landsat false color mosaic of Raja,-

than and surrounding regions in conjunction with ground data led 

to the delineation and mapping of nine geomorphic units, twenty-

two BOilSp and four major drainage systems. 

Semi-detailed studies in the Middle Luni Basib helped to de-

lineate and map fourteen landforms and their associated soils. 

Landform and geology are among the most observable resources on 

the imagery in all multispectral bands with band 5 providIng a 

clear view of topography and slope. However, band 7 proved ideal 

for observing joints, structures and li.neajnente on the rooks. 

Soils could be interpreted only by associated features of land-

forms. Similarly vegetation per se could not be discernible but 
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La association with landforms eight major plant communities have 

been identified. 

hISS baud 7 was ideal for sharply separating water bodice from 
surrounding areas. Conjunctive use of Lendsat imagery and ground 

data permitted quantification of geomorphological obaractorintios 

of the drainage basins in different landforme and also the esteb-

ltsbment of two grouaater • potential zones vIz 1) the recharge 

zone (Donor Zone), 2) the recharged zone (Receptor Zone). 

The false color composite was Very useful for mapping the 

present land use in both irrigated croplando and ruinfed aroae 

Sand dunce were observed with greatest clarity in MSS band 7  and 

imagery of dry/000l season helped differentiate the stabilized 

from the active dunes. 

Digital analysis of hISS data facilitated quantification of 

earth resources such as range biomasa estimation, distribution 

of sand dunea and interdune p1ina, alluvial plains, water bodies 

and vegetation. The interactive Image 100 system helped to olnei-

fy seven themes in Subscene I  covering Bhetnada-Mori-1niana.. 

Kankani Sector and six themes in Balesar Sector. In both cases 

there was acod correlation of the spectral classes to the inte-

grated land units identified by ground surveys. 

Tone and textural characteristics in the Landaat false color 

mosaic of Rajasthan and surrounding regions did not abow any evi-

dence of the spread of desert sands from the west to the east. 

Evaluation of imageries of the Middle Luni Basin helped 

to quantitatively detect, delineate and map the deeertifica-

tion process such as wind deposition and deflation hazards, 

weter erosion and natural and man-induced salinity problems. 

The relative brightness values of light and dark pixels In 

MSS band 5 computer overetrike printout map of a eubsoene in the 
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western sector of the Middle Luj Basin has been beneficial to 

delineate different degree of vulnerability of areas to deeerti-

tics tion processes. 

As further sequel to the above studies the National Project 

on Mtj.ig of Desertification to field test the three critical 

deeertiftcation indicetora,namely the ph.yeical biological and 

social factors in different agro-climatic zones of Western Rajas-

than ee currently under wal which has given useful results in 

fulfiient of the objectives. 

PAST AND PUTtJRR OP TH.AR DESERT 

MAZIN 11.3., Central Arid Zone 

Research Institute, ItDIA 

The Thar Desert is one of the most populated arid zones of 

the world. A  aeries of pre-hietoric dultures once flourished in 

it. The Indian desert has resisted orogenic forces and has been 

subjected to marine transgressions. The aridity has established 

in the region after a series of wet and dry phases. 

Climatic deterioration as evidenced by the analysis of ar-

dity indices and implications of escalation of bunen and livestock 

populations have been diecuesed. It is evident that cropping on 

marginal lands has increamed during the past two decades by about 

54 per cent as a result of which the area of pastures has decli-

ned. in Asia as a coneequence of biotic interferences, it is re-

vealed that about 9,290  km 2 of 4.35 per cent of the western Ra-

jasthan has already been affected, by the proceeses of desertifica-

tion. 72 and 19 per cent of the desert has been categorised as 

highly and moderately v1nereble to various deterioration factore, 

respectively. 

I 
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A number of coot-worthy and feasible technologise have been 

developed to revegetate the denuded arid-lends,to augment their 

producti.vty, with a view to improve the social sconomy of the 

desert people. The futu.re  plane of desert development are outli-

ned with a critical appraisal. 

DESERTIPICATION IN IRAQ 

PLAYER HASSAN *LTAIE, State Orga-

nization of Lend Reclamation 

IRAQ 

Iraq is a lend of great contrast, characterized byl vest de-

sert, extensive alluvial plains, low undulated hills, high folded 

mountains and rugged thrust zones. 

From a phytogeographical point of view, the largest part of 

the country is situated in the Seharosindtan region. The natural-

ly sparsely developed natu.ral plant cover has, etill, been large-

ly reduced due to overgrazing, cutting of trees for fuel or char-

coal and mismanagement. 

DesertificatlOil in the country is largely man-made through: 

overgrazing, overcutting of trace and shrubs, cultivation of 

steep elopeS, cultivation of submarginal land, ealinization due 

to irrigation without drainage and land mismanagement. Beside 

other factors which induee deaertifidatiOfl such not long season 

of dryness, vast flat eress without wind breake, fine granular 

surface ooile and high sjeed in dry seasons. 
Moat proheesea of soil degradation are quite active in the 

country. It is estimated that more than 90% of the land is de-

graded through various processes such as water and wind erosion, 

salinization, and physical degradation which tnclidee loss of 
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structure or unatable crusting of the soil and formation of 

plow-layer. 

Various means are applied at 	present to combat deser- 

tification such asi earth dikes, wind breaks, covering the du-
flee with soil, spraying of petroleum by-products and network 

of dry plants and branches On the dunea. Alec an agro-industrial 

project is suggested to combat desartification in the Menopota-. 

mien plain. 

VE3SEL 5  TECHNIQUE OF IRRIGATION 

AOULEU LA., ASK.&R MW,, 

Ministry of Agriculture and 

Development, DJIBOUTI 

Agriculture and Forestry Survey has applied aa irrigation 

technique based on the use of a vessel. 

The given technique oonsiste of digging a long varnished 

clay vessel into the soil up to its orifice. The clay vessel is 

filled with water. Vegetable orope are planted around the veasel. 

This technique has the following adveiltageal 

- easy technique of water supply regu].ation 

- sluicing regime impeding development of saliniaattonl 

- the vessel is iaaciufaotured from local, raw materials (clay 

from Grand Dude). 

According to the data of KAMAL Central Institute of Soil. 

Salinizetion (Penjab, India) the daily watering norm of the gourd 

family cultivated by this technique amounts to nearly 0.20 mm/baa- 

tare. 
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SOME ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS 
OP TEE ALGERIAN STiPPE 

BENREBIftA A'., National j-Harash 

Inatitute of Agronoaitcs, 

ALGERIA 

The Algerian eteppe zone is bordered by 400 and 100 mm/year 

t.ohyeta giving way 'to deeert in the south. 

Total steppe area makes up 200 thoueand km 2  or 64.5% of the 

North Algerian territory and 7.8% of the total country'a area. It 

corresponds to nearly 20 aln heotares of which 15 mln hectares 

can be efficiently used mainly for sheep-raising under assumption 

that with cattle population of 6 sun animals the carrying capaci-

ty makes up 2.5 hectaree per one animal. 

Nearly 18% of the total populetion of Algeria inhabits the 

•teppe aone. 170 thousand families of that numberare engaged in 

pestoraliam (20,000 in cettle.ratetng and 150 1 000 in sheep-raising). 
The 	sufl.Blyeis of the sheep-raising production for the period 

from the beginning of the century auggeste that there is a de-

preselon trend. Total sheep population has d.creaed compared to 

the growth of human population. The paper contains a table of 

sheep population per one person illustrating its dynamicai 

1876 - 403 sheep, 1891 - 223, 1901 - 196, 1931 - 83, 1976 - 47. 

The reacon for this red.uotioa is grounded in the historical, 

ooiel and economic conditions and is incorporated in the eyetem 

and etruoture of production. 

The similar crisis Is typicb not only of the steppe Cone 

but also of agriculture as a whole. 

20 Moption of the Agrarian Reform of 1971 contributed, to over-

coming 	the crisis. 
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ELABORATION OF INTEGRATED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMFIT PROGRANNES 

FOR ARID AREAS 

ELABORATION OV AN INTEGRATED 

PROGRAMNE OF ECONOMIC ARID RE-

GION DVELOPMtIT 

ALAYEV, E.R. ,Instltute of Geography, 

USSR Academy of Science, USSR 

formulation of an integrated problem Ia, in fact, elaborati-

on of a final and major document for pro-plan research, a science-

supported guide].Ine for all specific events and actions designed 

to develop an arid region. An arid region in this case should, as 

a rule, be understood as an integral territory posseesing aridity 

charcotertatice and selected as an object for integrated economic 

development. The document includes three basic sections identi- 

fication and delimitation of an arid region, overall concept of 

economic and social development, general development principles 

and territory planning in regions. 

A. Identification and delimitation of an arid region. Iden-

tification is isolation of a specific distribution area selected 

for comprehensive development. Delimitation is the preoj.ae con-

touring of the area. An Important question arises of the relation-

ohip between the identified and contoured arid region and the en-

tire system of the country's adminietrativeSnd territoriaL.divl-

sion principles. If the region does not ooinoide with the admini-

strative unit, forms should be devised to harmonize management. 

Internal taxonomic classification of an arid region is also 

carried out calling for identification of sub-regions different 

In their natural and economic conditions. These internal taxoSo-

mic territorial units are Inoluded as elements and objeote in th 

overall development plan and piece for specific regions. 
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B. Overall oocepta of integrated region development. The 

overall concept of integrated development is the nun total of 

fUndamental theoretical preniinee, methodological approaches, ma-

jor development Objectives for the region and ways to Implement 

theta. The øocept reete upon an in-depth study of a specific ni-

tuation in the territory, its natural ecologic and resources con-

ditione, economic and social factore, internal and external rein-

tionshipa. The  following problems are looked into - forms and ty -

pee of the preaentday development in desertitioation prooeeeoa, 

their oaueee and foreceeting-fundamentel probleme behind eocio-

ecoAOtio development of the region, forecasting of future trends, 

choice of objectives, - chax'aatartstloa of water, power, raw ma-

terial 1  manpower and other resources that will be factored into 
the ways and specifics of objective implementation. Economic and 

technological programe to de-desertify the territory, development's 

driving forces - (the etate, cooperative or 	pettycoinnodity sec- 

tor, national capital, foreign capital) sources of finance, dead-

l'inea for the completion of the entire program and its first ata- 

ge. 

0. A general deve3.opment plan and regional planning. A  gene-

ra]. plan is an estimate-supported forecasting model for the dave-

loptnent of economy and population of the region. It includes sub-

sectione dealing with the development of induetry,agriculture, 

production, social and engineering (nature conserving) infra-

truoture, as well as industrial and agro-indus trial complexes, 

population distribution patterns and urban development. All nub-

aections mentioned, and each specific one &eneralisee all the 

programs called for by the distinctive features of the arid re-

glen' nature-conservation program, forms and types of monitor- 
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ing, management and control of natural eoosyatema $to. The gene-

ral plan 1s accompanied by the major balanoe calculation, for wa-

ter, power, raw materiale and other resource,, the system and or-
der of program implementation and financing, overall calculatjo, 

of eoonomio and social effeot of the program at different stages 

of Its implementation. 

Regional planning of an arid area supported by the calcula-
tions from the general plan apecifie, all the macro-regional pa-

rameters and elements in terms of their aLting over the terri.tory.  

Regional plennin.g an well as other element, in the integrated de-

velopment program makes allowances for the step-by-step program 

implementation. Appended to the integrated program for regional 

development is a eat of prinoip].es to manage the implementation 

processes. Db.,e principles must take account both of the most 

advanced expertise in managing programs and projeota of this kind 

and the rpeif to sooto-econowic and political conditiona of the 

host country. 

ON RAGIONAL SCHZIZ8 OP XJTEQRATED 

DEVWE. :N'r II TH& OON1EXT OP CON-

BATINO' DESERTIPICATION 

VLADIMIROV Y.V, Central Re-

eeercb Inatitut. of Tw 

Build Ln,, USSR 

At the suggestion of the U3ZR delegation to the UI Conferen-

ce on Desertificatton, held in Nairobi (eaya) in 1977, the PjAj3 

of Action included a recommendation on efficient combining indus-

trializationlurbanitation with the development of agriculture as 

17- 
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a priority mesaure in combating the deaertiftoatioa proceae. Such an 

approach is in abeolute agreement with the UNEP overall policy 

under which integrated development alone can and ehould eneure the 

protection and improvement of the environment. 

In the framework of the UNEP/USSR Project CCo inba ting  Eeaerti-

ficetion through Integrated D ave l opmentC among other thinge a pre-
paration of apeciel guidelinee in envinaged for drawing up regto-

.nal echemea of integrated development in arena prone to deeertifi-

cation, The Guideline8C  are intended to aegregate and aconmodate 

in a eyotew the basic prinøiplee underlying the integrated appro. 

ath to planning social and economic development for purpoeee of corn-

baUng deoertiticatioa to reveal the true meaning, the phanirig 

and most important methodological peculiarities of regional In-

tegrated development oohewee and environment protection. 

he "Guide].inee" coneiet of three neottone and of appendices. 

The firet nection treats of gerAerel atatementa ooncerning natural 

resouroem, mocial and economic potential of arid lands an well as 

the mo s t essential causes and coneaquenoas of denertification. It 

is noted that the natural reaouroe potential of arid lande is de-

termined by the features of olimate, the presence of vast areae, 

by the dLerae natural souroeG of energy, minaraim and consider-

able biological resotAroem. Deeert.ficatlon is shown to be condi-

tioned by two groups Of (sotore - natural and man-induced. 

The main natural feotora at eridiaation are aridity of cli-

mate, deflation processes, low surface runoff, soil saliaiaation, 

thin vegetation with low primary productivity. The  major man-

induced factoreof demertificatlan are overgraz.Ing, tree cuttingS 

miaeinnagement of netural reaourcea, uncontrolled tourism and re-

creativity. Particularly dangerous in coincidence of natural and 
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anth.ropogenic factors in time and space. 

The second section of the "Guidelines" discusase most esoen-

tini factors and conditions reaponeible for stabilizing and neu-

tralizing the processes of desertification as enyteaged by a com-

plex of technical, coonoinic, social and ecological measures, in-

cluding industrialization and urbanization of arid lands. Local 

measures are shown as incapable of ensuring complete and final 

success in the fight against desertification, which means that 

combatingi ciesertification in impossible without a well-eatablj.eh-

ad system of planning and a machinery for the implementation of 

plane. Regional schemes of integrated de'velopment of arid lends 

must be based on the following major prinoiplees 

- the schemes must be integrated with national development 

plans forming part tbereof 

- ecological, social and eoonomio planning must be integra-

ted in the regional sohemes 

- the schemes must be integrated, i.e. they must encoapsea 

all industries and types of aotivlty in the region; 

- priority in combatingl desertifteation must be given to 

ecological approaches and nature-conservation measures; 

- Integrated development schemes must include a system of 

measures to conetitute a reliable basis for combating 

deaertifiCatiOn agriculture development, industrializa-

tion, urbanization, development of transport and engineer-

ing/tectinological infrastructure, environment protection 

measures. 

be third eection of the *Guldellaeo O  contains methodologi-

cal reooemendatiOfln for the preparation of regional schemes of 

integrated SOcial and economic development and environment protec-

tiori for combating desertification. 

l7- 
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Regional echemee of integrated social and economic d.velop-

a.nt and environment protection for arid lends are viewed as in-

portant components of regional plane, as pre-planning documents 

.oientifioally substantiated, on whose basin major development 

problems of portloular regions are determined and a complex of 

interrelated measuree is elaborated to ensure a most efficient 

expenmioh of economy, social sphere, environment protection with-

in the region, all these measures being deeertifiontion control-

oriented. In view of the interdisciplinary, comprehensive and 

purposed nature of the problems solved by regional schemes, it 

becomes necessary, while preparing these schemes, to make use 

of territorial, integrated, ecologo-soononic and systems npproa-

obee as being most adequete to the substanos of integral documents 

of this nature. The practical tool for regiol scheme elaborati-

on on the basis of the above-named approaches Is a programiced-ob-

.lective approach, which wakes it possible not only to concentrate 

on the major problem, i.e. combating demertifleation, balancing 

the ainie and ways of their aohievemeflt with the resources, but 

also to use as far as possible .conomio and mathematical modell-

ing and computer techniques. The oloethg neation of the "Guideli-

nes' dieoueaes some of the requirements to the organ&eetion of 

the data bank and environmental monitoring. 
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2O3TR 2APR8 OP TH S S YMPQ3XUM 

lTIiODS OF STUDX__AND COMBAT OF DE31RTIFICATION 

COMPILATION OF THEMATIC MAPS OF 

DESERT ZONE WITH APPLICATION OF 

REMOTE SSING DATA 

KH.ARIN N.G., Institute of 

Deoerts, Turkmen S$R Academy 

of Sciencee, USSR 

Remote sensing is an effective means of inveetigations of 

desert environments and their changes under the Impact of deeerti-

fication. 

The Aeromathode Laboratory of the Institute of Deserts of 

the Turkmen Academy of Sciences has compiled a series of the-

matic nape for the territory of Turkmeniotan with the applica-

tion of apace imagery (landscape, geomorphological, sails, gee-

botanical, rangeland and erosion maps). The erosion map, in 

particular, represents several types of wind and water erosion, 

which is of great ve1iefbrthe e.leoration of meaeu±'es for environ-

mental conservation. 

Application of space imagery enabled to specify the physlo-

graphical background and details of thematio maps. A series of 

special maps compiled for a single area could be regarded as one 

of the stages of environmental monitoring. In the course of en-

vironmental changes due to human impact these maps should be 

renewed. 

The study of plant pheno].ogy permitted to define the optimal 

seasons for aerial and space survey of the USSR deserts. The 

most apparent contrast between the componentS of desert landscape 

Is ohierved in spring. Asriol and apace imsgary obtained in this 
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aeaaon is most 	informative. In the outh..-.Eaetern Karakum this 

period mete from March 20 to April 20; in Central and Zaunguz 

arakums - from 1 to 20 of April; for Kyzylkumo 	from 5 to 20 of 

April. In the deaarte of aouthern Kazakhatan the recommended 

period of aerial and apace aurvey mete from April 20 to May 5. 

We have also determined the optimal apectral banda for aerial 

and apace eurveye in relation to the taeka that could be aolved 

by thematic mapping. The vieible apeotral band could be used to 

obtain the data on geomorphological atructu.re of deaert land-

soapee, apeciea compoaition and phenology of vegetation, wind-

eroetonal etatue of eanda (600 -700 nm). Imagery of the near infra-

red band (700-900 mm) is ueeful for the etudy of floodplain land-

ecapea, water eroeion, flooda, mudflows and proceaaeo taking 

place within the bordering zone of oeaea and deeerte. In some 

camee multibend aurvey ahould be carried out in two bando (vieible 

and infrared). 

Aerial and apace imagery can be used for the attidy of differ-

eat olanmee of elementei global (low-reeolution Imagery), regional 

(medium-reaolution imagery), loesi (high-reeolution imagery) and 

detsiled (extremely high reaolutiOn imagery). 

USE OP SPACE DATA FOR M&PPINQ HYDRO-

GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND THEIR MAN-

CAUSED CHANGES (WITH THE EXAMPLE FROM 

THE UZBEK SOVIET REPUBLIC) 

AGBALYANTS E.IVOSTOKOVA LA., 

LEER LV., TASHIUTOV }I.M., 

GIrROrNOEC, USSR 

Effective management and planning of protection, rational 
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use and renewal of water resources deri'es an important data in-

put from maps showing their current condition. The maps therefore 

should be maximum objective in outlining the status of water re-

sources as of a certain period of time but in addition must be 

compiled within as short a time as possible, i.e. using high-

speed methods. These requirements are accmnnmdated in the maps 

produced on the beels of space photography data. 

The south Aral Sea area, South-Western Kyzylkwn and a part 

of the Ferghsna valley were selected as first-priority sites to 

map out the current status of ground water and anthropogenic 

changes of the hydrogeological situation. These sites provided a 

testing ground, as it were, to develop a methodology whereby 

space imagery could be utilized for hydrogeological and engir er-

ing-geological purposes. 

Nevertheless the use of remote-sensing data for the study 

and mapping of ground waters and their associated processes is 

only possible with the aid of a landscape-indication method. 

Effective management of groundwater protection against de-

plet.ton and pollution, based on the interpretation of space 

imagery, requires that a series of thematic maps be readily avail-

able us consisting of a landscape-indication or landscape map; I 

ground-water map; a map of land use and current land status; and 

a map of anthropogenic changes in the hydrogeological situation. 

Of these, the landscape-indication map depictS the are di-

stribution of landscape groundwater indicators and those of hydro-

geological conditionS. 

The landscape map is compiled by means of direct interprets-

flon of space imagery. The distinguishing feature of the land-

sape irterpretrition methodology has to do with the identifies- 
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tion of taxonomic units "top-down", i.e, from the general to the 

particular. 

Direct interpretation clues, such as the figure of a photo-

graphic image produced by mega- and macro! orms of relief, come 

handy in identifying the largest landseap5 units corresponding 

to the morphostruotures of the let order. Further subdivision 

Is a].ready undertaken within these units by the images specific 

to the reesoforms of relief and lithogenio foundation of landscape. 

Further hydrosensing interpretation of the landscape map 

proceeded by means of precomposed, supplementary specific land-

scape - hydroindication tablee, similar in form to the tubulated 

legend of the landscape-indication map. 

To be found on the ground-water map produced by the remote-

sensing method from space photography data (through the hydro -

sensing interpretation of the landscape or landecape-hydroindica-

tion map) were 

- lithological-genstical types of eater-holding rocks 

- depth to the first aquifer (water-bearing horIzon) 

- extent of ground-water ealinityi 

- principal hyd.rodynmalc ground-water areas - those of re-

charge, transit and discharge; 

- various water outcrops (as identified on space photographs 

to he either watering wells, or clumps of phreatophytes, 

or the wells and boreholes knowp from the history files). 

In order to detect the extent and character of anthropogecic 

effects on hydrogeological conditions, the map of land use and 

current land status was used as an aid. Prepared from the inputs 

of direct vieual-instruatal interpretation of apace photographs, 

the map, for the purpose of studying the anthropogenic changes 



afoot in the hydrological aituation 1  ehould eeeentially reflect 

all reclamation programa with epecial reference to thoae related 

to the water reeource allocation 1  viz. 

- metalled irrigation channela and collector network; 

- water etoragee and diacharge lakee along the perimeter 

of oaaee; 

- allocation of lands of new and old irrigation management; 

- condition of irrigated lands (aecondary ealinization or 

water-logging exposure); 

- distribution of watering pointe on the rangea oupporting 

tranehuinant livestock husbandry. 

As a series of experimental thematic maps was produced for 

the Uzbek Republic's plains using apace imagery 1  the key phseø 

of the process flowchart were worked out to be as followsi 

let stage 	preliminary interpretation of apace photography 

data 

1. - preliminary landscape interpretation of apace photo-

graphs and development of a landscape scheme on the photoplan 

(a scheme of natural untte); 

2 - construction of landecape-indination table reflecting 

landscape inter-relation; 

3. - composition, on the photoplans, the series' thematic 

map overlays (those of landscape and landscape indication 1  ground-
water 1  land use, etc.). 

2d stage - verification of the interpretation effort for its 

quality and acquisition of supplementary factual data relying on 

the traditional working methods, ground and aerovisual. 

3rd stage - compilation of the final author's (initial) on-

ginals of the thematic maps in the series: 

18-I 
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- compilation of the author'e originala of the mape on 

the photoplana and a lighter topographic base, and legende for 

them 

- achievement of conaistenoy and editing of the mapa (in 

the former it is the landscape map used as the master map); 

- writing explanatory notea to the inape and requirement 

to their correot delineation procedures. 

S PACE A0NIT0RING OF DESERTIFICATION 

IN DELTA ECOS(STEMS 

VXNOGRADOV B.V., POPOV V.A., 

Institute of Oceanology,USSR 

Academy of Sciences Department 

of Geography Under the Presidi-

um of the Aoademy of Sciences, 

Usbek SSR, USSR 

To plan programs to combat desertification, it is firat of 

all necessary to define the areas affected by, and the rate of 

desertification. atudy of desertification proceasee is aepecially 

important in the deltas and valleys of desert rivera and in oases. 

The apace-and-time etruoture of desertification was determined at 

the example of the ..Amu-Iya river. The methods and reaults of the 

analysis are presented below. The moat effective technique for the 

monitoring of the apace-and-time structure of the desertificatton 

process is furnished by a comparison of aerial and space photo- 

- aphe of the delta taken at long intervals (comperieon of aerial 

photographs li20,000, apace photographs at resolution 	of 

70-80 meters and field observations at intervals of 8 years - 
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1962-1970-1978). Aerial and apace photographa help identify dy -

namio indloatore of delta denert&fication such an increane in the 

area of halo- and hydrohalomorphoun phanen and a ahrinking in the 

area of mono- and hydromeeomorphoua phanen with a relative error 

not exoeediog 10% and area changea no lean than 2%. This technique 

incorporating nurface field obaervations and the renultu of aerial 

and apace photography furninhed trend veotorn for the condition 

of 16 banic ecological phanea of the delta for three different 

obeervation time pertode - 1962, 1970, 1978. Comparinon of changee 

in the area of thane phanea over the yearn and calculattona of the 

extent of tliaee ohangee furniahed a picture of changea in apace 

and time. Theae three meanurementa can provide a judgement an to 

the trend in the phana ohangeni linear deacending, aacendin,g and 

etable, exponential sacending and deecending; and oecillattng. A 

quantitative deecription of the prenent-day changee in the ecolo-

gical phanee of the delta reflectingita denertification can help 

extrapolate this trend projecting it for another time epan of 8 

yearn into the future. This will lead to a calculation of the 

forecaet vector for the condition of the ecological phaeeet a 

ahrinkage in the area of hydroniorphoun and mezomorphouo phasee 

and an increane in the area of Iaalomorphoue phaeee by 1986. 

This technique makea it poanible to arrive at a epatial model 

for the denertification dynamica and offer its probability fore-

caat, which can be eater updated. The forecant can at a later 

etage incorporate quantitative correctione due to changing con&i-

tione reaulting from the emergence of new ecological phaaen, in-

pletnentatton of land reclamation programa, etc. 

In etudying denertificatton at its different hierarchy levels 

the aerial and apace monitoring techniçue offera quantitative 
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criteria to register desertification processes ranging in magni-

tude from local to regionall as well as a quantitative probabili-

ty forecast for desertification at different times and in differ-

ent areas. 

LA.NDSCAPR APPROACH TO STUDI3 

OF DESERTIFICATION PROC ESSES 

ALEKSEEV B.A., POSYPKIN A.K., 

'1At.SKGV A.N., Moscow State 

University, USSR 

The current interpretation of the notion of "deeertifioation" 

is rather wides more often than not it inoludee an overall aridi-

zation of an area, landscape xerophyttzation, degradation of the 

soil and vegetation covers. Authors regard "desertification" as 

formation of natural and man-induced landscapes of a particular 

type in the semi-arid zone, which owe their existence to the cent-

bined effect of natural and anthropogenic factors. Desertifiontion 

processes Can develop as a result of direct or indirect human 

pressure on the landscapes. This paper discusses the case study 

of the Loony River (Rajasthan, India). and analyses the formation 

of natural and man-made landscapes as a reault of agricultural 

uses of an area, as. well as the processes going on in the already 

formed natural and man-made landscapes. Based on the study of 

literature available and on direct obeervatlone in the Loony 

Basin, the following conclusions are drawni 

The processes of man-induced desertification in the area 

are very extensive. 

Plant formations (at the type level) existing in the 

Loon5 Basin differ from climax formations 1  corresponding to pre- 



sent-day climate due to partial or complete destruction of/natu-. 

ral vegetation and to its replacement with cultured vegetation 

on the cultivated lends; it is also due to the thinning of vege-

tation, alternation of the dominant life forme, the changing 

epecies on the virgin lands. 

As a result of desertification under conditions of a 

semi-arid zone an evolutionary sequence of natural and man-made 

landscapes is formed, characterized by different degrees of de-

sertification, but at each particular stage similar to the natu-

ral landecapee of more arid areas. 

In the existing natural and man-made landscapes, mainly 

due to the changing vegetation cover, water-erosion processes 

become very active, peculiar to the natural landscapes of th 

given zone, and new aeolian processea occur, earlier not observed 

here, the processes of resalinization and other processes, typical 

of the landscapes of more arid areas. 

As the present-day state of the vegetation cover is one of 

the moat important indicators of the extent of desertification 

development and is an integral indicator of intensity and of the 

forms of agricultural pressure on the landscape, we distinguish 

natural/man-made landscapes (similar to natural ones) by the do-

minant type of the vegetation formation. In the Loony Basin, in 

the thin forset and shrub zone, natural/ant.hropcgenic deserts have 

now been formed, along with semi-deserts, eavannas, thorn-sb.rb 

savannas. Using various parameters, they aesess the degree of 

their adequacy to the original natural (reconstructed) landscapes 

and to the landscapes of the arid zone having a similar type of 

plant formations. 

By analysing the maps of reconstructed landscapes, of spatial 

1etr1but Ion 'f the aotl-geomorphologlcal desertification process- 
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is and of the land-use pattern a landecape map of the Loony flasin, 

icele 111,000,000 was prepared showing the natural/anthropogeriio 

landscapes at different stages of desertification, and the pro-

cessee forming such landscapeS. 

PEOOESSES OP NATURAL AND t&N-INDUCED 

DESERTIFICATION OP DRY STEPPE AND 

SEMI-DESERTS IN KAZAKHSTAN FROM THE 

PALAEOORAPHIC POINT OP VIEW 

NIKOL&YEV V.A., Moscow State 

University, USSR 

The dry steppe and semi-desert of Northern and Central 

Nazakhstan adjacent to the northern boundaries of Turan's desert 

zone are affected by both natural and man-Induced desertifiostion. 

This trend characterizes not only the present but also the remote 

gre-historic past. 

Though Asian steppe is known for its high palaeographio sta-

bility during the Pleistocene and Halocene they repeatedly became 

the scene of desert landscape expansion ueaal],y coincident in time 

with xerothermal phases. This is supported not only by palaeogeo-

graphic data but, above all, by the present-day natural conditions 

prevailing n the dry steppe and semi-desert, in which many traces 

of past desertifioation have survived. They Include desert relief 

forms and the corresponding porous eedimentation soil cover struc-

tures typical of arid-denudatlon-ljtbogeiious alkali-desert-steppe 

areas, relicte of flora and fauna. One can mention a number of 

present-day landscapes of the steppe and e.jesert zone1 which 

were foreed under the impact of the pre-historlc 4epertiftcation 

procees. These Include, for example, eand-aeolian desert steppe 
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and deserts, desert-steppe arid-denudational plateaus and smooth-

ed smell-dane landscape, desert arid-denudation chink slopes and 

their piedmonts. 

Apart from desertification in automorphous positions related 

to recurrent climate aridization, dry steppe and semi-deserts are 

not charactarized by hydromorphous desertification. It occurs 

under normal zonal climatic conditions and is even intensified 

by an increase in soil moisture. Hydromorphous desertification 

affects low terraces and the bottoms of pre-historic and present-

day river valleys, lake bowls. Under insufficient drainage condi-

tions and with a high saline water table they become a site of 

hydromorphous salinization. As a result desertified natural 

complexes emerge that can be described as valley and lake-bow:.. 

saline and alkaline and solonets-desert-eteppa. 

An analysis of the present-day landscape structure of the 

region shows that in dry steppe antomorphous desertified land-

scapes account for 17-18% of the zone area, a similar figure 

covers hydromorphous desertification. In the semi-desert zone 

they begin to play a more important role, and the ratio changes 

in favour of the formert 32% and 21% respectively. 

At present, under the conditions of atmospheric moisturiza-

tion normal for the steppe conditions, and the predominant nee-

tectonic land elevation accompanied by better drainage, the dry-

steppe zone shows a trend towards a natural steppezation of resi-

dually desertified natural complexes. Inversely, in semi-desert 

conditions they are quite stable, sometimes progressing. 

Man-induced desertification in Kazakhstan has long been a 

result of rangeland deterioration. Among the large number of 

steppe and semi-desert natural complexes the most vulnerable to 
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xangeland deaertification were the ones that have inherent traces 

of desertificatlon both past and present. The process is intenel-

fled by combination of natural and man-induced desertificatlon. 

This can lead us to a classification of dry steppe and semi-desert 

landscapes in Kazaklastan In terms of their possible vulnerability 

to desertificatlon, to the understanding of optimal grazing pat-

terna and to programs of environmental protection. 

ROLE OF GEOLOGICAL AND OEOMORPBO- 

LOGICAL FACTORS IN DESERTIPICATION 

POSLAVSK&YA O.Yu., Tahkent 

University, USSR 

The typical desertS as a climatic phenomenon feature, in 

their genesis, a number of landscape characteristics precondition-

ed by aridity. }1oweier, the general exeiccation of a landscape and 

the developaent of typically deeert traits may be a result of many 

physico-geographic processes going on outside the arid zone. These 

include physics], and chemical weathering, destroying the rocks 

and contributing to their removal from the surface; soil erosion 

accompanied by the destruction of the sod cover and a decrease 

of soil productivity; formation of eroaion furrows with eubsecuent 

deflation of the soil material; the dewelouent of karat processes 

leading to the lowering of the water tble; landalidee and debris 

alalanchee, clearing the elopes, etc. 

Desertification processes can be stimulated by the specific 

geological (lithological) conditions. Thus, sand material of the 

areas on the verge of aridity are subjected to deflation easier 

than other types of Roil 1  producing the forms of asolian relief 

characteristic of deserts (Central Fera, Kzylcha Synclinal 
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told of the Gtsear System, Char Kettle Depression in the central 

section of Baikal-Amur Iai1way Line, otherwise referred to as 

"Char Kyzylkums"). The dark dolouring of the material encourages 

its heating, a local inorease of temperature, and, as a conse-

quence, feet snow-melting, reduced air humidity and evaporation 

(e.g. Baisun Kettle Depreion, Mogoltau). The development of 

salt-bearing material rapidly transfers the area to the category 

of desert lands with oharsoterietic salinity or groundwater, 
alkalinity of soile thin vegetation (e.g. Veeliyoui Lowland in 

the taiga zone), 

The above-named desert landscapes emerged when the climate 

was not arid. Thus, the main cause of desez'tification is the 

dryness of the surface and of the landeoape, and not juet aridity 

(lack of precipitation, high temperatures, heavy evaporation and 

other signs of aridity). The reYeree also happens, when non-do-

se,t landscapes emerge in the deserts, e.g. tugai. 

The rate of desertifiontion is fastest where climatic 

sonditions are arid or bod.ring onerid, where desertification 

phenomena occur even with relatively insignificant diSturbances 

within an established natural habitat. It is In this type of a Si-

tuation that the responsibility of man, inducing the changes In 

the landscape links, Is partiCularly great. 

Therefore, all economic actIrities and special desertifice-

tion control measures should be planned on the basis of hydrolo-

gical, Climatic, lithological and gecmorphoioglcal factors, with 

due regard for the exogenous relief-formation proceseee which 

may result In the formation of desert landscapes. 

19-I 
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HEAT BALANCE AED IMPROVEMENT OF 

LAE]DZCAPE-CLIMATXC CO)tDITIOES OF 

ARID AND SE4I-ARID ZORES IN THE 

AZERBA.IJAN SSR 

SHIKRLIESKY E.M., BUEiAGOV BA. 1  

Inetitute of Geography, Azerbai-

jan SSR Academy of Sciencee, 

USSR 

Five out of ten entabliehed zonee featuring different moietu.-

re conditiona in the Azerbaijan GSR are grouped an arid (extremely 

arid, highly arid, moderately arid, arid, elightly arid). Arid 

conan account for about 60% of the Republto'e area, enocxnpaaeing 

all lowlande and adjoining aectione of nubmontane arena and low-

mountain etretchee of the Grand Caucanue, the Smaller Caucanun 

and Talyoh; in the Nakhiohevan Autonomoun Republic thene zonee 

are elevated an high an 1,00 m above Bee level. The vart area 

with a neini-denert and dry-eteppe olimate has a heat balance 

index (LE  x 100) of 20-35%. This meane that 65 to 80% of the an-

nuol radiation balance in coneumed by the turbulent heat flow 

releaned to the atmoephere with only 20 to 35% bet an e?aporaion 

(in the euner neanon, 70-90% and 10-30% reapectl.vely). 

The atd conan and the adjoining eubmontane arena are eubject 

to denertification proceanee: Ku.ra tugai forent amen decline 
eharplyi the name applien to the fcreet areac of the northern 

part of the Samur-Di'richinky Lowland, to eubmontane juniper f o-

rente, to the gtaee1and-foreet etrip in the northern and centr8l 

porte of the Alacan-Agrichaleky Valley. Sheet eronion and ravine 

formation proceneen become more inténaified in the nubmontane 

orean of the Grand and Smaller Ceucanue. Soil nalinity in a grow- 
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jag concern in arena of well-eatebliehed irrigated farming. Sn' - d 

and sand dune arsea are expanding along the Caspian coast. 

Analysis of precipitation and aloud coverage observation 

data for the last 90-100 years indicates no growth of aridity in 

the climatic conditions of arid and semi-arid zones and the ad-

joining areas. Thus, the basic cause of the currant desertifica-

tion process is human activity. The only exception is the circum-

Caspian area, where desertification is due to the fact that the 

Caspian Sea level has for the pant 50 years (1929-1978) gone down 

by' 3 M. Desertiftoation is accompanied by the changing pattern of 

heat balance and landscape transformation in the arid and eon!-

arid Zones. 

Active measures are needed to oonibat desertificatton. These 

shguld include irrigation and afforestation with drought-resistant 

tree species. There aust be also strict obaervanoe of irrigation 

rates, stocking ratea and forest cutting rates. Land use practices 

to prevent erosion, etc. should be applied. 

AGROCLXMLTIO RE8OURCES OP DY LANDS 

OP THE AZERBLIJAN SSR AND WAYS OP 

THEIR RATIOI&L UTILIZATION 

AYJtJBOV A.D. RAOIMOV H.Sh., 

Institute of Geography, 

Aaerbaijan 3SR Academy of 

Saisacee, USSi 

A considerable part of the Republic's agricuLtural production 

is concentrated in the arid zone, vh.tob accounts for over 60% of 

its territory, soil-moisture being ineufficient sad smatims very 

low. This notwithstanding, this territory has considerable hello- 

19-2 
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thermal remourcee. Ectimatee indicate that, given adequate ir'i-

gation, some areae of the Kura-Aralca Lowland may ehow higher ye-

luea of the biocliinatio potential (4.6) than the temperate-to-

humid Lenkoran-Aetara agro-olimatio area (4.4). This potential, 

with irrigation, can be used for the cultivation of 'valuable eub-

tropical cropa (pomegranate, olivea, pereimjnon) getting 2 or 3 

harveeto a year. 

The authore euggeot a method for quantifying the indicea of 

dieproportion between the heat and moieture, which enab].ee them 

to eolve a number of practical ioouee, including the eatablish-

ment of the irrigation rate. They also analyee the interaction of 

foreet and climate, illuatrating the likely elimatto ohangee re- 

eulting from the transformation of the underlying aurface, in per-

ticuler f  of alpine foreate. Baoed on the analynia of the data 

obtained in aeveral mountain eyoteme of the eubtropical zone, a 

conclusion is drawn to the effect that further impoveriebment of 

foreste in the mountains not only contributes to intensifying the 
aridity of climate s  but also leads to the over-cooling of elopes 
in winter, reduction of the minimum air temperatures, and conee- 

quently, to the degradation of ecological conditions of subtropical 

vegetation in plain and submontane areas. 

In the arid areas of the Republic, not only land reolamation, 

but also climate improvement measures are neceseary. More rational 

utilleation of climatic resotu-ce of the arid zone of the Azerbaian 

33R calla for strict observance of the formula "irrigation + sub-

surface drainage + field protection afforeatation + advanced farm-

ir- practices". 
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SOIL EROSION AS A FACTOR 

OP rESERTIPICATION 

LARIONOV hA., PETROV V.B., Moscow 

State University, USSR 

It is well known that overgrazing results in the digression 

of vegetation. However, the ultimate results of digression are, 

to a large extent, determined by the humidity pattern. In the 

humid areas grazing brings about change in species composition 

of vegetation. Such important soil protecting factor as density 

shows no significant changes. Under conditions of insufficient 

moisture digression is followed by a rapid decrease in vegetation 

density. 

This decrease results in the reduction of rainfall infiira-

tton into the soil, since a thick low-permeable crust is formed on 

the eoil surface unprotected by vegetation under the aotion of 

raindrops. Reduction of permeability leads to an increase in slope 

rimoff coefficient which accelerates erosion. Therefore, in spite 

of scanty rainfall, intensity of soil losses on the elopes with 

rarefied vegetation reachee a value of dozens and hundreds of kone 

per year from one heotare 

The wash of humus-accumulating layers and exposure of dense 

low-permeable illuvial layers result in further reduction of per-

meability (up to a level of rnm/min 3 ) and i corresponding increase 

in surface runoff, especially if the surface is composed of the 

carbonate crusts or saltbearing soil. 

The mentioned succession of processes causes aridization of 

landscapes, extreme cases of which can be illustrated by secondary 

badl.and-type landscapes of SE Deghestan, intermountain depressions 

of Central and Uestern Caucaeu, Southern Uzbekistan and Turkmenia. 
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Aridization of osparate regions, in turn, is the reason fbr r.-

distribution of human pressure on landscape and thus the whole 

process reiterates involving new arese. 

These undesirable phenomena could be prevented by the intro-

dtiotion of regulated grazing and a sound land use policy during 

the initial phase of the process. Intensive erosion development 

demands expensive reclanative measures including chemical and 

mechanical stabilizers along with grass plantation and temporary 

prohibition of grazing. Reclamation of areas with bare carbonate 

crusts or saline soils is technically uofeasible and economically 

unsound in some cases. 

THE ROLE OP SOIL INVESTIGATIONS 

AND LAND MANAGEMENT IN COMBATING 

DESERTIPICATION 

KOTCIiUBEI 11.1., NUagiprozyomil 

USSR 

Central Asia is characterized by Specific natural oonditione. 

The greater pert of its area is occupied by deserts and esmide-

serte with extremely fragile soils affected by insignificant change 

in the climatic and other natural factors as well as by unwise hu-

man impact. 

The mountain and piedmont areas wtth marked elopes and storm-

-like pattern of rainfall suffer from severe water erosion, espe-

cially on the slopes of solar exposition. Boil degradation is 

aggravated here by deforestation, overgrazing and in places unwise 

raimfed farming practices. In the desert (plain) zone soil degra-

dation is caused by wind erosion (deflation) and salinization. 
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8oil science plays an important role in determination of 

oases of land degradation (desertification). Current methodology 

of soil investigations enabies detailed assessment of the level 

of soil degradation and productivity loae. Here, repented soil 

survey data serve an the major Component of monitoring. These 

data reflect change in denertification degree of arid and nerni-

arid areas better than any other indices. Itie important that 

the soil survey data represent not only the degree of soil de-

gradation but also the potential danger of further desertifica-

tion. Factors reflecting the degree of potential hazard bear a 

zonal character. In the mountain and piedmont semideserte these 

are - elope gradient and exposition, depth of the fine-earth 

layer, soil genenin. In the desert zone - lithology, depth of 

the loose water bearing layer, salt contents, depth and salinity 

of groundwater and some other factors dependent on specific natu-

ral and agricultural conditions. 

The soil survey data provide with main parameters for elabo-

ration of the scientifically-based projects and measures of soil 

degradation control, they help to define strategies for rational 

use of each land plot. 

Among measures of deeerttfloation control important are those 

elaborated and introduced by the land use planners. They includes 

organization and management, agroteohnolcgy, reclainative affore-

station and hydraulic engineering. 

Proper land use planning is a significant item in the system 

of desertification control measures. Sound erosion control mama-

genent of the area, for example, includes all kinds of measures 

preventing and reducing the erosion hazard on lands susceptible 

to erosion (slopes, sandy loans and sandy soils). This is a 
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sooplicated scheme regulating proper distribution of eettlement, 

roads, canalS, drainage network, power supply lines, antieroston 

agrotechnology, crop rotationa, forest belts, strict regulation 

of grazing on rangelandB, range rotation, rangeland improvement, 

range protecting foreSt belts, provision of gas and electricity 

for population aimed at reduction of shrub cutting for fuel, etc. 

Land management also includee the inventory and rehabilitation of 

degraded lands. 

Irrigation in deeert and semi-desert zones under proper land 

use policy improves soil properties and enhances their productivity 

considerably thus acting as a desertifloation control factor. Soil 

investigatlois in Central Asia as well as the analysis of archeolo-

gical data revealed that irrigated soils contain more humus and 

nutrients than any ether desert soil. 

In virgin lands and ancient fallow lands abandoned in the 

period of cony medleys], epoch (X-II centuries A.D.) humus content 

Is 2-2.5 times lese than in Irrigated soils; in the younger fallow 

lands (1YTII.-XII centuries A.D.) - 1.5-2 times. 

lertility of irrigated soils in the semi-desert zone is 4-5 

times higher than of rainfod and 12-14 time higher than of desert 

rangeland soils. Considering high efficiency of irrigation as a 

factor of fertility improvement and desertification control, repub-

lics of Ceil.ral Asia implement intensive irrigated development of 

decerte. 

There have been elaborated forecasts of the development of 

new lands for a long-term prospect. Soil survey data served as a 

baste for land quality aseesement and elaboration of reclamation 

measures. At present due to full utilization of the Amu-[hi-ya and 

yr-Dars rivers supply for Irrigation a problem of partial Siberian 
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rivere flow tranefer to the deeert zone of Central Asia is under 

way. Implementation of theze plane enables to inoreaee soil feti-

ltty of the arid zone and to deoreaae the process of Soil degrada-

tion. 

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT OP THE 

KARAKITh DESERT'S MINERAL REdOURCES 

KHUDAINAZAROV G., Turicoen 

flranoh of the Sojentific and 

Research Institute for Oae 

USSR 

Experties collected in the cou.x.a of the Esrakum desert in-

duetriel development repreSents a certain measure of scientific 

and practical interest in terms of comprehensive development of 

the deeert'a mineral. resources. The territory of the Purkmen 

Soviet Socialist Republic possessed deposits of pure sulphur (Oar-

vaza, Caurdak and othere),coaj (Boleoi Ealkhan, tTgitang, Tharkyr), 

zinc and lead (Kcpetdag, Kugl.tang),oinnabai- (Mopetdag), mineral 

water springs (ICopetd.sg piedmont)entonite (Oglanly, Kopeteag), 

sodium chloride (OBUrdak, Karkyuk, Duzgyr, Icarabogaz, Eurtysh and 

others). The deposits of theee minerals can be found in the Kerakum 

deeert and mountain areas adjacent to it. The following large in-
duetrial areas can be jdentjfjed 

1) West Turkmen induatrial complex is characterized by highlj 

developed oil and gas industry. There are 22 known deposits of 

the two minerals connected by oil and gas pipe lines, excellent 

highway comnulcationa and high voltage electric lines, wbi.ch 

creates favoursble conditions for continued inteneive development 

of 41 and gas extraction and chemical processing. 
20-. 
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Emet Turkmen industrial complex consisting of two in-

dutriel areasi Murgab and Anu-Dmya. The Murgab area spccialize 

in gao extrct&on, gas and chemical industry to produce N-ferti-

lizero and carbamide. The Amu-flarya industrial area where gas is 

extracted from gsa condensate deposita and plane are made to ex-

tract from gasee their heavy fractiona and condensate to sot up 

a gas and chemical complex to produce N-fertilizers, cerbomide, 

synthetic materials such as rubber, polyethylene fibers, etc. 

using the oil processing facility in Chardzhoo. Plans are also 

made to produce gaseous sulphur as a by-product (from sulphur 

gases which are only 10 to 13% the coot of sulphur in Gaurdak, 

whose development is also included in the plans. 

Central Turkmen industrial complex is characterized by 

high probability of oil and gas extraction from the Kopetdag 

strip from the depth of 7-10 km. 

The comprehenoive development of the Karakum desert's mi-

neral resources in the waterless desert has given birth to the 

industrial cities of Nebitdag, Cazachuk, Kaurdak, Cheleken, Net-

tezavodek. What used to be the small towns of Mary and Chardzhou 

have become large industrial centers. Hundreds of well-appointed 

green oases have sprung up, such as Kumd.ag Velyak, Vyehka, Ucla-

tepeh, Atlyk and others. 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OE MINERAL AND 

RAW MATERIAL RESOURCES OF THE DESERT 

ZONE OF SOVIET CENTRAL ASTh 

ISmUKRAMED0V A.E., Institu-. 

to of Economies, Academy of 

Sciences, the Uzbek USR, LJSR 

In aeseesing the efficiency of judicious utilization of mine- 
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ral resources in the desert zone it is necessary to take into con-

sideration that an integrated approach to the problem will moran-

se the economic effectivenesS of the final social product, a phe-

nomenon accompanied by a drop in the cost of production and appli-

cation of its individual elements, transportation coats go down, 

work effectiveness increases and accumulation builds up. All costs 

in an integrated production should be distributed in proportion 

to all types of individual products at each of the processing 

stages irrespective of whether they are end-products or interme-

diate ones. 

We propose a number of empirical formulae to determine the 

economic effect of integrated utilization of the mineral raw 

materials in the region's desert zone where losses in a particu-

lar component are factored in. The absolute economic effect of 

integrated utilization of raw materials (sf ) can be found from 
the following formulas 

(z" - z') +E 

K total 
where z' and a 5  represent the operational Costa before and after 

proprame for integrated raw material utilization. 

Ktt]. is total capital investment into fixed assets necessa-

ry to implement integrated raw material utilization (in roubles). 

E is the economic effect from integrated mineral raw mate-

na].; utilization. 

The overall economic effect from the integrated raw material 

utilization will be a simple sum of the indicators for economic 

effect in the production of each useful component, i.e. 

Z 5  -z 	+YiQI. 

K1 
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An important component in the economio evaluation of mine-

ral reecurcea in the planning of regional development of Soviet 

Central Aaia'e deeert zone is the calculation of economic losees 

from injudicioun use of mineral z'eeourcea, more particularly 

their negative impact on the environment. These loesea primarily 

connist of loaeee of valuable raw materials to industrial waste 

(L(w));Lnduetryi(i)-early wear and tear of equipment 1  corroaton 

time 1ceea, eto.)in agriculture (the use of land, the drop in 

productivity, etc.) (L(a));munioipal losses (additional expendi-

ture on cleaning operationo, repair of buildings, etc.) (L(m));in 

water economy (pollution of water resources) (Lwe) and deteriora-

tion in public health. (LP h) 

Ltotal 0 
L 	+ 	+ L(8) + L(m ) + L(0) + L( p h) 

ECOLOGICAL PORECAST OP DESERTIFICATION 

PROCESSES IN POURAN RSGION 

3fKOV B.A., KUROCHKIPA 

MAK!JLBEKOVA O.B., TEREKHOV V.1., 

Institute of Botany, Kazakh SSR 

Academy of Sciencee, USSR 

Natural, historic and man-induced factors, under the influen-

ce of which the environment conditiona of Touran Region was formed, 

determine the presence or ten provinces 	Iran-Touran Region, dif- 

ferent in genesis, age, eclogical climate, coil-salt and vegeta-

tion composition. 

The trend of the arid biotocoenogenesis had a definite adjust-

ment quality and was accompanied by the loss and adaptive reorga-

nization of the subtropical elenenta, partially replaced by sic- 



sienta of Touran flora, by xerophytization, psemophytization, 

ephemerization. The formation of the flora littoral elements was 

also very important. 

The existing ecosystema of Touran Region comprise 8 claee 

based on the characteristics of vegetation, soils, bioproductivi-

ty (and pedophytogenesie). These (and especially vegetation) were 

subject to dramatic ohangee as a renuit of human activity: (1) re-

gulation of river flow and withdrawal of lands for irrigation, 

later to be abandoned (post-irrigation alterations, drainage of 

flood plains); (2) catting of desert forests; (3) use of vegeta-

tion for cattle grazing; (4)  technological impact and related de-

velopment of road network. Ecological situation has been mapped: 

local foci of denertification are marked as well as the ecosy jtems, 

heavily, moderately and slightly prone to desertification (judging 

by the characteristics of ecoclimate, edaphic medium and vegeta-

tion). 

Among the established types of desertification, the moat corn-

mon are exaiccation and wind erosion, heavy secondary ealinizatlon, 

overgrazing, formation of badland and barrens. 

We have prepared the ecological forecast of desertification 

taking into account the existing land-use system and the growing 

tendency to intensify irrigation and animal husbandry by 25% and 

more. The criteria used in making the ecological forecast are: 

upsetting the pattern of vegetation, its being wholesome and self-

regulating; decrease of productivity and underutilization of the 

environment resouroeo disturbance of ecological links and dieore-

paricy between the unstable modifications of vegetation and the 

environment; non-optimal structural changes in the water-salt re-

gime of the coils and in their texture by biogeohorizona. Scales 

of rangelend dcgrcdation are now being devised. 
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Among the coneequencee of the eatabliehed ecological ehifte 

in the degrading rangeland ecoeyetema are reduced photoaynthetie 

activity and diminution of the photceynthetic layer in the bio-

coenoaea of deeerte. 

For mapping the degreaeiono (potential foci of deaertifice-

tion), it is auggeeted that nape of land-uee inteneity be prepara4 

firet, 

EVALUATION FORECAST OP POSSIBLE 

ADVERSE WIND EROSION PROCESSES IN 

THE DESERT ZONE OF SOVIET CENTRAL 

ASIA 

DANTLIN A.L., Central Aeian 

Reeearoh Inetitute for Foreetry, 

USSR 

The reeearch program undertaken in 1954-199 in the eanda of 

Central Paii&a determined that the annual eand traneport can be 

found from the formula (Emnilin A.L., 1969) 

Sand removal, or the removal, of eandy eoil from 1 ha at the 

length of the taet-atrip of 1000 a - Q • 10K with the atrip 

length - 500 a - Q 20K (-U). The average blow-out depth 

will be reepectively 

h • 10 	• Ii 	20K( tr-UçJ 
10000 	 a 	 .10000 

where Q is the annual traneport in M3  or removal from 1 ha 

in 	per year, 

h - is the average blow-out depth in cm, 

K - is the angle coefficient, 
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Uia the sum of cubic velocities at the wane height per year s  

Uthe sum of threshold velocities elevated to power 3 at the 

wane height per year. 

The result of the calculations covering 34 points in Central 

Asia - are summarized in the Table. i?urtber on is the regional 

division of the territory of Soviet Central Asia in terms of in-

tenoity of wind erosion hazard, based upon the data of the table 

(the blow-out depth at the test-strip length of 100 m). 

Regiono with a moderately active wind regime (the blow-out 

depth ranging from 0 to 2 cm per year)i Karshi - 0.80; Chimbai - 

1.20; Oulistan - 1.36; Perna - 1.44; Kagan - 1.60; Nainangan - 

1.56; Turtkui - 2.0; Asht - 1.0; Leninabad - 1.82; water reservoir 

of the Fera hydropower station - 0 .69; Suirtuz - 0.69; Ashkha-

bad - 1.0; lolotan - 1.0; Tashauz - 1.34; Erbent - 1.34; Bakhar-

dok - 1.34; trganata - 1.34; GaUdan - 1.36; Eakhorden - 1.66. 

The moderately active wind regime zone includes 60 of the 

territory of Central Asia. In areas with a moderately active wind 

regime it is sufficient to apply the simplest anti-erosion agro-

technology. Irrigation stripe can be 600-1000 m long. Wind break 

strips bnotceliy perform the function of improving the micro-

climate rather than of anti-erosion protection. Sand fixation 

operations may involve the use of mechanical cover and narrow-

strip chemical coating. 

Regions with an active wind regime (blow-out depth - 2-4 

cm per year): Liubarek - 2.46; Karakul - 2.70; Urgench - 3.0; 

Termez - 3.96; Tujnak - 4.0; Kazandik - 2.35; Kerkj - 2.35; 

Kyz;l-Arvat - 2.35; Chardzhou - 2.86; Serakhe - 2.93; City of 

Kraanovodok - 4.0. 
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The active wind regime zone covers one third of Central 

ASia. In areas with an active wind regime, at the early atagee 

of land reclamation it is necessary to use anti-erosion agro-

technology and neil-protection land-tilling practices. Irriga-

tion stripe must be reduced to 400-500 meters or strip land till-

ing should be used, following A.I. Barayev's technique. On irri-

gated land wind-break forest strips are essential. Care must be 

taken not to overgraze the rangeland, which might result in soil. 

deflation. Construction work must have wind-erosion factored in. 

Sand fixation utilizes strip mechanical protection units, 

narrow- and wide-strip chemical coatings, on elevated areas-

latticed protection devices and continuous chemical coatings 

should be uaed, 

3. Fiegions characterized by a very active wind regime, with 

blow-out depth at 4-6 cm per year; Kokand - 6.80 Jageldy - 7.60. 
These regions cover 5-7 of the territory of Central Asia. 

Land tilling is impossible without the use of anti-erosion 

and soil conservation agrotechnology. This partioulerly applies 

to row crops. On irrigated tracts wind-break forest strips are 

imperative, with the distance between strips not exceeding 200-300 

a. Rangeland soil deflation in highly probable. Construction ope-

rations mu., t take into account wind-erosion hazards. 

Sand fixation is ensured through stripe, lettuce and conti-

nuous mechanical covers. Chemical coating can be narrow-strip, 

wide-strip and continuous. 
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PESITLb'1CATI0N IOBECASTS 01 

THE NATWAL COMPL1I.7S 01 TK 

AMUDRYJ'8 COASTAL DI/fA 

RAIIKQV l.A., Department of Geogra-

phy Presidium, Academy of Sciencee, 

Jzbek SSR, USSR 

Intensive deoertiti.cntion of the lower reaches of the Arnu-

daryn related to decreasing level of the Aral gee increases the 

importance of a forecast for possible deaerti4ication of the re-

gion'S natural complexes. The forecasting is based upon several 

factor, sunh as the drainage impact of the Aral 5es, wind erosion 

and hslcgeoahoni.cal processes, drops in the groiuid-watez' table, 

its higher salintLy, xerophittzation of plant cojnmitnities, soil 

evolution towards automorphi.sm, aenlian desert terrain formation, 

and others. This also takes into account the lithological and geo 

mnrphoioctcaI structure and the hydrogeologi.cal condittonu of the 

te?rttory, the type of the soil-forming process, prospects for 

the regton'e deveLopment aimed at irrigated land tilling or range-

1.anrJ Lrrtgntton, as well as the structu.re and woperttes or th 

geosje teme. 

The western part of the delta, which as present is a hilly 

solonchak complex, it denied 1.rrtgation, would have developed 

towards progressing salt building in the aeration zone, resulting 

in a drop in the ground-water table below )-5 meters from the ear-

face. The domirxznt role would be assumed by the saitwort - yAlgun 

phytocenosis and salt build-up in the root horizon would lead to 
kara barak. 

Lxceeeive dryness of the upper soil Layer, vegetation's de-

creased projective coverage can result in more tntanatve wind 
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erosion proceeeee, degradation of kupake and elimination of the 

top fertile peaty Boil. As groundwater goes down to 10 meters 

and deepathe solonchake gradually lose excessive ealinity the 

salt gets concentrated in the lower soil horiaoris, which become 

takyr solonohake or takyr soils. At the initial stage of eolon-

chak takyrization vegetation becomes mixed. Solonchak patches 

with kardbarak alternated with takyr patches overgrown with ka-

ragen or itsegek. Protracted dryness in the soil down to 10-15 

meters leade to the dying sway of yulgun and karabarak and forma-

tion of saxaul and ealtwort (Ilaloxylon-Salsola) group. At that 

time kupaks are fully eliminated by deflation and on sandy-loam 

water-sheds deflational and accumulative forms of seolian land-

ecape overgrown with xeropliites will be formed. 

Considerable changes are possible in the Aral solonchak comj-

lexes, with the groundwater table going down to 5-10 metere or 

deeper, typical solonchaics lose some of their salinity, a process 

accompanied by more intensive wind erosion and accumulation. The 

deflation of puffed-up solonohaka bade to transport of a vast 

amount of salt and salt duet in the southerly direction, result-

ing in the formation of hills, dunes and hollow asolien relief, 

which leads to a vastly uneven terrain in the surface of the pin-

tsaa. 

In the eastern part of the Ama-Dxr7a, delta with automorphous 

geocoinpiexes prevailing, these latter will develop towards ecil 

de-salini7.ation and more active seolian proceesea. Wind erosion 

processes are made more intensive not only by the drying of the 

u'per soil layers, but also by more intensive technological ero-

sion and cutting down of trees and shruba. All this may result 

in the emergence, at some sections, of the aaolian sand dunes 

with the respective psamophitee. 	- 
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30C10-GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS OF 

PRESENT POPULATION DEVELOPMENT 

SALIMOY H.,.Taahlcent Institute of 

National Economy, USSR 

Soviet Central Asia, a large region with diverse physic-

graphic conditiona, multinational composition of the population, 

high economic growth rates and an established structu.re  of the 

economy, offers dimeimiler conditions for the reproduction of 

population and labour resources. Study of these intra-regional 

distinguishing features has large importance for the national 

economy and indeed is intimately related with the accomplishment 

of the objectives set forth by the 26th Congress of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union in respect of the formulation and im-

plementation of an effective demographic policy in our country 

as a whole and in the Central Asian region in particular. 

One of the primary distinctions of demographic development 

in the Central Asian Soviet Republics has been a fundamental 

change In the pattern of reproduction of the local population. 

As a result of an acute reduction In mortality and especLl,-

ly because of sustained high birth rates among the indigenous 

nations, there has been a change-over from the reduced to the 

extended pattern of population reproduction. 

The Basic Guidelines for the 1&conornic and Social Deve1opent 

of the USSR for 1981-1985 and for the Period Ending in 1990 reads, 

"To facilitate the comNrehensjy, development and the drawing 

closer together of the nations and nationelitiem of the USSR, 

the greater aocial homogeneity of society, and the firmer ideolo-

gical and political unity of the Soviet people as a new historical 

entity". 

2I- 
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Hence the overriding importance of the mpprc*mnant and 

fuoion of nationo for a multinational region auch an Central 

Aela. Bpeedlng up and correctly uideretanding the procean In 

therefore an eeaentlal problem artaing out of the region'a demo-

graphic aituatione. flynarilca of demographic atrticturea and the 

etructura of employment providea a mnor tool to control the pro-

coca, While the increnaing aocial homogeneity of the raglon'a 

population Is its reault and proof. 

A telltale feature of demographic development In C.ntral 

Aeja is an accelerated rate of urbanization baced on etendy nod 

conelatent induetrialization. By now Central Aela has davetoped 

Into a large induatrini and agrarian region of the USSR, with 

advanced induatry and a broad network of citien and urban aettle-

ment8 whoce recidenta account for 40% of the region'a total po-

pulation. Large urban egglomerationa reprerenting, in affect, 
the higheot formo of urbanization and cello of a highly urhanited 

environment were formed in the region. 
The precent demographic develorzaent of Central Ante is and 

will be exerting a certain influence upon the general demographic 

attuation In the USSR becauae of the continuing high natural 

growth ratan of the region'a population. Whilet preaentiy the 

ov1et Repubitce of Central Anl.a concentrate 10% of the countrye 

population, therewfll be 15% of the total living here by 1990. 

This poeee a eeriee of complex eocto-economic and acientific-

technological problema while thia eerioua aocio-geogmphicel 

eapect Of population will have to be comprehended In greater 

.lepth and dealt with In a purpoeeful and earneet manner. 
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OPRPATIONAI' PROOTMiR! TO 

FIX SHIFT1N( SANDS 

SVINTSOV T.P., Inatitute of De-

esrte Academy of Soienoea, 

Turkisen SSR, USSR 

In the deeerta of Soviet Central Aeta shifting sands account 

for 3-5% of the entire territory. Their formation is generally 

attributed to sealtan proceumeS resulting from high wind telool-

ty, eceenive atmospheric precipitation, scarce vegetation and 

extensive porous tertiary sedimentation. Factors compounding to 

increase of the areas occupied by shifting sande usually inolude 

extensive forms of economic activity in deserts. In agricuittirs 

shifting sands are regarded An areas not possemeing any economic 

capability. ahifting sands not infrequently devour agricultural 

tracts and land that could be ussito site different economic 

facilities. 

Methods to control shifting sands comprime programs incluil-

ing stabilization of sandy surface followed by planting sand fix-

ing vegetation. In Soviet Centr&l Asia stabfli&ion of sandy 

surface takes the ahape of different mechanical devices and ap-

plication of viacoue preparations. The following types of macban-

ical protection devices are coimeercially available (SteTm.nOT, 

1963)1 1) upright mechanical protection devicea 0.3-0.7 m high, 

2) upright mechanical protection devices up to 20 cm high, 3) co-

ver stripe 60 cm wide, 4) lorigitudinal" cover stripe 25-235 cm 

wide. 

Upright devices are inatalled in the following nannert a 

groove 20 cm deep to dug along a marker. Protective material is 

then placed or .ne cide of the groove, not up in an erect poet- 
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tion, eand in placed on both aldee and compacted. Cover etripe 

are etripe of vegetation 5-7 Cm thick placed fluah with each 

other. The otripa are mecured by eand placed in the middle of 

the etrip and weighing It down. "Longitudinal" cover etripa are 

uøually made from upright plant material 10-15 cm thick, 25 cm 

wide. In placing the materiel down the protection line it in 

eneured that bur2chea of otalke overlap and are weighed down with 

cand at junctione. The protection etripa can be fixed in place 

by cuttinga planted in peir* on both aidea of the etripa at an 

angle to each other. 

Stabilization of eande with yiecoue eubetancea is eneured 

by mechanized apraying of the fixing eubetance either in atripe 

or covering the entire area. Only eubetancee non-toxic to plante 

are allowed for uee, such as neroelne, fuel oil, sulphits wacte 

liquor, recina, polymerc, latex, etc. If eand fixation in done 

in atripe the viacouc aubetance in applied whenever vegetation 

is planted. If the entire area is to be atabilized the prepara- 

tion is firet applied to the windward elope of the dune chain and 

then on higher ortione thereof. P'ully mechanized application of 

vieccue materiale in eand-fixing operatione can be achieved by 

a eyatem of machinery including a full-track tractor (I)r-75 "B") 

equipped with a aprayer, a "ZIL" truck to haul the Tiecouc ma-

teriala frm the warehouee to the site of the land Improvement 

operatione, a bulldozer (IYP-75 or C-].00) or aimilar type to lay 

tempor&ry communicationa In the cand dtmea. Stabilization of 

ehifting eande With riacoun eubetancee bolde coneiderable pro-

miee for the future. It reducec operational noate by a factor 

of 4-5 and increaeem work efficiency by a factor of 30-40. 
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SUCCESSFUL COMBATINO DESERTI- 

PICATION IN KARAICUMS 

DOBRIN L.G., Institute of Deeerte 

Turkmen SSR Academy of Scienoes, 

USSR 

The causes of deeertifjcation are various. In the Karakums, 

in addition to climatic changes of global nature, actjya factors 

of the deaez'tiftcation process were tectonic movementB in the 

Caspian Sea, which produced changes in its level and surface 

area; overgrazing of oircum-oaaee lands; cutting of trees in 

the desert and in the mountains adjoining the desert; rediatri-

button of water resources as a result of irrigation development 

causing the drying up of Aral deltas and formation of new sand-

eolonchak expansee in the circuni-Arel areas. 

In the 1930.-1940s,  the lowering of the Ceepian level by more 

than 2 a triggered the lowering of the water table all along the 

coastal strip, reaching 170 kme in width (e.g. thor former Chele-

ken Strait - Aidyn Station, east of Nebit-Ehg). Throughout this 

strip, featuring a wide occurrence of sand solonohake, the top 

0.5-1.0 a thick layer dried up. As a consequence of its defla-

tion, nearly all of the solonchak areas were covered by barchane 

damaging the communications and making human activity difficult 

in this region and in the areas close by. 

Aetrakhan sheep breeding in the Middle Amu-Darya Oasis, 

overgrazing of the land in the past and the cutting of shrubs 

led to the formation of the Amtt-Esrya barchan strip, 5 to 25 km 

wide, extending from the Afghan border to Dei Nau Village along 

the left bank of the river. An a result of sand encroachment, 

the Onin width in places contracted by 10 km. The barchari bar- 
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ncr eeparated the Oaaic from the dee.nt z'enelsnde. 

South of the Khorea Ceel., as a reeult of Nbrub cuttin, 

rsiing and aunlacs trampling in the courul of cattle driving, a 
15-20 km-wIde banobac barrier was forme4, its tong,uee reaching 

far into the aoutb along the caravan route. (am early au in 195 

Khivs Tonue 0  was 75 km.long). In West Chi Mamvkamvp the high 

quality of cattle watering plaCee brought about the concentration 

of cattle iaing, which resulted in the formation of a ba.rchan 

tract, about 150,000 he in area. The outelcirte of the Murghab 

and Tejen Cease had until 1960e been eurrounded by barchan tracts 

- the aftermath of continued tree-outting, graaing and trampling 

for oentunieu. The Murghab Valley wne seperoted from the deaert 

by 4 km..wlde "barniere" of trampled eands. 8hruba were cut in a 
etnip more than 40 ka..wIde running along the khnl-okic Oae.ie. 

In Larwuza-Zeagli area, oonoentrstiop of population and cattle 

around induetnial aettlemente an well as oporaolo traffic and 

earth worki activated the Sanda in the radlue of 25 km away from 

theae centree. teaert roado deatgned for rangeland nervtctng 

were bumpy, winding and multi-track (to placea of tntuneive 

traffic the width of the oarriage.-way reached 1 ke). The roado 

required large areae and were eou.roee of deflation. 

Thanko to the etudlea and use of eand movement regulanitiee, 
of foreat-owiAg oondi.tions in the ereaa under coneideration, 

and of new methods of sand oontrol of the imat 20-25 yemne it 

has become poeeible to obtain good reaulte. Gaaifioation of net-

tlor*ente put an end to the cutting of ehrube for fuel in all 
area. of The EAre.kume. The oonstruation of a f.w large water-

works in the Iorth-V..torn and Central Karakwi., the improvement 

of water situation in the 5 ala be of the Karakum Caia] range-

landa sinking of new wellu deep inside the deaert, the fil1 	& 
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of modern auto-transport of high trafficability and the use of 

gradere in dirt road rehabilitation made it posaible to diaper-

se the cattle and to do away with overgrazing. 

There is no large-acale conetruction project in the ICara-

kwna that would be implemented without recommendations of the 

rnatitute of Deaerte of the Purkmen $SR Academy of Sciences on 

how to eliminate the deflation aide-effects, theee recorianenda-

tiona being part of project docuinantetion* the projecta can be 

amended where neoeeeary. Practically there are no sand drifte 

now on the motor-roade linking Nebit-Eiag with Chelaken and Mary 

with Chardzhou. Previously, the yellow etripe of gsa-pipelines 

of the Central Aeia-Centre Syetem used to be clearly aeen from 

the apaces now they are hardlydiscarnible from a plane. Indust-

rial projeots and oonuitoatione operate in barohan sands conti-

nually. 

Haloxylon planting from an airplane in the Balkhan corridor 

eliminated aeveral barchan tracts; barchane and sand drifts 

which used to be a comaon eight in the streets of Nebit-tg and 

Kuxn-Dag in the 1960s, are now a thing of the past. The planting 

of iruba eliminated the Jebel barchan tract which ueed to exiei 

between Yagmai railway station and Nebit-Dag; the sands are now 

fixed throughout the wide, long strip along the motor-road Jebel-

Koturtepe. The use of mechanical protectione, of polymer coatings 

and other binding agents made it possible to protect the pipe-

linea, supports of power-transmission lines and the foundations 

of worke in mines and in oil-fields. Thinks to active afforesta-

tton/reclsmion measuree nottn bee been left of the Ainu-t)srya 

barchan atripi ornamental Haloxylon is cultivated there mow. 

Small patches of sand, whose combined area is 10% of the original 

strip, nerve as a reminder of what it used to be. Barchan tracts 

ad- I 
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are also eliminated in Western Chil-Mamedkums, west of the Ta-

shauz (Dents, south of Khorezm, in 1.rwaza Area, along the peri-

phery of the Murghab, Tejen, Kopetdag Oases and around 20 thou 

ha of barchan fields in the circuin-Caspiari area. 

The Karekum Canal has had an enormous pos1.Ta effect on 

the vast desert areas. Landscapea 	quite different from the 

desert were formed, plant and animal kingdom were enriched, ac-

cessibility of outlying areas was improved.. An increase in the 

better-water supplied areas brought about the growth of rainfall 

in oases by 12-14%, and as far as 100 kin inside the desert — by 

7-10%. The areas of the Murghab, Tejen, Kopetdag Oases were ex-

panded considerably, while the Tanheuz Oasis advanced to the west 

dozens of kilometree. Teflation processes registered slackening 

everywhere except a small site in the former Cheleken Strait. 

COEBATI0 DESERTIPICATION 

IN SOUTH ICZLKU1,S 

UMAROV Nd!., Samarkend Universi-

ty, USSR 

Prior to 1924, in South Kyzylkume, 60 to 70 heoteree of 

irrigated lands were lost to the desert annually. At the time of 

Bukhara Emirate, desert vegetation (Haloxylon, etc.) was rapaci-

ously out. Kyzylkum was an area of intensive cattle grazing. As 

a result, desertification developed on large areas and shifting 

sands were formed. 

After the establishaent of Soviet power in Central Asia, 

planned fixation of shifting sands began in 1925.  A strip of arbo-

reecent and shrub 'vegetation was made north of the Siikhara and 

Karekul Oaes1 its present length and width being 125 kin and 
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4-5 km, reepeotively. This atrip of foreat not only etabilizea 

ihifting eande but also protecte the crope of the South yzyl-

kuin irrigated oaeee from dry winde. 

Pollowiog the tranefor of part of the Amu-rya flow via 

the Amu-Bukhara Canal, the eight of the South Kyzylkum denert 

lande has draettcally changed aince 1965. 136,000 ha has been 

developed for irrigated farming. In Bukhara Region, where all 

irrigated lande of South Kyzylkum are located 1  groee production 

of cotton (ungin.ned) in 1940 was only 132  thou tone, while in 

1980 it amounted to 629 thou tone. Maliohul lande which had been 

barren for oenturiee were traneformed into blooming gardene. 

After commleeioning the 2nd and 3rd etagee of the Ainu-Bukhara 

Canal in South Kyzylkuin, the develoinect of another 600 thou ha 

of dry land-a for irrigation will become a real poeaibility. 

To achieve a more rational management of South Kyzylkum 

deeert landa, eyetematio anti-deflation meaeuree will be requi-

red. Pheee include undereowing deeert plante, forming green 

belte on newly irrigated lande, and oonatruotion of a drainage 

network. 
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POPULATION DISTRIBIJTION, DISTINCTIONS 

AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN ARID ZONES 

OF SOVIET CFTTRAL ASIA 

ATA-MIRZAYEV O.B., SALIYEV 

A.S., Tashkent State University, 

USSR 

Natural environment has an immediate impact on the distinc- 1  

-tions in the formation of regional systems of human settlements 

and urban development, the emergence of forms and divergent ter-

ritorial habitation structures, which to a considerable degree 

determines the fundamantal trends and ways to solve the various 

socic-economic problems under specific natural and geographic 

conditions. In that context a lot of interest is aroused by re-

search into the diatinctive features behind the formation of 

habitation patterns and urban development in the arid zones of 

Soviet Central Asia, where considerable expertise has been accu-

mulated of solving eocio-eocnomio problems on the bests of in-

tegrated development and mission-oriented approach. 

In accordance with intra-regional differences in the over-

all natural and geographic situation in Soviet Central Asia 

three basic habitation and urban development types can be iden-

tifiadi oaeis, desert and mountainous. The arid habitation type 

can be found only in a emall portion of the region. Its basic 

distinctions include low population density, high population 

density in cities, preponderance of cities with high specialized 

resource profile, a relatively higher index of urban development 

and territorial mobility among the population. These are related 

to the distinctive features of development, specialization and 
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territorial organization of production forcee in the aria areaa, 

the abeence of Inbour-inteneive typea of agricultural production 

baoed upon irrigoted land cultivation. 

A large number of typical email-and Inediwn-aized cittee 

based upon particular resources and developing, an a rule, with-

out an agricultural anburb ("citiee without auburbe") euggeete 

their relatively insignificant region-forming or urbanizing role. 

Therefore the actual level of urban develoinent here is lower 

than in the oanie habitation tone. Urban population does not 

maintain cloee contaote with rural population in the same zone. 

In these conditions the formation of large inhabited cluetere 

including urban conglomerates is difficult. In arid zones they 

may emerge only an a reault of high territorial concentratioL 

of natural resourcee and their complementary combinations. 

The above distinctions behind the formation of population 

and urban development in the arid zones of Soviet Central Asia 

should be taken into account in mapping out the basic guidelines 

for their integrated development, eapecially for building ap 

territorial irifratruoturee. 

PROBLEMS OP URBJil DEVELOP1ENT IN 

UZBEUSTA1 AS TEN ORaANIZING LINIC 

OF TTE REGIOIAL 3MEM OP ZETTLE1iENI' 

AKHrEDOV E.A., S}[LAfl 	c., 
Research Institute of Econo-

silos of the Uzbek Planning 

Committee, USSR 

Intensive land development in the Srid zone, a process speoi-

nc to tfzbek5.tan, is attended by transformation of the settle- 
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merit system. Urban-type settlements are multiplying apacer the 

number of cities has more than tripled over the past two decades, 

to reach 104 in 1961. The quantity of urban settlements remains 

more or less level. 

The absolute quantity of urban population has inereaaed 2.4 

times over the same time period. To be specially noted in this 

context is a characteriatlo feature of Uzbelcietan it has in com-

mon with the other Soviet Republics of Central Asia - that the 

fast growth of the urban population proceeds in parallel with the 

high expansion rates of the population numbers in general, not 

least of the rural population, whereas in the USSR as a whole 

the rural population is decreasing and the urban population in-

creasing in absolute quantity. 

Reviewing those figures and bearing it in mind that the pro-

cees of urbanization is dilectica1ly pre-determined and undoubt-. 

ettly progxeeeive, one can go on to try and understand the role 

.of cities in the specific natural-ecoflogilO And demographic condi- 

tions in which the national economy of the Uzb.k ESH has to develop. 

The Republic of IJsbekistan'e cities sy be c1aesifid lntos 

- old cities established in history; 

- earlier developed industrial centres possessing a large 

production and resource potential; 

- the e emergent on the basis of the rban settlements and 

rural population centrep which have overgrown into that rank; 

- new cities appearing for the most part in the regions of 

new develojnent. Among those latter cities, a clear-cut dietinc-. 

tion can be made between those brought into existence by mining 

develojesent and later Supplemented with large heavy-industry 

operations and those located in the regions of agricultural de-

velopaent. 
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Over 80% of the Uzbek cities have a population above 50 

thousand. The sheer fact of these cities outnumbering by far any 

other category, generates compelling interest towards them and 

a closer look at the varied and many factre that influence the 

tendencies conducive to their emergence, and the development of 

the city-forming phase and the infrastructure leads one to rea-

lies their relative importance in the further eheping-out and 

improvement of the republic's territorial eocio-economic struc-

tare. 

The taek of levelling out the economic and social development 

levele of lJzbekistan's natural-economic regions and areas and the 

diversification of the componental structure of relatively under-

developed or newly-developed regions imposes rather stringent do-

mends on the formation of the supporting frame for territorial 

management of production and population, i.e. the system of citi-

es. In the arid regions "cities" refers overwhelmingly to small 

towns, at least in the foreseeable future and for the conditions 

of ljzbekieta.n where these smaller cities seem destined to hO the 

ones playing the role of effective organizing centres in the 

settlement system. 

Questions pertaining to the development of any city should 

obviously be considered in terms of maximizing its contribution 

to the solution of the general problems of integrated regions 

development and the formation of a single unifying settlement 

nyntem. This becomes even more relevant in the development and 

further progress of the regions whose features include specific 

natural and demographic conditions and ethnic distinctions not 

infrequently associated with the traditional handicraft occupa-

tions and in many canes with the presence of precious monuments 

of material cultur'. 
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URBANIZATION AND WAYS TO PRVENT 

DERTIPICATION IN TUREIIENIA 

BATrROV A., Institute of Di-

aerta, Acedemy of Sciences, 

Turkinen SSR, USSR 

Pu.rbsenua hae 15 cities and 74 urban settlements with a sum-

mxy population of about 1.4 million, or over 48% of Tursnia's 

total. Geographically, the Republic of TurIm.nia'n territorial-

urbanuetic structure offers a contrasting picture and the allooa-

tion of cities emong deserts and oases is non-uniform. There is 

a clearly deined development Level of the urban networc in oases 

(Murgab, Mid- and Lower Amu-DaryiL, and Copet-Dag foothill) and 

the West-Turlcmenian region, on the one hand, and another level 

observed all over the vast desert area with a sparse network of 

urban settlements, on the other hand. It should be noted that 

five out of these towns and 24 out of the seventy-four urban .t-

tlementm are found outside the oases and surrounded directly by 

the deaert territory. Such an urbanustic situation is, to some 

extent, a reflection of the long-established territorial and 

sectoral structure of the national economy in Turicisenia. 

The rise and formation of urban settlements in Turimenia 

iteme chiefly from the development of basic industries - petro-

leum and gas production, chemistry, and construction - and the 

augmentation of the administrative, economic and cultural func-

tioms of local centers. 

Another sesential factor in the appea±anoe of new urban 

settlements in TurIenia resides in the economic 1  social ond 

cultural ohangea subsequent to the construction of the £arakum 

Canal and new land and mineral, development projects in the Canal 

zone. 
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Urban settlements in the desert zone are different from 

oases by the specific pattern of allocation, development rates 

and conditions for provision of public service, and utilitiea. 

The settlements out in the desert have not the agricultural en-

vironment common for the oasis settlements. There are extensive 

stretches of the desert lying between towns, settlements and 

larg, population centers. The settlements development is deter-

mined by the size of natural resource deposits ano the scope and 

sequence of their development. In some. cases, these are small-

size settlements of the urban-type or workers' settlements like 

e.g. Dezv*z or Y.skhani in others they include larder urban-

type settlements attached to u.niçue mining development areas 

e.g. Gyardyk, Sbatlyk or B,kdseh; in still others there are fast-

growing towns or urban4yo settlements whose functions become 

increasingly complex, as in Nebit-Dag, Cheleken and Gas-Achok. 

TOWNS IN THE ARID ZONE OF 

TFM AERBAIJAN SOVIET 

SOCILLIST REPUBLIC 

DAMIRGALIIV Sb. & t GUSEINOY F.M., 

MEZMRALIEV E.X., institute of 

Geography, Az SSR Academy of 

Sciences, USSR 

Nearly one half of tof the Azerbaian SSR is found in 

the arid zone. It concentrates within its bounds thre.-Zourtha 

of the urban settlement. and 89% of the population, both suggest-

ing a comparatively high degree of urbanization in the arid cone. 

Aimoet all of the towns located in &zerbaijan's arid Zone, 

with the exception of Baku and Kirovabad, emerged over the l.t 
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half- cen t ury. Active measures to provide the economy and popula-

tion with irrigation and drining water, together with the expan-

sian of the production, transport and social infrastructure, 

laid the groundworlc for economic development of the arid zone 

and the growth of urban settlements. With the development of oil, 

gas, energy and water resources, industry, the primary city-form-

ing factor, began progressing rapidly. Here the Bau urban ag-

glomeretion, one of this country'S largest, has formed and several 

larger centers appeared, such as Ali-Bairanily, Evlah, tinge-

obaur, Neftechala, Salyany and Spazan. Not only do they piay a 

major role in the region's economic development but have the 

effect of altering the appearance of the arid zone. 

Urbanization can be referred-to as a factor in the preven-

tion of desertification. The principal nucleus of urbanization 

in Azerbaijan resides in the Apaheron peninsula, all of which 

is presently taken up by the Bau agglomeration and possesses a 

cultivated landscape. 

In place of the former desert tbere exi@t now industrial, 

building and transport facilities, Living blocLa, cultural and 

welfare and public services, and extensive green plantings (in 

addition to intra-city plantings, a special green belt over 5 0000 
ha in area has been established). Formerly aemideeerti, Apabe-

ron has become a densely populated and green ares. The effect of 

urbanization on the prevention of desertificetion is rather sig-

nificant also in the remainder of the republic's arid zone. 

Provision of favourable conditions of work, domestic life 

' ' recreation for the population in the arid Zone calls for ad-

ditional investments and increases the costS of urban construc-

tion and maintenance of the urban economy. The major part of 

e coats goes to water supply, greenery plantings, air cundi- 
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tinning and provision of sun-protection screens for the build-

ings. The water-supply problem is e9pecially acute in the area 

of Great Bau. There water is brought from a distance of 150-

180 km and is several tines as expenSive as in the cities locat-

ed on rivers. Under these conditions the agglomeration effect 

aide in reducing the development coats of arid spaces. 

The goals of sustaining the processes of vital activity in 

the arid zone of Azerbaijan requires lands to be reclaimed and 

the area's microclimate improved. In the hot season when the 

street pavements and walls of houses are burning hot under the 

effect of eolar radiation, the air grows stagnant and the eni-

roninental conditions begin to cause discomfort. It is therefore 

required that measures be undertaken to establish green shelter-

belts around urban settlements, raise green plantings in reel.-

dential areas, expend forest ahelterbelts along rivers and Ca- 

nals, and improve the structure of populated areas. The experience 

accumulated over the years in the Soviet Republic of AzbsIjan 

points to the advantages of integrated urban planning in contri-

butlng to the provision of favourable conditions of Life in 

cities while preventing, at the same time, the process of deserti-

fication in the Republic of izerbaijan's arid zone. 

CUHRF2T D2oGgmuc SITULTIOI AD 

PECULIARITIES OF BL1IZATIOtJ I 

THE hARSEI STEPF 

LRmTEV R. B., IYAROV Sb., 

Taahent University, USSR 

The Ka.rahi Steppe Is one of the new and proaising areas in 

the arid zone of Central Asia. Therefore, a study of peculiar- 
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ties of the demographic processes and urbaniaetion in this pelt 

of Uibeistan'a territory is of great acientifio and practical 

importance. 

Intensive development of virgin lands, resulting in the 

booming agriculture, is accompanied here by the rapid growth 

of population 1  especially in the cities. From 1959 to 1980, the 

population of the KArehi Steppe increased 2.7-fold compared with 

1.9 for the Republic as a whole. 

During the years of the Karshi Steppe development 1  migratory 

tendencies of its population strengthened, both external and 

intra-regional, which has had an impact on the demography of the 

territory. 

There is a marked predominance of men in the new areas of 

the Karahi Steppe, wbioh obviously is due to the great need it 

5manly5  skills at the early stages of steppe development. Judging 

by the age-groups of the Karshi Steppe population, there is a 

relatively high proportion of able-bodied people and a low per-

centage of children and pencioners. 

A charaotarivtio feature Is ethnic diversity typiomi of new 

areae unlike the areas of previous irrigation wboie ethnic compo-

sitton is more homogeneous and is mainly reprecented by indige-

nous net tonal itian. 

The high birthrate preconditions the dominance of large fe-

stiltes, oonel.ting of sever*l married couples. 

These peculiarities of the demographic situation constitute, 

in a way,  a releotion of migration processes, atemming from the 

evelopment of newly irrigated virgin lands, with new cities 

emerging 91 from. sor$tobM and as a result of administrative reforms 

in large villages of advantageous economic and geographical posi- 
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tion, which become the belie centres in the territorial arrange-

isent of productive forces. 

During the 1970s, 4 towns and 2 township settlements were 

formed in the Larehi Steppe. The population of Karehi City' s  the 

centre of development activities, has increased 3.3 times for 

the last 20 years and now equals 115,000. The formation and deve-

lopment of the town network occurs as pant of the process of ter-

ritorial distribution of productive forcesi setting up basic 

(town-building) industries (above all, construction industry) as 

well as in the course of agricultural infrastructure establish-

sient (large irrigation works). A further stage of town formation 

coincides with the period of intensive development and territorial 

arrangement of aricultunel production. 

PROBLEMS OF BuNTED AND IRRIGATED FARJIRG AND RJLNGELLND 

MANAGEMENT 

THE PROBLEE OF NOMLDS SETTLEMENT LN 

CONNECTION WITH THE DEPLETION OF THE 

RESOURCE BASE OF NOMADIC ECONOMY 

PULTARKIN V.A., Institute of 

Geography, USSR Academy of 

Sciences, USSR 

The economic rationale of nomadism in the countries of the 

Orient lies, first and foremost, in the utilization of arid 

rangels.nde which otherwise would have stayed outside the scope 

of productive application. The nomads derive from these lands, 

which have low value from the viewpoint of traditional sedentary 
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production, a 'variety of livestock and other producta which 

they bring in part to the martplaceu in towns and villegea. 

In the bietorical and geographical literature of the past nomads 

were not infrequently described as a force opposed to the settled 

population and indeed hostile to it. Studies of Soviet scientists 

showed the concept to be invalid, as there had been economic 

links between the nomads and settled reaidente, brought about by 

social territorial division of labour. 

The historical process is operating nowadays, too, but not 

in favour of the nomads, leading there to give up gradually their 

former economic and aocial grounds. The boundary between the 

zones of pastoral and agricultural economies has at all times 

been a volatile one, giving a reflection of the systematic pulse-

tions and the relative mutual might of the interacting partiea. 

Not so nowadays when the nomads are having to retreat under the 

onslaught of the ever expanding settled population which Spreads 

itself onto the areas where farming culture bad been formerly 

suppressed by the range-based livestock economy. The situation 

that artees pre-determinee conservatism of the nomadic economy, 

known to be poorly amenable to modernization and thereby becoer-

ing much of a hindrance to the development of productive forces. 

Itrtensive livestock husbandry shoes an uncommonly low production 

output per unit area, therefore its substitution by agriculture 

enhances appreciably the demographic 'capacity" of an area. Faced 

with the rapid population growth in the newly emerged countries, 

official policies cannot but seek to encourage the intensive 

forree of land resource m&agement. 

Purther expansion of irrigation in arid regions and mass-

ecale development of dryJ,and areas through the application of 

tractore resulted in several countries in a notable re'ucti.on 
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of the grazing land areas, as e.g. by 13 million ha, or O% of 

the total in Tu.rey over the post-war three decades. Plowing up 

a part Of grazing lands brings not infrequently more severe con-

sequencies for the stoclonen than statistics can ever reflect, 

for it may well be that a particular seasonal type of range be-

comes predominantly involved into land tilling with the result 

that other types of range will be devalued or overgrazed and 

the stock trails blocked out. Pollowing the increasing stocking 

pressure upon the remaining pastoral lands, the historically 

lengthy but gradual process of the deterioration of nature in 

the arid regions that has occurred under the influence of many-

century liveatock grazing, as well as bunting and wood cutting 

for fuel by the nomads, begins to exhibit typically a qualita I-

vely new speed and momentum. The man-environment interaction, 

already frail and not infrequently upset at the period of un-

avoidable droughts, has no longer enough time to recover, thua 

posing a threat to the very viability of the nomadic economy in 

its traditional forms. 

There has been an acute reduction not only of the a.real 

scope but also the economic basis of the nomadic economy. In the 

pest the nomads resorted broadly to additional occupations, such 

as transporting cargoes, guarding caravans, gathering aedioinal 

herbs for sale to oasis residents, and producing items of handi-

crafts, since the scarce natural resources available in the arid 

regions were too short to afford sustained livelihood. 

The recent economic trends ostermined a reduction in the for-

mer trade exchanges between the nomads and sedentary population. 

With improved communication and supply ithes, the effective ran-

ge of urban merchants who would force nomads out, kept expanding. 

When motor transport eppesred on the one, thore followed a 
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deaay of caravan tr&de, while the consolidation of centralized 

authority forced the noade to abandon their raid, on agrioultu-

rel oases and the practice of levying tribute from the settled 

population. 

In the situation that arose, promoting the change-over by 

nomads to sedentary existence constitutes a deliberate say of 

stimulating an alr,ady clear-cut phenomenon. Economic development 

in the countries of the East through the launching of pbtroleuia 

industries 1  transport construction, end hydro-engineering pro-

jects forms supplementary labour markets and causes partial out-

flow of nomads to towns and aorkers settlemente. This natural 

proceca could be sooelerated by spec isI-purpos. programmes, above 

all irrigation development and initiatioo of well-planned •.ttl.-

mente near the newly-irrigated lands. 

This way of the nomads 1  conversion to sedentary existence 

has been tested in some countries of Arab Africa and the 1614dle 

Eaet. 

Purthez probability of its wid-scaJ.e application depends 

a great deal on the quantitative oorr.i.tiom of the nomads and 

aettled population in a particular country, the latter'e Land 

and water reeouzoee end, lait but not le*st, on the financial 

capabilitie, and social thrust of the official policies there. 

The oreet nomads are particularly keen to settle down. 

Having experienced bitterly the effects of the reduction in the 

overll stock of gracing lands, they retained little livestock 

and lost the •otiTat&on to migrate. If such uo.ada still do mi-

grate, it is not in •es.rcb of a range but rather looking for 

jobs in oases, usually during the harvesting season. They need 

the .tat, to offer tbus• aseistance as they change over to aeden- 



tationi otherwiwe they will hardly be able to utilize the land 

allotted to them. In the areas of new irrigation a complex deve-

lopisent problem that arises commonly, more so in the first and 

in many ways decisive etage, is one of combining traditional 

liveutock husbandry with irrigated agriculture. At first, an 

almost mechanical, marriage of these two sectors is to be expected 

in order to achieve their integration later. Pastoral Iiveatock 

husbandry, a sector that still repa,ye itself economically, may 

concentrate on raising young .tocE for its further fattening in 

the irrigated farming zone. 

In closing, let us note that nomadic livestock husbandry 

should apparently be distinguished from nomadism, the phenomenon 

embracing all facets of life of the livestock-breeding population 

and causing another few millions of people to migrate continually. 

The Boviet Republics of the East found effective methods of main- 

taining pastoral livestock economy as a production sector that 

have long since paid for themselves, simultaneous with the seden- 

tation of the nomadic population. Their experience 10 therefore 

of great interest for newly emerged countries now building their 

inde[ndent national economies. 

EFFXT OF VEGETATION ON 

PRODUCTIVITY OF SOILS IN 

KAZAKHSTAE 'S DESERT ZONE 

90Z1iA1TSEVA N.P., FAIZULLIP4L i.E. 1  

Inetitute of Soil Science, Kazakh 

SSR Academy of Sciences, USSR 

Vegetation of brown grey-brown sol.ls and solonetz soils of 

acyshlak and Oustjurt as well as of grey-brown takyr-type soili 
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of the Syr-Ixya Basin within Isyl-Orda administrative area was 

investigated to .vsluste the importance of the desert zone vege-

tation for the matter/energy cycle and to determine its role in 

the soil-formation process. 

Overall phytomasa accumulation is low (64-209 owt/ha) the 

structure of soils being typically desert. The content of plant 

roots is very high, ranging from 65 to 92%. Iarophyte and halo-

pbyte vegetation of natural pbyt000anou.e features a high ash 

content (9-3%) and has a considerable •Zf•ot on the salt balance 

of the soils. The total of ash element inputi in the soil as a 
reault of annual falling-off m.nsraiization amounts to 209-95 

kg/ha, of nitrogen - 16-68 kg/ha. 

At Mangyahlak, the amount of photoiyntbstjo activ, radiation 

input per vegetation period is 6.0 bin Lilo-calorte. per I b*cta-

re. Proceeding from the quantity of energy used annually to assi-

milate organic matter, we find that the actual coefficient of 

pjj utilization (Kt) in natural desert plant communities is equal 

to 0.17-0.5%, and of subaerial mass - only 0.03-0.10%. 

By contributing to the soil 22.6-70.8 cwt/ha of plant re-

sidues annually, the pbytosphats  of the desert zone improves the 

pbyeical properties of the soils, increasing their porosity, 

aeration, energizing the microflorat it also maintains the equi-

librium condition of the humus envelope. However 1  despite the 
powerful input of solar radiation, its efficiency is negligible 

and therefore the produoivity of soils is Low. 

In the copditicni of Kzy]-Ords administrative area, with 

he ric, yield of 60 cwt/ba, more than 2% of PAR is accumulated, 

of which subaerial mass accounts for 1.24%. Considering that Kt 

of PAR of sub-aerial mass on taKyr-type soils equals 0.22%, the 

•fficicy of land-use for rice cultivation increases almost six-
fold. 
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Alfalfa cub-aerial mass produced on the brown eotle of Man-

gyablek containc 57.25.106  ilo-cal/iia of energy, i.e. 0.9% 

P*J, which is 10 times the reserve of energy available in the 

natual pbytooenoees. 

In view of the low capacity and highly intensive biological 

cyole of matter, the formation of a humus envelope in the desert 

zone is a very slow process. Since bueu.a is the main enargy accu-

mulator, and the energy indicatee the soil productivity level, 

the importance of preserving the humu.s sphere and enriching it 

with power resources becomes clear. 

The productivity of eoile can only be raised by radical in-

terference designed to improve the vegetation cover, serving as 
a capacitor and transformer of solar,  energy in the biosphere (un-
dereoving of graces., fertilization, inor.aitngmoistuxe content, 

etc.) end to replace the natural vegetation cover by cultivated 

highly productivi phybocoenosee. This will make it poseiblo to 

increase the coefficient of actual utilization of PAR to )%, 
which will be 5 to 16 times the amount of energy accumulated by 

natural vegetation. 

THE USE OF NEW STSTI2II OP N0)I-

IRRIGATED FARMING IN TEE DRY 

STEPPE ARD SEMI-DESERT ZOiTh OP 

TM USSR 

KOZLOVSKT v.1., Institute of Geo-

graphy, USSR Acade*y of Sciencea, 

USSR 

The üaper discusses tBeoretical aspects of a new system of  
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non-irrigated farming - TMStrip Farming in the A,rid Zone" (Authore 

Certificate No. 609500). Using the eystem of A.A.Rodeh and A.F. 

Bolshakov at Js.nibek as a prototype, the system in question has 

a prime objective of developing and stabilizing dry farming on 

non-arable and unproductive lands in the dry-steppe and semi-

desert zones. 

The. underlying concept of the system is to produce an artifi-

cial linear integrity of the soil cover and micro-relief. A strip 

land tract consists of arabia flut-bottom shallow ravines divided 

into checks by low earth bunds and of dual-elope unsown ridges, 

their create occupied by shrubs planted in single line. The soils 

for the ravines of minimum 0.6 m thickness are formed using the 

top humus layers brought tgether from all over the area; material 

for the ridges is a soil completely devoid of humus, even saline, 

removed from the bottom of the ravine. To provide enough moisture 

for the sbrubs, they are pl*nted in a small trench arranged in 

the middle of the ridge. 

in the development 01 a Strip farming system and in the as-

sessment of its future prospects, "geonics" and soil/ecological 

engineering approaches are used, which includea 

- applying the principle of concentrating, on a part of the 

area, the resources of moisture and fertile aoile, borrowed from 

the natural alkalth.ized complexes of dry steppes and semi-deserts; 

- replacement of arboreal species by shrubs, which are more 

resistant in the Zones under consideration; 

- increasing the moisture-holding capacity and the thioirness 

of the root zone by stratifying the soil or by arranging a semi-

penetrable lithological screen of the fill-up layer. 

Considerations based on geonics, in particular, on the regi-

mes and mechanisms of migration of moisture and salts in the 
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aoils of alalinized complexes enable ua to aae a favourable 

and reliable forecast regarding a number of aap€ eta of strip 

farming substantiation 1  and among other things, to foresee the 

development on the arabie strips of land of the analogues of 

grassland-chestnut non-saline soils with the required water-

physical properties 1  erosion-resistance of soils and of the arti-

ficial micro-relief. In addition, these considerations allow to 

predict the formation on the ridges of semi-desert biogeocoenoses 

which can be used for post-harvest cattle pasturing. 

Schematic calculations and evaluations, based on aegregat-

int the experimental data on dry farming in the dry-steppe zone 

allow to substantiate the balance and regime of moisture 1  salts, 

nutrients and to assess the anticipated productivity of stri. 

farming. 

In spring, the strip soils will have a minimum reserve of 

productive moisture of 250  inn, of which 200 mm will be in the 

1.2 a layer. In the sub-arabia layer (20-60 cm) the spring reser-

ve of productive moisture Is 90 mis, of which 45 mm is transient. 

To ensure this 1  the fill-up horizon should contain at least 2.0% 

of huinus (on loamy soil); this is also necessary for the nutri-

tion of plants. In this care, there will be an increase of the 

depth of maximum dried-up soil layer to 1.0 m, and the needed re-

gina of moisture reserve consumption in sprAng-time with about 

80 mm conserved for the period of grain juicing 1  the early spring 

crops averaging 22-25 cwt/ha. 

The findins of the research programme conducted at Janibe& 

stationary research centre of the USSR Academy of Sciences prove 

the possibility of growing Some arboreal and shrub species (par -

ticularly good prospects are for Russian olive), of deaaliniza-

- or or arale lancis receiving extra water, of raising the yields 
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of some crops, including wheat. 

Evaluation of agr-oli.matio conditions on the basis of 

eaoiatura beie.noe, with due allowance for the limitations imposed 

by aevere dry winda, ma,e it possible to conclude that the 

southern frontier of the iikly strip farming spread punctuatea 

the couthern part of the cub-zone featuring brown semi-desert 

eotle, bypassing 1are cand tracts. 

Adequate moisture of the soils in the cown strips is ensured 

by achieving a proper correlation between anow-trap and strip 

areas lÀ I, and inside the itrip tract - between the width of 

the ridges and the stripe / / the zone holding good procpeta 

for strip farming characterized by the assumed vaj.uea 144,443.  

Reclaimable potential of virgin laxidu with strip farming is 

estimated at 30 mlM be (net), situated uiainiy in the dry-steppe 

and semi-desert zones. The system provides for a comprehensive 

improvement of eolom,tz aoila in the arabic stripe, i.e. removal 

of the alkalinized layer from the aoil. Thus, atrip farming can 

be applied on the plains with loamy and saline 1.and, except the 

cress where groundwater with high mineral cont.nt is close to 

the soil surface (2 m). 

btrip farming trialS can be recommended also for part of the 

3.ow-productivity arabia lands of the dry-steppe zone of the south 

black and heetnut coils, especially those alkalinized. The advan-

tages of strip farming over conventional systems (higher and more 

atabie yields) are due to greater acc'.imu.lation and more efficient 

use of coil moisture r*aourctsa in dry and average-moisture 

years - at the expense of providing soil moisture at the grain-

ju.tcing etage; in wet years - at the expense of increased level 

of mineral nutrition provided by a thicker humus horizoc. 
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The land-use coefficient of etrip farming will be lower 

only during the land reclamation period (around 5 years required 
for complete soil denalinization) compared with fellow 3.and (0.5-

0.6 against 0.7-0.8). It may subsequentlygrow to 0.8 and more 

by means of ravine expansion. 

Tentative estimates indicate that capital costs involved in 

aetting up strip terming tract., Uling no specialized machinery 

(bulldoners, graders, etc.) will not exceed 1,000 RU/ha, net. 

Therefore, it appears appropriate to start without delay an ex-

perimantal trial and technicil elaboration of the system as a 

whole in a uu.b.r of area., b.azing in mind the pronpects of in-

creasing and etabilising the production of quality grain and ani-

mal fodder on arid landi, especially considering the limited 

possibilities of irrigation development. 

The system is designed for areas with cold winters and a 

snow cover, although the concept. of 'geonic." and eoil/ecoiogioal 

engineering can be applied to a wider none of arid land.. 

EFFCTIVEa8 OF INTEGRATED DEVOP-

MENT OF If IRQIN LANDS FOR RICE CROPS 

IN TIE KLRAZALPAK AtTTONOEUS S0VIT 

SOC IALIST REPUEIC (KA.RLKALP*JC ASSR) 

PALVNOV b.?., Department for 

Irrigation and Construction 

of State Paine, Ka.rakalpa 

AESR, USSR 

In the economy of the Karaa1pak ASSR the rice agro-induetri-

al complex rates second only to cotton. In 1980 296 thousand 

tona of rice were produced, with 4 0 700 Irilos of grain from each 
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heot&re. Rice growing in the Karakalpak Republic began in the 

601e. Since then more than 100 thouaand hectarea of virgin lands 

in the northern parts of the Republic have been developed for 

rice orope, in that area the climatic conditions for cotton grow-

ing are u.nfavourable. The developinont of virgin lands proceeds 

in an integrated manner. The rice syeteea are complemented by 

housing developmeot, the construction of schools, day-care ceo-

tars, nurseries, hospitals, outpatient clinics, movie house., 

club., cafeteria, etc. 

Integrated development of virgin lands for rice crops in 

conducive to the solution of large-scale eocio-ec000mio problems. 

Each hectare used for rice crop. yield. 1400-1800 roublea in 

groas product, with 300-40 roubleaas not profit.. This Is 40-60% 

higher than the return of I bectar, of land used for cotton or 

other crepe in the northern part of the Republic. 

The virgin landa now acenlindat, 18 rice-growing state farms, 

• 10 of which are operating to their full commercial capacity. Each 

rice-growing state farm is • highly mechanized rice agrarian com-

plex ensuring high work efficiency. The load distribution is 16-

18 hectarea per state farmer, while the yield of grain rice is 

80-100 tons, worth 24-30 thousand roublee. High work efficiency 

ensures lower cost, higher coat-effectiveness, speedier return 

on investxr nts and higher wages for the worIera. 

Integrated reclamation and development of virgin lands for 

rice crops prevents desertification of the Amu-Derym deltai since 

the level of the Lral Sea in going down, the delta now is totally 

dry, showing early signs of desertification. 

Promotion of rice growing in the low reaches of the Amu-Darya 

'iver has therefore been conducive to the conservation of land 

fit for agricultural cultivation. 
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PERINCE OF BARIUAN SAMJS 

DEVFOPENT TO RICE C0PS 

RAMAZ1J0V A. Central Aeiafl 

Research Institute of Irrigation, 

USSR 

Irrigation systems were installed in the Ic-horezm oaaie, 

Utbekistan, in the world'a first-ever venture to practice irri-

gated farming in a distribution zone of barhan sandü. Speciali-

ed rice-oropping state farms - Begovat 1  I(olos, Koahopyr, Icarakum 

and Ya.ngiarak - were set up in an area located in the northern 

portion of the Karakum central zone. The summer there is hot 

and dry, with the average monthly July temperatuxe equal to 

+ 27.90  and that of January, the coldest winter month, equal to 

- 2.3 0C. The soils are represented largely by sandy (looae) van-

eties with the content of physical clay ranging from 0.6 to 5.2% 

but decreasing with depth. The sandy soila have a specific mass 

of 2.66 to 2.79 g/oub cm 1  volume mass of 1.43 to 1.56 g/cub cm, 

and inazi.mum hygrosoopicity of 0.69 to 1.12%. The one-aster top-

soil layer contains concentrations of 0.16 to 0.47% organic 

matter 1  0.03 to 0.1% phosphorus, 0.06 to 0.07% nitrcgeu, and 

018 to 0.33% potassium. 

Under the new procedure designed for barkhan sands develop-

ment, following capital levelling and cutting bane, a 5 to 10-cm-

thick layer or ground (loamy or clayey varieties) was applied 

over the levelled surface area. After that the checks were flood-

ed with water at 2.5 to 3.0 thOUsand cub a, to promote sedimenta-

tion and compaction of the upper aan-eoi1 stratum. After drying 

out, a secondary levelling was performed with scrapers of long- 

base graders. Plowing was done to the depth of 18-20 ci', with 

21-1 
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subsequent railing or chaining (twice) along or across tno 

surface. 

Irrigation ditches were built in earthern channels (distri-

bution channels) or out of flumes (composite or sectional) and an 

open-type diversion network was made initially. To date an intra-

and inter-farm collector-drainage network (CDN) about 200-las-

long has been installed on the territory of these rice-cropping 

stat. farms. Inspections of the network's condition involving 

an instrumental survey of its croee-eection on cha.racteristio 

segments showed the open-type CDN to be extremely difficult to 

run in the barkhan-eand environment. Indeed, intensive slumping 

of the elopes was aeen to start off in their very first year in 

operation. On the data of the maintenance organizations, in 1977 
Ibrough 1980 the scope of CDN clean-up operations at those state 

farms amounted to 800 thousand cub a. 

In barkhan sands, in order to keep the diversion network 

operable, the slope should best be fixated and the oncs-accepted 

layout of the diversion network within the boundaries of the rice 

irrigation system should obviously be revised. Overly high ver-

tical percolation through the sand bed results in rapid substi-. 

tution of the water inside the check and, as a consequence, in 

an excessive water requirement for cropping a unit yield (gross 

60-65 thousand cub. is). 

On the other band, this environment practically saves the 

necessity for surface di2charge from the rice fields into the 

diversion network. For these reasons, the drainage layout along 

be perimeter of the rice irrigation ayeteme and its outflow into 

the main drains makes a far more efficient practice. 

Research has found that across the board the effect of the 
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downward infiltration flow causes paxtial washout of nutriente 

- organic matter and nitrogen - from the upper stratum while 

the gross phosphorus concentration remains unchanged. Iiiother 

contributory factor modifying nutrient concentrations involveE 

uepended sediments present in the Amt-Trya water. The aedimer 4  

oontin 0.20% humus, 0.06% nitrogen, 0.10% phosphorus, and 099. 

potassium and other elements of nutrition. 

Special trials revealed that, as sand areas were developed 

to rice-cropping complexes, this gave an added vigour to the 

related biological processes, yet another important indicator 

of the soils' fertility. 

As rice cropping progresses the SIR of the sandy eoils was 

found to increase, primarily at the expense of the calcium ca-

tion. With the increasing time of rice cropping, the monovalent 

cations trend to promote the growing total concentrations of 

sodium and pot*eaium, even though the first few years of rice 

cropping on sandy soils witness appreciable removal of the sodium 

cation from them. Thus, enrichment of the absorbing complex with 

the sodium cation goes at once with a significant buildup of th 

calcium cation there, which is in itself an altogether positive 

factor. The data derived from analysis of the I.mu-ra ooze 

brought in to the rice fields pointed up a fairly higb sodium 

concentration of 6.53 as per 100 g soil in the absorption capa-

city. The concentrations of calcium and potassium equalled 1.18 

and 0.57 me respectively, with no magnesium found therein. 

Efficient management on the rice irrigation systems on bark-

han s*nds ahows further expansion of rice cropping in the zone 

to be distinctly possible. In fact over 4j0O ha was developed 

anew to rice cropping in the period of 1976-80. The application 

25-2 
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of up-to-date rice-cropping practices fosters suatained increa.-

ing yields of this valuable crop. 

To boost further the productive capacity of barktian sands, 

organic fertilizer should most efficiently be applied before 

plowing 1  a move that promotes the Improvement of soil processes 

and the soil's nutrition balance. Though the application of com-

mon mineral fertilizers serves also to enhance rice yields their 

efficiency is comparatively low. Experiments accomplished in 

the recent years have established the high effectiveness of slow-

acting complex polymeric fertilizers. 

Purther progress of rice cropping in the barhan-aand envri-

ronment pointa to the need for the design, construction and main-

tenance of the rice irrigation systems to be improved through 

incorporation of the very recent achievements In irrigation and 

reclamation building practices and agricultural production. 

DESERTIFICATION PROCFSES AND PROBLEMS 

OP EVIROIThtENTAL CONSERVATION IN TH 

LMUARYA DWnSTRM1 

BAKliRITDINOV Ri., URAZRAEV 

A.K., Departrent of Geography, 

Academy of Sciences of Uzbek 

SSR, USSR 

In the Anu-Dn downBtream desertification is mainly ex-

pressed througI degradation of soil and vegetative cover, large-

£ ale eslinization of irrigated soils, depletion of surface and 

ground water resources, formation of aoil crusts, intensification 

of soil-forming processes, etc. Desertification is closely con-

nected with the enhancing human impact on desert landscapes and 
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high rate of the agricütural development of natural resources. 

Intensive development of new lands in the AJnu-z7a down-

stream has started since 1961. Irrigation development and in-

crease in irrigation areas considerably reduced the river din-

charge in the downstream. In 1919 the annual runoff oi Amu-Darya 

at Temirbai village amounted to only 10.9 km Compared to 17.8 

in 1960. Degradation of the vegetative and soil cover, destruc- 

tion of light texture topsoil owing to intensified use of natural 

resources lead to decrease in the rangeland biological producti-

vity, development of secondary salinization and wind erosion 

processes. Uydromorphic natural systems yield to automorphic de-

velopment trends 1  continental salt accumulation is progressing 

in soila, marshy and meadow soils get dried up and enter the 

stage of transfer to tabra  groundwater mineralization increases 

with the change in chemistry (rise in chlorine ions concentration), 

hydrophilous and tugai-type plant communities are yielding to 

sparse xerophyte and halophyte cover, wind erosion accelerates. 

Scientifically ju8tified large-scale detailed investigatione 

and surveys carried out in the Amu-DaI7a downstream served as a 

basis for construction of major hydraulic structures aimed at the 

rational use of water resources. Among these advanced irrigation 

and water supply syatems are Takhiatash headwors, Iuvanyshjarma, 

egeily after V.I. Lenin and Kizlcetgen can&ls. Significant wora 

have been completed on land fertility conservation during develop-

ment of new areas; rehabilitation of degraded lands and rangeland 

improvement have been also carried out there. 
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ovNr,ATER RESOURCES  

OP Kz.UHsPAN 

AEIEtsAi'IN U.M., SflTKOV h.S., 

JA.BASOV 1.Kh., SB..PIR0 SM., 

KMLNGALJ.EV R.M., SHLYGINA V.P. 

Institute of Hydrogeology and Hydro-

pbysics Kazakh SSR Academy of Sot-

ences, USSR 

A substantial part of the USSR rangelande (56%), constitut-

tug the basis for aninal husbandry expansion progrannes, is in 

azakhatan, which straddles the zone of deserta and sent-deserts 

with a characteristic scarcity of surface water sources. 

Until recently 1  the prospects of searching for quality ground-

eater in azakhntsns deserte and .essi-deeerts had been widely 

doubted. However, long years of research conducted by the Insti-

tute of Hydrogeology and Hydrophyaicu of the Kazakb SSR Academy 

of Sciences have reversed this thinking and proved the availabili-

ty of huge regional groundwater reaerves with an eatiiated safety 

yield of 1,960 

Most of quality groundwater is found in South Xazakhatan. 

Lake-alluvial, aeolian-sand tracts of the deserts in the circun-

Balkhash area, Mouyounkua, Kyzylkiims, circuis-Aral Karakuise con-

tain groundwatere at the depths from 3-10 to 30 m. The yields of 

drilled boreboles are within 430-2,000 .3lday. Theae deserts also 

feature artesian basins esseutia3.ly of fresh groundwater (confin-

ed and self-pouring) in the sand deposits of Neogene, Paleogene 

and Crstaceous age. This water is mainly found it the depth of 

100-.500 ., with a borehole yield varying from 300 to 8,000 m3/day. 

According to estimates century-old resources of groundwater in 
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South Jazahatan equal 4 thousand billion i,?, or 5-30 iiln w3 per 

each km of the area. The regional s&fety yielde are estimated 

at 970 ra/day. 

West Eazakheten acocunta for about 24% of the entire Iazakh-

stan groundwater resources, with around 16% of the stock being in 

Central and North £azakhstan, i.e. 300 s?/day. 11% of the ground-

water reserves are in East Eazakhatan (470 in3/dy). 

To sum up, Kazakhstau enjoys considerable groundwater r-

serves, capable of satisfying the needs of irrigated farming, and 

of rangeland watering to produce more fodder for the livestock. 

Rural water supply for 2,000 villages is currently based on the 

use of groundwater, which is also utilized for the watering of 

100 mln he of rangelands and for the irrigation of 40 thou he 

In future, extensive use of groundwater will make it possible to 

bring water to all rangelands, to provide water supply for the 

villages and to irrigate at least 600 thou ha of lands. 

RIVER SALINiTY INCREASE IN THE ARAIJ 

SEA BASIN AND POSSIBLE SAYS TO REDUCE IT 

CHEMRARISOV E.I.,, Tashkent 

State University, USSR 

In the recent years practically all 5 dchemes of integrated 
arid and aemi-arid lend development pertaining to the Ira). Sea 

bain have drawn major attention to the problem of the river 

water quality and, in the first place, water salinity and concen-

tration of the main ions, It was revealed 1  that in the course of 

several past decades the river water salinity in the Aral Sea 

basin has increased 3-4 times reaching on the average 1.5-2.0 g/l 
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(at present) from 0.4-0.5 g/l (1938-1942); watet cbemlwtry has 

changed from hydroca.rbonate-calcium class to sulphate-calcium 

class (occasionally to sulphate-sodium). Study of the river eali-

nl.ty problem is of immense scientific and practical interest, 

particularly for irrigation and agricultural experts, soil ex-

perts and geographers. Although the ingenious reason of the river 

salinity increase is the irrigation return flow this probln 

should not be studied without relation to desertification in the 

Aral Sea basin, specifically in the deltas of the Syr4-ya and 

Ajnu-Zrya rivets. 

Investigation into the problem was carried out by stages. 

The rirst stMA incluod assessment of LDB values and che-

mistry changes that had taken place in water of all river basins 

of the iral Sea for the period from 1938 to 1980. Main attention 

was paid to the analyeia of salinity dynamics at the initial 

cross (located upatreem of oases) and the out1t (located down-

•etresm of them) ones or located at the outfalla of the rivers. 

If several major oases were located in the river basin, assess- 

isent of the salinity changee was performed in succession for each 

downstream. site. Detected changes in the river salinity were 

represented on two maps TM Salinity and chemistry of the river water 
in the Aral Sea basinu  compiled for the first five years of re-

cord (1938 1942) and for the last tie years of observations 

(1977-1980) at a ecale of 12.5 mm. 
At the second st&g there was studied the formation of sa-

unity and chemistry in all major oases in the catcbments of Syr-

Larya and Aisu-Jrya (up to 15 oases). Change was determined in 

the total salt content for each year in total, for separate oases 

and drains, alteration of this value was analysed for a period of 

one year and in relation to the length of the drain, etc. The 
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results were reflected on a map "Salinity and chemistry of drain-

age water in the Lral Sea basin" at a scale of Ll.5 mm. The 

increase in TDS values of the river water was compared to the 

increase of the total salts in-flow from irrigated areas and me-

latiouehips between TDS values and salt composition were revealed 

as well as with change in the degree of irrigated soils seliniza-

tion and salinity and chemiatry of groundwater. There was plotted 

a corrslstion dependence between the salinity of river water and 

the main paruetere of the irrigated soils condition in relation 

to reciaamtion posibi1ities. 

the th&gd §t &Ka there was prepared a forecast of the 

water salinity change, for all rivers of the Aral Sea basin (with-

out consideration of the Siberian river flow diversion). Estigea-

tioni invoi.ved the basin wetbod, i.e. with consideration of salt 

yields of the aress of ancient irrigation and newly irrigated 

areas. The result, of estimations were compared to the forecasts 

ds by organization. Like SANIIBI, 5ARJ4IcI, Sredazgiprovod-

kblopok, etc. There were prepared preliminary recommendations 

aimed at reduction of the present river salinity and measures 

to prevent fu.rther incr.ase of salinity in the river water were 

suggested. The eattntion obtained served as a basis for compila-

tion of a map "Salinity and chemistry of river water in the Aral 

Sea basin in future". 

2- 
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WORLD PRACTICE OP COMBATING DESERTIPICATION 

INDUSTRIALIZATION IN A SYSTEM OF 

INTE(APED REGIONAL DEVEEOPMB21T 

OF ARID AND SEMI-ARID LANDS 

KUPRIYANOV A.B., Institute of 

Economics of the Norld Socialist 

System, AS USSRI UTKII4 G.N., 

Institute of Geography, AZ USSR 

The current tanku of optimizing the use of vo.rious natural 

resources and their territorial combinations in the countries of 

arid and semi-arid regions with different social and economic 

conditions suggeit a multitude of ways of economic development 

and of setti.ement of these areas. One of the alternative Is in-

dustrial development of natural reeourcea coupled with new and 

more advanced forms of local labour utilisation for solving in-

tegrated problems of arid- and semi-arid lands (ASL) economic ex-

pansion under the long-term strategy of the overall social and 

aconoiic development of a particular country. Such strategic 

approach 1  in turn, includes the setting up of an appropriate in-

frastructure and the use of increasingly aggressive and diverse 

means of combating desertificetion. 

World-wide, there exiata a record of ASI industrial develop-

ment, the importance of these areas steadily growing from the 

standpoint of resource availability, development of power engine-

ering and other basic industries, including power- and material-

intensive types of production. In the USSR, mining industry haB 

become an important factor of desert development. Arid lands of 

the USSR supply roughly 1/3 of natural gus, about 1/7 of its oil 
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and coal, all kinda of ferrous and non-ferrous metals, chemical 

products. Based on the mineral raw materials, production-territo-

rial complexes of an industrial or agro-industrial specialization 

are formed, new cities emerge. Thus, on the basis of the Nuek 

Hydroelectric Power Plant and Yavan Electrochemical Works and 

other industrial enterprises the South Tajik Production Territori-

al Unit is being developed. The commissioning of an atomic desa-

linizing installation in the city of Shevohenko on the Caspian Sea 

eade it possible to begin an integrated development of productive 

forces in Mazgyahlair Area, West Kazakhstan. An illustrative example 

of new cities is Na'voyi, a blooming city in the Kyzylkuas, built 

in view of the construction of the mining/metal worice and a chemical 

plant. 

The problem of industrialization of developing countries 

acquired a broad international significance after dozens of newly 

independent states came into being in Asia and Africa. It is in 
industrialization that they see a way out of the vioioue circle 

of staying underdeveloped, a condition these countries inherited 

from colonial or aemi-colonial past. Their lop-sided specializa- 

tion (a.riculture and raw materials) means that processing induet-

ries are either at an eabryonal stage or do not exist at all. The 

emerging national industry helps in solving many of the vital 

social and economic problems 3 empLoyment, import replacement, 

export 5ennoblement, etc. It can be an important factor of 

spreading technological progress, of changing the structure of 

other economic industries, of raising the standard of backward and 

of developing the new regions, including ASL. 

Even now, in many arid Afro-Asian and Latin American countri-

es, especially those producing oil, there is a growing importance 
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of desert and semi-desert mining centres for GDP formation. Apa-

rently, this is cc largely because geologically, teotonically and 

geochemically arid lands possess huge and not yet established re-

sources of energy and minerals. For example, in Algeria, utiliza-

tion of oil and gas deposits in Sahara alone accounta for much of 

the country's GDP. Based on accelerated industrial development, 

Algeria or the past 20 years has been transformed from an agra-

rian-monoculture into an induatrial-agrarian country with a first-

rate oil/gsa and petro-chemical industry and good prospects for 

further development. After oil and natural gas had been discover-

ed in the Algerian Sahara, the look of this desert land began to 

change. Mociern mining settlements were formed around the oil and 

gas fields 1  many kilometree of motor-roads were built and of pipe-

lines laid. In the last few years, efforts are under way to set 

up a "green barrier", a wide afforeatation belt at the desert 

border to control the advancing sands. There are many more in-

teresting and instructive examples of development thzou3h indust-

rialization of natural resources in varioue countries and areas 

of the arid zone, featuring different love]s and trends of social 

and economic development. 

Where developing countries have considerable areas of deserts 

and semi-deserts 1  effective combatin.g of desertification can and 

should be combined with industrialization efforts, if possible, 

on the basis of more comprehensive development of their natural 

resources. Au it is, a multi-plan process of industrialization 

cannot, as it used to be in the past, be hinged on a single-pur-

pose use of a particular natural resource, however considerable 

its reserves, and on setting up industries speciiicslly to uti-

lize the resource. The peculiarities of each developing country 
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predetermine the particular ways, methods and stages of solving 

these problems. 

What must be noted is the important 1  sometimes pioneering 

impact of individual industrial projects on the formation of a 

aectoral, and, to a smaller extent, of a territorial economic 

structure of a developing country. Nevertheless, it seems that a 

much greeter effect is achieved when such projects are part of 

industrial units, which include a number of enterprises unified 

by a particular economic function and having stable production 

lths. Production unite of this kind are definitely important 

for shaping a particular territory which contributed to territo-

rial economic integration. This will give impetus to overcoming 

the social and economic backwardness of peripheral, marginal 

areas. The priority of an integrated approach to natural resources 

development through industrialization facilitates the introduc-

tion of technologically more advanced stages of processing the 

energy and mineral resources, the transition to setting up modern 

processing industries. 

The eStabliabment of major units of this kind in the develop-

ing countries becomes possible and is often encouraged by the co-
operation of other nations,, socialist countries included. The USSR 

and other countries, members of CMEA, have for years been cooperat-

ing with developing Countries. For example, there are many indust-

rial and infrastructure projects built or under construction with 

the aid of socialist countries in Algeria, Iraq, Syria, Libya, 

temocratic Yemen and elsewhere. These countries abandoned the con-

struction of individual projects and are now cooperating in the 

setting up of economic units based on modern technology and scient-

ific research. A good example of this is "Olmos" Project in Peru 

intended to deve'op vast areas of arid lands in the north of the 
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country. Implementation of this project with the eseistance 

coming from the USSR will help to traneform a large Peruvian 

region. When socialist countrtee participate In the execution of 

projects in arid regions of developing countriee, as in the above-

named ca.e apecial environment protection meemures are envisag-

d. Inparticular, production processes with low water demand 

are being developed, recycling water supply systems, recultiva-

tion measures in formerly mined areas, etc. 

Owing to its integrity, UREP opens up good proapects for 

industrial and geographic etudies, for carrying out applied 

research programmes in the field of ASL ievelopment through in- 

strialization in the c3o'.ntri.ee of Asia, Africa and Latin Ama-

rica. This is a complicated and priority tasK facing the scient-

isti and regional planning experts, administrators of equal cci-

ant if to and technical mt erAat tonal cooper at ion. 

ROLE OP PRODUCTION INYRASTRIJCTURE 

IN ECONOMIC DEVOPNT OF LRXD LM4DB 

5HLIgHTERS.a. 1  Institute of 

Geography, USSF Academy 

of Sciences, USSR 

Natural development of industzy, transport, uncontrolled 

urbanization in the arid zone frequently leads to increased de-
gradation of the environment. The US$R has a long history of suc-

cesiful drawing up and implementation of integrated programmes of 

industrial development of arid lands, based on reasonable socio-

logtc.l and ecological principles. 
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A key condition of an integrated development of an area, 

especially arid, is priority development of a production Lnfra-

structure (Fl), i.e. of a group of industries designed to support 

and service the basic industries of material production and the 

population. P1 includes the following main eubsystems 

- all kinds of transport functioning in the sphere of circu-

lation, including power-tranamisaion lines and other installa-

tions for the transmission and distribution of electric power; 

- information-communication system; 

- system of providing material resources for productions 

material and technical supply, procurement, water supply; 

- engineering infrastructure, including all kinds of engi-

neering support and city transport; 

- business "aervic&'s adjustment and management; 

- infrastructure for the protection of environment. 

P1 subsystems functionally make up one whole; they possess 

a number of common specific properties determined by the Pt ob-

jective provision of conditions for production and life of the 

peoplei 

- high fund and capital capacity of P1 projects, long time 

needed for their construction and long periods of functioning; 

- the major effect of P1 (90%) is in the basic industries, 

hence the view that investments into P1 are 5 nOt worthwhile"; 

- processes of P1 output production and cbnsuniption are ixise-

parable; as this output is not material, it cannot be accumulated 

or stored, which calls for reserve capacities; 

- considerable seasonal, monthly and daily irregularity of 

load anong the elements of P1, and of its output consumption; 

- prevalence of zpatial-network structure; 
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- functional lag (elasticity) due to discreet development 

which often results in underestimating the need for more capital 

inveetmente to reinforce P1 projects and networks; 

- functional interchangeability of P1 elementsi modes of 

transport, transport and warehouses, transport and communication. 

Being a powerful distribution factor, P1 integrates economic 

space and, functionally, eboui.d be regarded as an inter-sectoral 

complex, requiring an integrated inter-eeotoral management. 

In arid lands, where developed areas axe valued moat, parti-

cularly important is the possibility of concentrating compatible 

P1 linear projects in special corridors of communication, which 

makes it possible to achieve a minimum 10% saving in areas. 

There is one subsystem - water supply - which plays a spe-

cial role in arid lands. In the tJB&R, the basic funds of this 

subsyatem are estimated at 70 bin Rbls, i.e. it accounts for 

about 8% of all basic production funds. It is a matter of top 

priorjty to raise the efficiency of this subsystem through im-

provement and making use of the water use reserveus better uti-

Liwation of irrigated lands, control of seepage bases caused 

by the low engineering level of canal network and irrigation 

methods, wider introduction of cycled water supply in industry 1  

reducing the volume of water diverted from natural water sources 

through the introduction of cycled and cboeed water supply aye-

tome, technologies that require no water and produce little 

waste, bringing down water losses in water supply networkS. 

Infrastructure for environment protection is characterized 

by a high rate of development and a faat growth of capital in-

tensity. Under the eztreme natural conditions of arid lands, not 

only waste treatment techniques are improved but means of pre- 
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venting environmentally dangerous emissions into the environ-

mont are developed, and above all, waste-free production process-

es as well as devising ecological monitoring systems designed 

to dat5rmine industrial and domestic pressures on the environ-

ment. 

In many of the world's dry land habitats, a system of trans-

port called upon to satisfy the requirements of population and 

national economy, is still at an early stage of development and 

continues to be one of the most vulnerable industries. In planning 

transport factittise for arid lands, the vast regional differenc-

es in transport service requiremente are still being ignored, 

which also applies to phased development of infrastructure, eco-

nomic substantiation of the correlation between the math routes 

and local natwors, between new road construction and rehabilita-

tion of the existing network. There is a certain arbitrariness 

in the determination of an economically justifiable tecbDical 

level of a project, required capital inputs, requirements of man-

power and material means. The present 1ev.l of transport dave-

lopment in industrialized oountriea is often used an a criterion. 

hii planning the development of a transport network with limit-
ed financial and material resources, it is highly important that 

the coat/benefit analyses of a particular project should be pro-

ceeded by economic and geographic surveys, i.e. comprehensive 

indicea to eva1Lu.ate regional differences must be devised and 

applied& availability of transport aetworka, r.quirein,nts of 

transportation services, extent to which the available transporta-

tion network meets the requirements of the region. 

The specific conditions of arid lands - high air temperatu-

re, intensive eclar radiation, increased dust content of the 

27-I 
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lower atmoapheric la,yera, aoil eelixiity - it all necessitates 

modification of the means of transport towarda improving their 

operational reliability. 

At present, the contxaet between the growing need for P1 

and the state of its development is most apparent in the newly- 

developed arena. Adaptability of population there and the improve-

ment of the quality of life can be realized above all with a deve-

loped infrastructure. 

OPTIMIZED NATURE I&ANLG2,ENT 

IN ARID ZONES 

KURAKOVA L..I., MILAZiOVA E.V, 

Moscow State University, USSR 

Optimization of nature utilization represents one of the 

cornerstone problems in the economic development of arid zones. 

9 million aquare kilometers of arid land owe its eiatence 

to man- On all continents desertificatjon has assumed hazardoua 

proportions. Degradation progresses at an annual rate of 50 thou-

sand 2,  which suggests that the process has recently become 

more vigorous. Desertification results from injudicious use of 

natural resources under extreme natural conditions. Conditions for 

possible deaertific.ation are also provided by such natural proper-

ties of arid zones as low variability of species, unstable inter-

componental relations, moisture shortage, underdeveloped soils, 

high susceptibility to external factors, pliability to water and 

nd erosion, ups and downs of natural rhythms caused by long dry 

periods and general instability of arid landscapes. 
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Among the men-induced factors of desertification the worst 

ones include a disturbed relationship between natural climate 

fluctuations and changes in the pattezfls of land use, when pe-

PlOdS of excessive moisture increase "pressure" on soil, culti-

vated areas bcois vaster, livestock numbers increase. This un-

balanced laud use leads to "overutilization" of a particular 

area and to a aisrupted balance, which can only partially be 

brought back to normal, though at a lower productivity level, 

when the new dry period sets in. 

However, instability of arid systems and their vulnerability 

to human impact is counterbalanced by their prompt responsive-

fleeS to reclamation efforts. Used judiciously, arid territories 

will preserve their productivity; when deliberately preserved, 

they will rapidly restore it. 

anegement of the natural environment of arid ecosystems 

must begin with obtaining reliable information covering the avail-

able uatural resources, collection and interpretation through 

standard techniques of monitoring data. The best technique to do 

that would be large-scale landscape surveying which would make 

it possible not only to take inventory of the available resources 

but also to arrive at the landscape variability and to monitor 

changes occurrlug under the impact of different types of .conomic 

activity. Loni.toring can cover changes in vegetation, especially 

such indicators of long-term changes as trees and shrubs, adverse 

phenomena and processes (deflation, formations of sand dunes, 

erosion), changes in the desert boundaries, changes in the nature 

and structure of land use (rangelano area, cultivated land, •itea 

for timber procurement), the number of livestock and its composi-

tion, population migration, etc. These data bring the understanding 
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of landscape vulnerability, stability thzebo1ds cumulation ef-

fects and Jag phenomena, the rate and trends in landscape chang- 

88p etc. 

The next step should be a study of the mechanism and models 

of desertification to arrive at judicious utiliz*tion principles 

as a means of desertification control. 

The final stage is represented by the optimization of arid 

landscapes, a procedure that should not be understood as an at-

tempt to maximally increase their productivity 1  but should be 

conceived to preserve the baaic ecological processes and life-

supporting systems in arid areas, to promote its unique genetic 

diversity; at this stage an optimal land use strategy must be 

identified, including alternative energy sources. Pormulation of 

a long-term program to use arid territories must rest upon a 

study of anthropogenlo landecapee, which are open systems in need 

of having a p*rticular state supported by society within tight- 

ly controlled parameters. Planning must become an imprtanb com-

ponent in the management of such systems, aimed at arriving at 

rational proportions between the conaumption of natural resources 

and the compensatory capability of the system itself. 

PAKISTA1t PROBLEMS OP DESERTIFICATION 

UNDER CONDiTIONS OP IRRIGATED PARING 

ROSTOTSKY SB., Centre of 

International Projects of 

GKNT, USSR 

Pailatan represents a striking example of the country where 

desertiuiction processes are attributed to human activity and 
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pririarily to the irrigated farming management. On the World Wa 

of Deeert.ification prepared for the UN Conference on Desertifi-

cation by UNEP, PAO TJMESCO and WHO the countrys territory is 

marked an an area aubject to "high" desertificetion hazard while 

on the Map of 	esertification Level of the Hot Arid Hegione" 

Oompiled by G.Dregne (USA, 1977) the level of deeertification 

is marked as 	in this country. 

Pakistan is an agroinduetrial country. Irrigated farming 

is the core of its agriculture. Major farming crops are wheat 

(44% of the total cultivated area) and cotton (12%). 

Nearly 60% of the total Ps.d.stan area is occupied by mount-

alas - Hindukuab and Iran upland (north and west of the country). 

Other portion of the country is the Indian lowland - the pru i-

pal terming region where nearly 80% of the country's  population 

is concentrated. 

in recent yeara rapid growth of population and inadequate 

ratea of agricultural production have resulted in the necessity 

to import significant share of fod-etuf C a. This country poaaeaaea 

vast areas or virgin landa suitable for cultivation. However, de-

volopmsnt of farming is limited by widely apread saline soils 

and a shortage of water for irrigation. Under conditions of dry 

tropical end, in general, continental climate the Indian lowland 

receives from 100 to 250 mm of rainfall azlAually. It is distribut-

ed chiefly during a hot dry season thus being rather low-effici-

ent. The river runoff is insufficient for irrigation of the re-

qutred area of farming plots. 

One of the most important prob1emof the country's agricul-

ture is the development of desertification induced primarily by 

irrational economic practiceo. including; deforestation (parti- 
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ou11y in the mountainous, mostly humid regions), overgrazing, 

cultition of eloping and watershed areas, appiieation of eco-

logically unsound irrigation systems. Aocording to S.Y.Zonn'a 

claeiftcat&on, the whole territory of Pakistan represents an 

arid-monsoon type of desertification that results in the forma-

tion of dry tropical deserto and usmideserts of peculiar nature, 

Of all agricultural Lano.s (irrigated lands, rainfed farm-

lands, raugelands) amounting to 75.3 mJ.n hectaree In Pakistan 

86% is subject to deeertiiioatioxa, as to lJregrae'e eStimates. It 

includes over 40 aIm heetaree, i.e. nearly half the country's 

territory, which are subject to wind and water sroei.on. Approxi-

isately 1.5 hIm hecteres are affected by drirting sencle (Ther and 

ThaI deserts border the Indian lowland ira the north-east). How-

ever, progressing aalinization of lands Is the major negative 

cOflsSQuence of uflwi.se land use practices. 

Irrigated area in Puieten makes up 13.3 aIm bectares or 73% 

of total arable land area. 5 aIm hectaree of that number are sub-

ject to deaertificstion having eslinizetion as its primary indi-

cator. The following factore contribute to the development of 

this proceeni dry climate, availability of groundwater in the 

vicinity of the surface, low natural draining capability of areas, 

imperfection of irrigation systems, disregard of the watering 

rates. (it should be mentioned that excessive watering is to a 

crtath extent conditioned by a traditional economic eyntsa pro-

viding for independence of the irrigation water cost from the 

ount ot its consumption in Pakistan). 

Producti',ity of cotton, maiae, some oil-yielding and Legumi-

noua Crops, sensitive to salinity, sharply decreases on cultivat-

d lands with the increase in soil salinity. Further on theee 
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crops are practically eliminated from rotations and replaced hjr  

more salt-resistant crope like rice (under conditions of adequate 

water for flooding irrigation). 0therwiae land is left fallow 

and upon further salinization abandoned. 

According to some estimates, annually nearly 50 thousand 

bectares of earlier cultivated lands are Mbandoned due to salini-

zation. As it was mentioned in the report of, one of the interna-

tional commissions, surveying the territory of present Pakistan in 

the fifties - if these rates of salinization remain "without tak-

ing efficient measures the Indian valley will become a desert in 

some fifty years". 

To prevent development of desertification in Pakistan a com-

prebensive programme was elaborated in Pakistan in 1958 and e'ter 

that work on soil reclamation for averting salinization was ini-

tiated. These measures are implemented mainly within the frame-

work of SCA1P projects (projects of combating soil salinization 

and of land reclamation). The country's territory is divided into 

26 regions according to the number of projects. Wells are drilled 

on the reclaimed land to decrease the groundwater level and to 

provide additional water for the Leaching of saline soils. 

A project of Iona reclamation (area of 45 thous. bectares) 

involving one of the most representative irrigated regions' of 

Pakistan was the first experimental SCARP project. By early six-

ties 90% of the soils in this region was subject to waterloggl_ng 

and 20% - to salinization. As a result of reclamation measures 

(during 10 years from 1965) - application of vertical drainage in 

combination with a more advanced system of drainage, the ground-

water level reduced by 1-2 m which enabled to minimize water-

iogging and restore fertility of 80% of the saline lands. Crop 
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productivity has increaeed by one third on average and popula-

tion of cattle has risen 1.7 times. Thus, the experiment turned 

successful and the experience gained was recommended to other are 

as of the country. 

By now, several thousand wells have been drilled as to SCARF 

programme. Along with stats wells, private wells and bore-wells 

have been drilled. Beginning from 1967, large reservoirs are under 

construction on the rivers (with efficient capacity of over 6 km) 

for the regulation of surface runoff. 

It should be noted, that similar technical measures affect 

mainly large farina specializing in commercial production and hence 

gaining greafJer profits from thea. innovations. The majority of 

farina (over 68%), hOwever, due to the existing social and economic 

conditions are not able or interested in implementation of the men-

tioned measures. Therefore, they are practiced locally and on 

limited areas. This dmnonstrates that even under condition of 

.tochnioal feasibility of •ucceaaful combating denertification 

social and economic relations can serve as a limiting factor. 

X2FERIENCE OF INTGRATD DEVOP- 

KNT IN THE THAR DERT 

OMELCkIENKO 0.1., Institute of 

Geography, Academy of Sciences, 

USSR 

The Tba.r Desert is India's largest arid region located in 

the ...t of Rajasthan along the Indian border with Paiatan. With 

an area of 208.5 thousand sq ka and a population of over 13 mu-
lion, the Thai desert has a population density (16 per sq c) 

..cond to none among the world deserts (the averae of 3). 
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In terme of principal economic and aocial indicatora, R.j.-

wtban'e arid diatriota rant among the most backward in India. 

This in due to the underdeveloped oocio-economic atructuxe, a 

heritage of the feudal ayotem. Following the partitioning of 

India in 1947, the Rajaothan eaert became the country'u pen-. 

pheral outlying area, having loot its traditional contacta with 

the centero in the Lower Indue plain. 

Ai much as 70% or the gainfully employed population in the 

arid region goeo in for farming - primarily dryland farming known 

to be low-yielding and directly dependent upon weather conditione. 

In the not infrequent droughty yeara the yield looeee may be as 

high as 90% of the potential crop. The potential for extenaive 

agrioultu.ral development. baa been practically used up, for the 

extent of lend plowing has come oloe to the maxianun allowable 

one (an average 45%). Liveatock buebandry (primarily nomadic) em-

ploye a bare 2.3% of the population although it conetitutea the 

leading production aector in the most arid part of the deaert. 

Expanding liveotock numbera againet declining range areaw (beccuee 

of the plowing) leada to ever increaeing etockthg preecuree upon 

the Land (80 snimale per 100 ha or greater) and degradee the ran-

ge areae to the condition of waetelandw hence Orage ehortag.s 

and the eneulug low productivity of liveotock huebandry. The prea-

pecta of improved cropping and livestock productivity are cLirectly 

aseociated with the poBoibility of irrigation. The percentage of 

Irrigated areaj in generally low, never exceeding 1A over one half 

of the area and 10% over one third, and rloing above one half in 

the Ganghanagar dietriCt alone. 

dxpaneion of. irrigated aream in the deeert is effected via 

three large irrigation eytema attached to the Gengee, Bhakr and 

:ajati-ia. •anals. The Gangee canal zone contributca around one 
- 
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fouxth of Rajasthan's total output of wheat, gram, cotton and 

oil-bearing crops. The hajasthan canal rants among the largest 

hydro-engineering projects in the capitalist world. Its area of 

influence equaleto 32 thousand eq kin, or 16% of the arid region, 

the canal following the coinp].etion of its construction Phase 2 

originally planned for 1980, will be expected to supply water 

for 1.2 million ha. The project design suggests integrated deve-

lopment of an extensive arid apace and resettlement of up to 2 

million people into the irrigation zone. By the and of the 1970s, 

however, the actually irrigated land had reached no more than 

10% of the design area. 

Since the mid-19709 the Central Government of India and the 

Government of the Rajastban State have been maintaining programs 

to accelerate economic development of the arid region, cover gaps 

between the income levels of different aocial strata and combat 

desertification. 

1974-75 saw the work under the Prorsjime for Druht 

Je,1one begin in ten out of Rajasthan's eleven districts. Financ-

ed by the Central Government of India and the Vorld Development 

Bank, the program seeks to stimulate development, primarily of 

"minor 5  irrigations increase the productivity of the arid range-

lands, improve the quality of livestock, secure forage stocks, 

perform land surveying and nature-conservation measures, and in-

stall an agricultural lnfraetructure. 

During the Fifth Five-Year Plan period the State Government 

of Rajasthen launched a Desert Development Programme in some of 

as arid districts affected by the former Programme. The two 

Programmes show not merely a measze of territorial overlap but 

also have a great deal in common in terms of the measures to be 
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carried out within either Programme's framework. Nevertheless 

the Development Programme gives greater consideration to the di- 

veraity of economic structures and natural conditions in the arid 

regiofl in the three most arid livestock-breeding districts em-

pbesis is made on the development of livestock husbandry and in 

another five arid and seven semiarid districts, on the expansion 

of dryland farming and management of rural trade in mil.k, meat, 

and wool. The Programme's implementation to date has already 

brought an incresse of the per capita income by about one third 

in 20% of the villages in the Jodhpur and Bikaner districts. 

The contribution from industry in the arid region is so far 

restricted to supplying local needs even though the area possess-

e5 some valuable induetrtal resources, above all raw materials 

or the liv.etot origin, such as wool 1  hides, skins, and milk. 

)Lationai importance goes to the reserves of copper ores and some 

non-metal minerals - gypsum, limestone, marble, ceramic clays, 

and knoline. 

But in the absence of a local demand and becauSe of the poor-

ly developed transport network, the use of the resources remains 

heav.ly  limited. The weakest link in the arid region's natural 

resource base is a virtually total lack of energy resources, with 

98.4% of the energy supply imported from other regions and the 

power consumption rate way below the national average. 

The State Government provides incentives to boost industrial 

development in the arid region through crediting, offering tax 

benefita, providing raw materials and electric energy and initiat 

ing industrial parka5 . The latter represent itt.@ equipped with 

an industrial 1-n.frastructuze and intended for the allocation of 

small and medium-size privately-owned utilities. The parks, cur- 
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rently installed in Jodhpur, Bi(aner, Pali, Ganganagar, Hanuman-

garg and Nagaur, are expected to act in the future as industria-

liaation foci. Yet for the time being the efficiency of the pro-

duction units located in the "parka" is low and private entrepre-

fleura are reluctant to invest in them. 

The arid region development progrwnmes now uziderwa,y have 

been thus far unable to change decisively the economic and social 

situation in the region.' Even though some districts and economic 

sectors did achieve a certain measure of success in their deve-

lopment, particularly in the areas of influence of large-scale 

irrigation systems, this has not led to increasing well-being 

of all strata of the population, proclaimed to be the single 

most important goal of 3tate programs in India. Though declared 

as integrated in character, in reality the development programmes 

fail to achieve the needed extent of coordination and integra-

tion of the measures involved, nor do they consider adequately 

the region's specific featurea - natural and socio-ecoLomicl hence 

the duplication of effort between the programs and the related 

dissipation of means and resources. 

Similarly, they tend to under-estimate the need for prelimi-

nary execution of socio-econoxmic reforms and gaining the support 

of the local population. For the programs to be genuinely inte-

grated in character, requires an improved economic-geographical 

justification of the planned measures and consistent realisation 

of the formulated programmes via effective institutional mechanisms 

on all territorial and administrative levels. 
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PROBLEIAS OF iIATfl SUPPLY IN 

INDIA'S ARID AND SEJTI-ARID LANDS 

LEVINTANLJS A.yu. Institute of 

Geography, USSR Academy of Sciences, 

US SR 

Improved water supply of arid end semi.-arid lands is a pre-

condition of their eucceeful economic deve1opma't. This is parti-

cularly important for India, whose population aacoujite for 15% 

of the world total, while its proportion in the world's annual 

river runoff is only 6%. 

As regards water resource availability, the states of Indien 

arid and aemi-erid zones can be divided into three groups: (a) 

those characterized by absolute water deficit, caused by lack of 

precipitation and river runoff (,Yet Rajasthan, Saurashtra and 

Kach Peninsulas in Gujarat). In the most arid arsea of Rajasthan.-

Sukaner and Jalealmar - maximum annual rainfall is 160 mm. Within 

Sauraehtra and }Cach Peninculas, 1 arable heotare gets only 8.6 cm 

thick Layer of fresn water (Indian average - 115 cm) (b) thoce 

chorcterized by relative water deficit, caused by the discrepr cy 

between the growing water consumption and available supply (South 

Raryana, West Tamilnada). In 1980, large and medium-size irriga-

tion projects of Tamilnadu used 96% of the usable surface flow. 

Intensive irrigation development in Haryana left no reserves in 

the state's surface water resources. Also, the states of these 

two groups face rather bleak prospects of utilizing groundwater 

resources; already 92% of the renewable groundwater resources are 

being used in Gujarat, and 97% - in liaryana); (c) those having 

enough water resources but underutilizing them (western distr-

icts of iadhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Mahraehtra, Karnataka, 

sjtated 4 n the rain shadow of the Nestern Guts). It is within 
28- 
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theee atatee that the baelna of large rivera are nituateth the 

Narmada, Godavari, Krlehna. Only 20-0% of their water potential 

is being used at preeent. 

The otrategy of improving the water aupply of arid and 

aemi-arid landa should be developed conaidering the peculiarities 

of water probleme in each group of states. Under the Conetitution 

of India, the water resoarcee utilization is the competence of 

respective otatea, and therefore the planning and Implementation 

of water management menourea is the responsibility of states. 

Arid and Semi-Arid Sin -tea 

The history of Indian water management Industry shows that 

it suffers not only from lack but also from mismanagement of 

water resourcee. While the problem appliee to the country as a 

whole, it becomes particularly acute In the arid zone areas, where 

water resources are limited. Here, maximum mobilization of the 

local water consumption potentials is required sowll-ocale irri-

gation development wherever possible, minimizing water baseS in 

the diatributton irrigation network, combined use of groundwater 

and aurface flow for irrigation, recycling the water at industrial 

enterpriaea, etc. 

When operating large and medium-aize water resource projecte, 

it Is essential that their capacitiee be fully developed. Thus, 

in 1975, the countty utilized 90% of its large and medium-eize 

water projecte whereae in Gujarat - only 66%, and in Mahnrashtra - 

65%. During the years of independence, India aubatantially expanded 

irrigation dev.lopment, but the Increase of irrigated lands 18 

;i1l a slow process. A realistic solution of the problem lieS in 

shortening construction periode. For example, in Andhra Pradesh 



State, the total irrigation potential of projects under conatruc-

tion since 1947 is 1,067 thou hectarea, encompassing arid and 

pemi-arid lands only. Of this area, by 1980 only 610 thou he were 

introduced into agricultural production. 

State of Absolute Water Deficit 

Water deficiency in these states is most apparent. The poe-

sibilities of improving the water aupply situation through optimiz-

ing the local reecurcee here are negligible, hence capital-inten-

sive and technologically sophisticated projects. 

Transfer of flow from contagioua river basins appears a 

radical solution. In India, there exists a project for partial 

flew transfer from the Narmeda and Mnkha Rivera to Gujarat and 

Rajanthan States. Once realized, this scheme would allow irriga-

tion of over half the area of the arid peninsulas Saurashtra and 

Kach and adjoining areas of flajasthan. 

The difficult situation with domentic and industrial 

water eupply justifies the currant build-up of sea-water desalini-

aetion activities in the Kambay Bay as well as desalinization of 

local saline waters. Despite its high prim8-coot., this inethod. 

seams to be lees attractive economically than traneportation of  

fresh water to distant villages, used now. 

Statea of Relative Water DeficIt 

These states enjoy considerable water reouroes, and their 

large-scale utilization was the basis of rapid economic develop-

ment. In the immediate perspective, rationalizing the water con-

sumption pattern should inClude two groups of mutually complement-

ing measures: 
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Improved regulation of the surface flow and subsurface 

runoff. Most of the monsoon flood flow of the Indian rivers is 

not used because of the laflk of flood control reservoirs. For 

example, the Kavert River runoff is almoot entirely unregulated, 

Although this is the main river of Tamilnadu State. So, the con-

etruction of new reservoirs can open up more possibilities for 

utilizing these resources. Groundwater spreading in the dry 

winter period on the Indian rivera by building underground re-

eeryoirs is particularly promising in the alluvial easily penetrab-

le soils of the Indus-G5nga Lowland, including Usryana. 

Minimizing water requirements for production, it appears 

practicable to change, in the states of this group, the cropping 

pattern In favoui of lees water inteneive crope. Thos, in maid-

1970e, in Tamuilnadu 3tte 38% of the cropland was under rice 1  

most aquatic grain crop, and only 0.001% was u.nder wheat (the 

yield of rice per 1 mm water Is 3.7 ag/ha, of wheat - 12. kg/ha). 

States flich In Water Resoorces 

The main reasons delaying the development of the water poten-

tial in the arid zones of these states is the general backward-

ness of their economy and inter-stats disputes on the distribution 

of the waters of borderline rivers. An early agreement on the prin-

ciploS of joint use of the runoff of "common" rivers will contri-

buto to the economic boom of arid and semi-arid lands on the basis 

of irrigated farming. The possibilities for this are not yet fully 

realized. For example, in Maharashtra State of the late 1970a, in 

the Kriehna Pain only 150,000 ha was irrigated out of 600,000 

irrigable total; in the Godavari Basin - 400,000 ha - out of 

1,400,000 ha Irrigable total. An integrated development of the 
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Naa'mnda water resources would make it possible to irrigate 2. 

mln ha in the semi-arid districts of Madhym Pradesh State. 

Sporadic measures to improve the water supply condittone of 

arid lande can only provide a temporary improvement of the situa-

tion. The problem of water supply for India's arid and semi-arid 

lands should be solved radically, through coordinated application 

of geographically differentiated measures. 

PECULIARITIES OF NATURAL CONDITIONS 

OF GREAT SEBKMA OF ORAN, ALGERIA, 

AND PROB1Ji13 OF MAINTAINING ECOLO- 

GICAL EQIJILIBRI1P IN TILE COURSE CF 

ITS RECLAMATION 

GOLTJBEV S.M., Glavzarubezhvod-

etrot; GUSELKOV E.P., TYRSIX 

A.S., Tb "SOYUZVODPROJEKT", 

USSR 

The settlement prOblem of Great Sebkhe of Oran and of small 

contagious saline depressions emerged following the growth of 

population and industrial development of the city of Oran, situa-

ted in the western part of the Mediterranean coast of Algeria. 

Sebkhae of the type located in the vjcinjt4' of Oran are also 

typical of other North African coastal areas. Their origin is 

due to a ntunber of Thctors among which morphological structure, 
geological structure, hydrogeological conditions and climate are 

of primary importance. 
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Great Sebkha of Oran has an area of 298  km2  the eize of 

the drainage baein being 2,274 km2 . The Sebkha is eurrounded 

by mounteine, abaolute elevatione reaching 1,100 in. The climate 

is eemi-arid eubtroptcal. The mean annual air temperature is 

18 00, +1 00 and +44 00 being the abeolute minimum and maximum, 

reepectively. The mean annual precipitation is 177 mm, its maxi-

mum amount being 1,100 mm, and the minimum - 190 mm. Throughout 

the year, the 000urrence of rainfall is not uniform, the eumzner 

period accounte only for 3% of the required rain. Evaporation 

is three timee the aggregate of annual rainfall. Therefore orope 

can be cultivated in euaer only with irrigation. 

The eurface runoff is formed within the mountain mceaifa 

adjoining the Sebkha. Mean annual runoff to the Sebkha is 15-20 

m].n m 3 . 

The groundwater reeouroee of the area are not eufficiently 

etudiød. Sabkha reoai'voe the flow of a number of eourcee with 

an aggregate diacharge of 300 1/a. Beidea, within the Sebkha 

area a diecharge of confined wetere is poeetble. Because the 

area to land-looked 1  all of the water influent to the Sebkha is 

).oet for evaporation. The preeence of impervioua rocke and the 

abeenoe of natural or man-made drainage under conditiona of eemi-

arid elimate reaulted in heavy ealinizatlon of Sebkha area. The 

poeeibility of Sebkha land utilization following deeallnization was 

coneidered from the following two atandpointe 

- expanding reeidential and tnduetrial zonee of the city of 

Oran; 

- laprovad eupply of foodetuffe to Orai population in view 

of its feet growth. 
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Industrial and residential zones were to be expanded at the 

expense of two small Lakes, Petit Lac and Morceilly situated on 

the city outekirts. The production of foodstuffs for the oity 

population was planned in Sebkha proper. - 

Integrated surveys of the area were undertaken and Sebkha 

Basin water balance etudied to support decision-making. Analysis 

of alternative solutions revealed inexpedience of Sebkha desali-

nization since the amount of water influent to Sebkha during a 

year and the pattern of its distribution rule out the possibility 

of capital leachings that would allow agricultural uses of the 

land and its irrigation. 

Eetimates indicated that the leaching and irrigation of 

Sebkha lands in addition to considerable capital outlay requi es 

2 km3  water extra. Again, under conditions of short water supply 

in Oran area, this is impractical. Even if extra water resources 

bacone available due to better regulation of cued runoff and the 

use of waste waters, it appears economically more advantageous 

to use these resources for the irrigation of fertile lands sur-

rounding the city of Oran. 

The conducted surveys indicato the neoessity of preserving 

the natural water balance condition and ecological equilibrium 

of Great Sebkha of Oran, a unique natural site, a place of rest 

for the birds of passage. 
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DESERTIFICATION IN EAST AFRICA 

SPECIFIC FEATURES 

SAIKO T.A., Centre of Interna-

tional Projects of GENT, USSR 

On the World Map of Deeertifination prepared for the UN 

Conference on Desertification hold in 1977 the region of East 

Africa, including Somalia, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania is 

marked as "arid, semiarid and to a lesser degree oubhwnfd P.OneB 

of moderate to high desertificatton hazard". In spite of the en-

vironmental, including climatic, differences between the named 

countries there are several common features and trends In the 

development of desertification which specify the region as a 

whole. 

Theae common features, first of all, come from the history 

of development, i.e. the duration of human impact on the environ-

mont. Rscent archaeological findings in Ethiopia have revealed 

the earliest primitive agricultural devices related to the period 

of around 3 m1n years ago. It Is not surprising that just from 

here people started settling in other continents and this pro-

cess was accompanied by introduction of a new form of humeri in-

pact on the environment - swidden agriculture. However, slow nil-

1m-long development of dasertification has increased by the 

beginning of the XXth century due to a qualitative leap in popu-

lation growth. Results of this process were noticed even later - 

in the second half of the century when irreversible ecological 

changes in all elements of the environmentS caine to view. 

Specific feature of this region is presence of areas of 

highl' desertified lands practically in all countries although 

true arid conditions are typical only of Ethiopia, Somalia and 
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Kenya. The main reasons responsible for development of desertifi-

cation in these countries ares large-scale deforestation, overgraz-

ing and cultivation of marginal lands for rainfed farming in arid 

and semiarid regions. 

Initial cause of environmental degradation in East Afrioa 

is the destruction of vegetation through cutting and fires aimed 

at development of new lands for agriculture, stimulation of 

young plant growth in rangelands and supplying of population with 

fuel and construction means. The evergreen forests covering for-

many the whole area of Ethiopia occupy nearly 3%  of its territory 

at preeent. Deforestation and cultivation of sandy soils in the 

central part of semiarid zone of Tanzania resulted in the forma-

tion of badlands within this highland region. 

The process of deforestation was followed by a decrease in 

the humus contents of soils, enhancement of evapotranepiration 

and the surface runoff share, development of erosion As a result, 

phenomenon of "drought frequency increase" appeared, which con-

tamed the reduction and loss of the major portion of acoaseible 

moisture by soil and the same average annual rainfall. Besides, 

irreularity of rainfall distribution and recurrent climatic 

droughts typical of the East African countries, provided addi-

tional preosuro on the region's biological resources. During the 

recant drought of 1971-1974 being an echo of the well-known 

Sudanic-Sahelian drought which has caused migration of population 

from these countries to East Africa nearly 100,000 people died 

and 80% of cattle Was lost in Ethiopia. In 1973-1974  over a. h1f 

of cattle stock suffered from hunger in Somalia, 

E'ven without additional extreme factors desertjficatton is 

developing at present in all countries of East Africa under the 

Em 
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impact of excessive agricultural utilization of lands in pasto-

ralism and rainfed farmingt development of marginal lands for 

farming under conditions of rapid population growth and increase 

in livestock nwubere. Thus, the livestock pressure on lend in the 

north-west of Tanzania already in 1965 ten times exceeded the 

carrying capacity of land. As a result of all above-mentioned 

factors desertification in present now in the form of erosion 

processes - land-elide, water and wind erosion. Along with human 

causes it is also attributed to predisposition of fragile ferra-

lithic sandy soils of arid ecosystems to degradation under the 

action of unwise practices and due to the irregular pattern of 

rainfall distribution. Owing to low development of Irrigation 

in East Africa processes of salinization and waterlogging are 

found mostly in Ethiopia. Pesertification in the East African 

couxtrjes is expressed also In the decrease in crop productivity, 

including fodder crops which, regarding the predominantly pasto-

ral orientation of agriculture here, affects the perinanetly 

lowering living standards of the popu1tion. 

In spite of certain similarities in desertjfjcation trends 

in E5st Africa there are significant differences In the intensity 

and local pattern of its development in separate countries which 

are caused both by peculiarities of the environment and differences 

in land-uee and sooth-economic Conditions. Therefore, considera-

tion of the Status of the problem in each country could make a 

picture of the "latitudinal profile" of desertificatlon. 

Although Individual measures and programmes aimed at proven-

ti -'n and combating denertification are implemented in all countri-

es of East Africa, integrated approach in practically absent and 

there is no coordination of e.ctione esoentlal for efficient cont-

rol between individual inctitutiono. 
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STATE REGUL.TION OF SPECIALIZATION 

IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN ARID 

AND 3E1I-ARID REGIONS. THE EXPERI-

ENCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALI 

MAT(USHOK Y.M., Patrice Lumuniba 

Priendehip University, USSR 

Administrative councils (operations) have been created in 

Melt SS a mechanism to regulate specialization of petty-commodity 

peasant economy. The mechanism has been conducive to an improved 

food situation even in such a backward country 1  and in a ohort 

time hoc made the country the number one producer of cotton in 

Tropical Africa, its gross output increased by a factor of 25. 

The "operations" have facilitated cooperation and resulted in 

the emergence of first cooperatives known as "Tonne Villagois". 

The public sector possesses a greater diversification capa-

bility than petty-commodity or even cooperative econonilo unite. 

Specialization zones both existing and planned, are conducive to 

an ordered and more effective deployment of public-sector enter-

priias, it furnishes a science-supported answer to the queeti 

what public-sector enterprises and in what order should be creat-

ed, which in the context of limited resources is of considerable 

practical importance for the newly-liberated nationa? 

Progressive socic-econoraic changes in arid and semi-arid 

zones resulting from specialization of agricultural production 

serve as a more effective weapon to combat decertification, a 

theots supported by the integrated development of the southern 

zone (unirrigated agriculture) and the zone of the mid-valley 

of the Niger River (irrigated agriculture). 

29- 
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IRRIGATI ON DEVELOPTENT IN THE  

ARID ZONE OP MXICOs MAGNTUDE 

AND ECONOMIC IMPORTAICE 

MILOSLAVSKAYA E.A., Moscow 3tat 

University, USSR 

A problem of economic development of drylands is of utmot 

importance in Mexico that is attributed, in particular, to a ra-

pid population growth in the areas of traditional concentration. 

Arid and semi-arid regions occupy nearly 77% of the COufliry'S 

territory as to certain estimates. Besides, within half of its 

area farming is feasible only under irrigation. Irrigated area 

makea up about 5 mln hectaree in I1exjco which has become an ie-

portant factor in the social and economic development. The share 

of irrigated farming in the overall agricultural production is 

permanently increaeing being 35% in the beginrng of the eeven• 

ties it has reached 43% at the end. Horeover, irrigated areas 

provide a significant part of the egricultural exports. 

Major irrigated districts (regions) are located in the coLint -

ry'e north, north-east with the highest aridity degree and intan-

se development of irrigated farming, hence changing environments 

of vast areas. These districts occupy over 50% of the irrigated 

land area. Particularly these regions gave birth to a large- 

scale modern capitalist production in contrast to the central 

and southern parts of Mexico with their traditional dispersed 

land-use and consumers' frining. 

It coincides mainly with the fertile lands along the river 

dley. At the same time, watersheds with much poorer water sup-

ply still support small half-commercial ferimming. With high rates 
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of development on the basis of advanced aricL1ltLiral technology 

(with application of fertilizers, pesticides, machinery) the large 

farms of irrigated districts have become mighty producers of 

exported Cotton, wheat for large central home districts, includ-

ing the capital. At the same time, the agricultural production 

structure of the irrigated lands of the north and north-west 

becomes more diversified also due to the change in the consumption 

pettern, especially in the cities. New irrigated areas are much 

more dynamic compared to the densely popujated mountain basins 

where main food crops have been cultivated for many centuries on 

the depleted and mrosion-stricken oilo. 

According to some estimates, the rapidly growing food re-

quirement of Mexico could be met by a 4 times increase in thr 

irrigated area with simultaneous improvement of the soil capabi-

lity within the currently irrigated lands. To this end research 

works aimed at assessment and study of water resources in Mexico 

have been initiated on a large scale. They are intended to pro-

vide expansion of irrigated area 1  reoonetiuction and improvement 

of irrigated lands, improvement of the quality and increase of 

the amount of fresh water, refinement of the sewage eystem ela- 

boration and introduction of the advanced technology of salt water 

desalination. 

However, insufficient attention has been given until now to 

the social meaning of the projects, to the goals of production 

and social infrastructure development. Integrated agroindustrial 

development of regions aimed at the comprehensive use of natural 

resources is still progressing at a alow rate. Main attention is 

given to the expansion and development of farming which determined 

a one-sided character of development. Almost complete absence of 
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industrial enterprises, hydroelectric plants by all means halts 

the advance of economic regions on the basis of the existing spa-

tial combinations of natural resources and vast labour resources. 

And this situation is quite typical of Mexico which has achieved 

true success in combating desertification. 

Mexican experience proves once again that human interference 

with ecosystems of arid landscapes without preuimtnary study of 

their peculiarities of structure brings about unfavourable and, 

often, irreversible consequences. Unwise use of natural resources 

leads to acceleration of water deficit, depletion, erosion and 

sshtnization of soils. This, in turn, causes reduction of soil 

productivity and, locally, its cplete degradation. Intensive 

groundwater intake, particularly in big mechanized farms results 

in the lowering of groundwater table t  increase in pumping costs 

and the intrusion of sea water (in the Pacific coast regions). 

All these factors emphasize the importance of an integrated study 

of natural conditions and alternatives for their use in the arid 

and semiarid regions. 
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